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Preface

Research on multi-agent systems is enlarging our technical future capabilities as
humans and as an intelligent society. During recent years many effective applica-
tions have been implemented and are part of our daily life. These applications have
agent-based models and methods as an important ingredient. Markets, finance
world, robotics, medical technology, social negotiation, video games, big-data
science, etc. are some of the branches where the knowledge gained through
multi-agent simulations is necessary and where new software engineering tools are
continuously created and tested in order to reach an effective technology transfer
to impact our lives.

This book brings together researchers working in several fields that cover the
techniques, the challenges and the applications of multi-agent systems in a
wide variety of aspects related to learning algorithms for different devices such
as vehicles, robots and drones, computational optimization to reach a more
efficient energy distribution in power grids and the use of social networks and
decision strategies applied to the smart learning and education environments in
emergent countries. We hope that this book can be useful and become a guide
or reference to an audience interested in the developments and applications of
multi-agent systems.

The first section of the book presents different techniques and algorithms applied 
to multi-agent systems formed by vehicles, drones, robots and nano-objects. In
Chapter 1, Dong et al. propose a control algorithm to estimate the nonlinear dynam-
ics of a group of homogeneous unicycle-type vehicles. In Chapter 2, Bostanciet al. 
explain how 3D data acquisition can be handled using a multi-agent drone system. 
In Chapter 3, Guzel et al. study some popular machine-learning algorithms applied 
to sets of robots competing in a 2D simulator. The last chapter of this first section, 
Chapter 4 by Zamberlan et al., presents how multi-agent systems techniques can be
useful to simulate moving objects in nanoscience.

The second section of the book addresses the question of improvement and optimi-
zation of grid systems for the electric energy distribution. In Chapter 5, Satheesh
Kumar and Tamil Selvi study the effective demand-side management in the smart
grid operating the power system. In Chapter 6, Khan et al. discuss optimal proce-
dures of the microgrid energy supervision and power distribution system. The last
chapter of this second section, Chapter 7 by Raju and Morais, presents a method of
using a multi-agent system to control the microgrid operation in a smart microgrid 
for effective energy administration.

The last section of the book highlights the use of social networks and decision strat-
egies for the smart learning and to enhance the education methodology in emergent
countries. In Chapter 8, Temdee uncovers some machine-learning techniques to be
used in smart learning environments. In Chapter 9, Adesegun suggests the adoption
of new technologies as a significant contribution to the educational development
and social transformation of emergent countries.
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Chapter 1

Cooperative Adaptive Learning
Control for a Group of
Nonholonomic UGVs by Output
Feedback
Xiaonan Dong, Paolo Stegagno, Chengzhi Yuan and Wei Zeng

Abstract

A high-gain observer-based cooperative deterministic learning (CDL) control
algorithm is proposed in this chapter for a group of identical unicycle-type
unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) to track over desired reference trajectories. For
the vehicle states, the positions of the vehicles can be measured, while the velocities
are estimated using the high-gain observer. For the trajectory tracking controller,
the radial basis function (RBF) neural network (NN) is used to online estimate the
unknown dynamics of the vehicle, and the NN weight convergence and estimation
accuracy is guaranteed by CDL. The major challenge and novelty of this chapter is
to track the reference trajectory using this observer-based CDL algorithm without
the full knowledge of the vehicle state and vehicle model. In addition, any vehicle in
the system is able to learn the knowledge of unmodeled dynamics along the union of
trajectories experienced by all vehicle agents, such that the learned knowledge can
be re-used to follow any reference trajectory defined in the learning phase. The
learning-based tracking convergence and consensus learning results, as well as
using learned knowledge for tracking experienced trajectories, are shown using the
Lyapunov method. Simulation is given to show the effectiveness of this algorithm.

Keywords: cooperative control, deterministic learning, neural network,
multi-agent systems, distributed adaptive learning and control,
unmanned ground vehicles

1. Introduction

The two-wheel-driven, unicycle-type vehicle is one of the most common mobile
robot platforms, and many research results have been published regarding this
system [1–4]. There are two major challenges for controlling this system: the
knowledge of all state variables, and the actuate modeling of the system. For the
unicycle-type vehicle that we use in this chapter, the vehicle position and velocity
are both required for the trajectory tracking control. The position of the vehicle can
be obtained using cameras or GPS signals, while direct measurement of the vehicle
velocity is difficult. State observer has been proposed to estimate the full state of the
system using the measured signals [5, 6], however, traditional observers require the
knowledge of the system model for accurate state estimations. High-gain observer
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has been proposed to estimate the unmeasured state variables in case that the
system model is not fully known to the observer, and the estimated states can be
used for control purposes [7–10]. In this chapter, we follow the standard high-gain
observer design method [8] to obtain the estimation of vehicle velocity using the
measured vehicle position.

For the second challenge, adaptive control has been introduced to deal with
system uncertainties [11, 12], in which neural network (NN) based control is able to
further deal with nonlinear system uncertainties [13, 11]. Though tracking control
can be achieved by NN-based adaptive control, however, traditional NN-based
control methods failed to achieve parameter (NN weight) convergence. This short-
age requires the controller to update the system parameter (NN weight) all the time
when the controller is operating, which is time consuming and computational
demanding. To overcome this deficiency, a deterministic learning (DL) method has
been proposed to model the system uncertainties under the partial persistency of
excitation (PE) condition [14]. To be more specific, it has been shown that the
system uncertainties can be accurately modeled with a sufficient large number of
radial basis function (RBF) NNs, and local NN weights online updated by DL will
converge to their optimal values, provided that the input signal of the RBFNNs
is recurrent.

Since the RBFNN estimation is locally accurate around the recurrent trajectory,
this becomes a disadvantage when there exists multiple tracking tasks. The learned
knowledge of the system uncertainties, presented by the RBFNNs, cannot be
directly applied on a different control task, and it will need a significant amount of
storage space for a large number of different tasks. In recent years, distributed
control is a rising topic regarding the control of multiple coordinated agents
[15–20]. In this chapter, we took the idea of communicating inside the multi-agent
system (MAS) and apply it on DL, such that in the learning phase, any vehicle in
the MAS is able to learn the unmodeled dynamics not only along its own trajectory,
but along the trajectories of all other vehicle agents in this MAS as well. In other
words, the NN weight of any vehicle in this MAS will converge to a common
constant, which presents the unmodeled dynamics along the union trajectory of all
vehicles, and any vehicle in the MAS is able to use this knowledge to achieve
trajectory tracking for any control task learned in the learning phase.

The main contributions of this chapter are summarized as follows.

i. A high-gain observer is introduced to estimate the vehicle velocities using the
measurement of vehicle position.

ii. An observer and RBFNN-based adaptive learning control algorithm is
developed for a multi-vehicle system, such that each vehicle agent will be able
to follow the desired reference trajectory.

iii. An online cooperative adaptive NN learning law is proposed, such that the
RBFNN weight of all vehicle agents will converge to one common value,
which represents the unmodeled dynamics of the vehicle along the union
trajectories experienced by all vehicle agents.

iv. An observer and experience-based controller is developed using the common
NN model obtained from the learning phase, such that vehicles are able to
follow the reference trajectory experienced by any vehicle before with
improved control performance.

In the following sections, we briefly describe some preliminaries on graph the-
ory and RBFNNs based DL method, then present the vehicle dynamics and the
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problem statement, all in Section 2. The main results of this chapter, including the
high-gain observer design, CDL-based trajectory tracking control, accurate
cooperative learning using RBF NNs, and experience-based trajectory tracking
control, are provided in Section 3, respectively. Simulation results of an example
with four vehicles running three different tasks are provided in Section 4. The
conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

Notations. R, Rþ and ℤþ denote, respectively, the set of real numbers, the set of
positive real numbers and the set of positive integers; Rm�n denotes the set of m� n
real matrices; Rn denotes the set of n� 1 real column vectors; In denotes the n� n
identity matrix; Om�n denotes the zero matrix with dimension of m� n; Subscript
�ð Þk denotes the kth column vector of a matrix; ∣ � ∣ is the absolute value of a real
number, and k � k is the 2-norm of a vector or a matrix, i.e., kxk ¼ xTx

� �1
2; _z denotes

the total derivative of zwith respect to the time; ∂=∂z denotes the Jacobian matrix as
∂

∂z ¼ ∂

∂z1
⋯ ∂

∂zn

h i
.

2. Preliminaries and problem statement

2.1 Graph theory

In a graph defined as G ¼ V; ε;Að Þ, the elements of V ¼ 1; 2;…; nf g are called
vertices, the elements of ε are pairs i; jð Þ with i, j∈V, i 6¼ j called edges, and the
matrix A is called the adjacency matrix. If i; jð Þ∈ ε, then agent i is able to receive
information from agent j, and agent i and j are called adjacent. The adjacency matrix
is thus defined as A ¼ aij

� �
n�n, in which aij>0 if and only if i; jð Þ∈ ε, and aij ¼ 0

otherwise. For any two nodes vi, vj ∈V, if there exists a path between them, then the
graph G is called connected. Furthermore, the graph G is called fixed if ε and A do
not change over time, and called undirected if ∀ i; jð Þ∈ ε, pair j; ið Þ is also in ε.
According to [21], for the Laplacian matrix L ¼ lij

� �
n�n associated with the undi-

rected graph G, in which lij ¼
∑n

j¼1, j6¼iaij i ¼ j
�aij i 6¼ j

:

 
If the graph is connected, then L

is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix, with one zero eigenvalue and all other
eigenvalues being positive and hence, rank Lð Þ≤ n� 1.

2.2 Localized RBF neural networks and deterministic learning

The RBF networks can be described by f nn Zð Þ ¼ ∑Nn
i¼1wisi Zð Þ ¼ WTS Zð Þ [22],

where Z ∈ΩZ ⊂Rq is the input vector, W ¼ w1;⋯;wNn½ �T ∈RNn is the weight vec-

tor, Nn is the NN node number, and S Zð Þ ¼ s1 kZ � μ1kð Þ;⋯; sNn kZ � μNn
k� �� �T,

with si �ð Þ being a radial basis function, and μi i ¼ 1; 2;⋯;Nnð Þ being distinct points

in state space. The Gaussian function si kZ � μikð Þ ¼ exp � Z�μið ÞT Z�μið Þ
σ2

h i
is one of the

most commonly used radial basis functions, where μi ¼ μi1; μi2;⋯; μiq

h iT
is the

center of the receptive field and σi is the width of the receptive field. The Gaussian
function belongs to the class of localized RBFs in the sense that si kZ � μikð Þ ! 0 as
kZk ! ∞. It is easily seen that S Zð Þ is bounded and there exists a real constant
SM ∈Rþ such that kS Zð Þk≤ SM [14].

It has been shown in [22, 23] that for any continuous function f Zð Þ : ΩZ ! R
where ΩZ ⊂Rq is a compact set, and for the NN approximator, where the node
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� �
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� �
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k� �� �T,
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in state space. The Gaussian function si kZ � μikð Þ ¼ exp � Z�μið ÞT Z�μið Þ
σ2

h i
is one of the

most commonly used radial basis functions, where μi ¼ μi1; μi2;⋯; μiq

h iT
is the

center of the receptive field and σi is the width of the receptive field. The Gaussian
function belongs to the class of localized RBFs in the sense that si kZ � μikð Þ ! 0 as
kZk ! ∞. It is easily seen that S Zð Þ is bounded and there exists a real constant
SM ∈Rþ such that kS Zð Þk≤ SM [14].

It has been shown in [22, 23] that for any continuous function f Zð Þ : ΩZ ! R
where ΩZ ⊂Rq is a compact set, and for the NN approximator, where the node
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number Nn is sufficiently large, there exists an ideal constant weight vector W ∗ ,
such that for any ϵ ∗>0, f Zð Þ ¼ W ∗TS Zð Þ þ ϵ,∀Z ∈ΩZ, where ∣ϵ∣ < ϵ ∗ is the ideal
approximation error. The ideal weight vectorW ∗ is an “artificial” quantity required
for analysis, and is defined as the value of W that minimizes ∣ϵ∣ for all Z ∈ΩZ ⊂Rq,

i.e., W ∗≔argminW ∈RNn supZ ∈ΩZ
jf Zð Þ �WTS Zð Þj

n o
. Moreover, based on the locali-

zation property of RBF NNs [14], for any bounded trajectory Z tð Þ within the
compact set ΩZ, f Zð Þ can be approximated by using a limited number of neurons
located in a local region along the trajectory: f Zð Þ ¼ W ∗T

ζ Sζ Zð Þ þ ϵζ, where ϵζ is the

approximation error, with ϵζ ¼ O ϵð Þ ¼ O ϵ ∗ð Þ, Sζ Zð Þ ¼ sj1 Zð Þ;⋯; sjζ Zð Þ� �T ∈RNζ ,

W ∗
ζ ¼ w ∗

j1 ;⋯;w ∗
jζ

h iT
∈RNζ , Nζ <Nn, and the integers ji ¼ j1,⋯, jζ are defined by

∣sji Zp
� �

∣>θ (θ>0 is a small positive constant) for some Zp ∈Z kð Þ.
It is shown in [14] that for a localized RBF network WTS Zð Þ whose centers are

placed on a regular lattice, almost any recurrent trajectory Z kð Þ (see [14] for
detailed definition of “recurrent” trajectories) can lead to the satisfaction of the PE
condition of the regressor subvector Sζ Zð Þ. This result is recalled in the following
Lemma.

Lemma 1 [14, 24]. Consider any recurrent trajectory Z kð Þ: ℤþ ! Rq. Z kð Þ remains in
a bounded compact set ΩZ ⊂Rq, then for RBF network WTS Zð Þ with centers placed on a
regular lattice (large enough to cover compact setΩZ), the regressor subvector Sζ Zð Þ consisting
of RBFs with centers located in a small neighborhood of Z kð Þ is persistently exciting.

2.3 Vehicle model and problem statement

As shown in Figure 1, this unicycle-type vehicle is a nonholonomic system, with
the constraint force preventing the vehicle from sliding along the axis of the actu-
ated wheels. The nonholonomic constraint can be presented as follows

AT qi

� �
_qi ¼ 0 (1)

in which A qi

� � ¼ sin θi � cos θi 0½ �T, and qi ¼ xi yi θi
� �T is the general

coordinates of the ith vehicle (i ¼ 1, 2,…, n, with n being the number of vehicles in

Figure 1.
A unicycle-type vehicle.
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the MAS). (xi, yi) and θi denote the position and orientation of the vehicle with
respect to the ground coordinate, respectively.

With this constraint, the degree of freedom of the system is reduced to two.
Independently driven by the two actuated wheels on each side of the vehicle, the
non-slippery kinematics of the ith vehicle is

_qi ¼
_xi

_yi
_θ i

2
64

3
75 ¼

cos θi 0

sin θi 0

0 1

2
64

3
75 vi

ωi

� �
¼def J qi

� �
ui (2)

where vi and ωi are the linear and angular velocities measured at the center
between the driving wheels, respectively. The dynamics of the ith vehicle can be
described by [25].

M qi

� �
€qi þ C qi; _qi

� �
_qi þ F qi; _qi

� �þ G qi

� � ¼ B qi

� �
τi þ A qi

� �
λi, (3)

in which M∈R3�3 is a positive definite matrix that denotes the inertia, C∈R3�3

is the centripetal and Coriolis matrix, F∈R3�1 is the friction vector, G∈R3�1 is the
gravity vector. τi ∈R2�1 is a vector of system input, i.e., the torque applied on each

driving wheel, B ¼ 1
r

cos θi cos θi
sin θi sin θi
R �R

2
64

3
75∈R3�2 is the input transformation matrix,

projecting the system input τ onto the space spanned by x; y; θð Þ, in which D ¼ 2R is
the distance between two actuation wheels, and r is the radius of the wheel. λi is a
Lagrange multiplier, and Aλi ∈R3�1 denotes the constraint force.

Matrices M and C in Eq. (3) can be derived using the Lagrangian equation with
the follow steps. First we calculate the kinetic energy for the ith vehicle agent

Ti ¼
m _x2

ic þ _y2ic
� �

2
þ I _θ2ic

2
(4)

where m is the mass of the vehicle, I is the moment of inertia measured at the
center of mass, xic, yic, and θic are the position and orientation of the vehicle at
the center of mass, respectively. The following relation can be obtained from
Figure 1:

xic ¼ xi þ d cos θi
yic ¼ yi þ d sin θi
θic ¼ θi

,

_xic ¼ _xi � d _θ sin θi

_yic ¼ _yi þ d _θ cos θi

_θ ic ¼¼ _θ i

8>><
>>:

8>><
>>:

(5)

Then Eq. (4) can be rewritten into

T qi; _qi

� � ¼
m _xi � d _θ sin θi
� �2 þ _yi þ d _θ cos θi

� �2h i

2
þ I _θ2i

2

¼ 1
2

m _x2
i þm _y2i þ md2 þ I

� �
_θ2 � 2md sin θ _xi _θ i þ 2md cos θ _yi _θ i

� �

¼ _qT
i M qi

� �
_qi

2

(6)
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number Nn is sufficiently large, there exists an ideal constant weight vector W ∗ ,
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the MAS). (xi, yi) and θi denote the position and orientation of the vehicle with
respect to the ground coordinate, respectively.

With this constraint, the degree of freedom of the system is reduced to two.
Independently driven by the two actuated wheels on each side of the vehicle, the
non-slippery kinematics of the ith vehicle is

_qi ¼
_xi

_yi
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¼def J qi

� �
ui (2)

where vi and ωi are the linear and angular velocities measured at the center
between the driving wheels, respectively. The dynamics of the ith vehicle can be
described by [25].

M qi
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€qi þ C qi; _qi

� �
_qi þ F qi; _qi

� �þ G qi

� � ¼ B qi
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τi þ A qi

� �
λi, (3)

in which M∈R3�3 is a positive definite matrix that denotes the inertia, C∈R3�3

is the centripetal and Coriolis matrix, F∈R3�1 is the friction vector, G∈R3�1 is the
gravity vector. τi ∈R2�1 is a vector of system input, i.e., the torque applied on each

driving wheel, B ¼ 1
r

cos θi cos θi
sin θi sin θi
R �R

2
64

3
75∈R3�2 is the input transformation matrix,

projecting the system input τ onto the space spanned by x; y; θð Þ, in which D ¼ 2R is
the distance between two actuation wheels, and r is the radius of the wheel. λi is a
Lagrange multiplier, and Aλi ∈R3�1 denotes the constraint force.

Matrices M and C in Eq. (3) can be derived using the Lagrangian equation with
the follow steps. First we calculate the kinetic energy for the ith vehicle agent

Ti ¼
m _x2

ic þ _y2ic
� �

2
þ I _θ2ic

2
(4)

where m is the mass of the vehicle, I is the moment of inertia measured at the
center of mass, xic, yic, and θic are the position and orientation of the vehicle at
the center of mass, respectively. The following relation can be obtained from
Figure 1:

xic ¼ xi þ d cos θi
yic ¼ yi þ d sin θi
θic ¼ θi

,

_xic ¼ _xi � d _θ sin θi
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>>:
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in which M ¼
m 0 �md sin θi
0 m md cos θi

�md sin θi md cos θi md2 þ I

2
64

3
75. It will be shown later that

the inertia matrix M shown above is identical to that in Eq. (3). Then the dynamics
equation of the system is given by the following Lagrangian equation [26],

d
dt

∂L
∂ _qi

� �T

� ∂L
∂qi

� �T

¼ A qi

� �
λi þQ i (7)

in which L qi; _qi

� � ¼ T qi; _qi

� �� U qi

� �
is the Lagrangian of the ith vehicle, U qi

� �

is the potential energy of the vehicle agent, λ∈Rk�1 is the Lagrangian multiplier,
and ATλ is the constraint force. Q i ¼ B qi

� �
τi � f uið Þ½ � denotes the external force,

where τi is the force generated by the actuator, and f uið Þ is the friction on the
actuator. Then Eq. (7) can be rewritten into

M qi

� �
€qi þ _M _qi �

∂Ti

∂qi

� �T

þ ∂Ui

∂qi

� �T

þ B qi

� �
f _qi

� � ¼ A qi

� �
λi þ B qi

� �
τi (8)

By setting C qi; _qi

� �
_qi ¼ _M _qi � ∂Ti

∂qi

� �T
, F qi; _qi

� � ¼ B qi

� �
f _qi

� �
, and

G qi

� � ¼ ∂Ui
∂qi

� �T
, Eq. (8) can be thereby transferred into Eq. (3). Notice that the

form of Cn�n is not unique, however, with a proper definition of the matrix C, we
will have _M � 2C to be skew-symmetric. The i; jð Þth entry of C is defined as
follows [26].

cij ¼ ∑
n

k¼1
cijk _qk (9)

where _qk is the k
th entry of _q, and cijk ¼ 1

2
∂mij

∂qk
þ ∂mik

∂qj
� ∂mjk

∂qi

� �
is defined using the

Christoffel symbols of the first kind. Then we have the centripetal and Coriolis

matrix calculated as C ¼
0 0 �md _θ i cos θi
0 0 �md _θ i sin θi
0 0 0

2
64

3
75. Since the vehicle is operating on

the ground, the gravity vector G is equal to zero. The friction vector F is assumed
to be a nonlinear function of the general velocity ui, and is unknown to the
controller.

To eliminate the nonholonomic constraint force A qi

� �
λi from Eq. (3), we left

multiplying JT qi

� �
to the equation, it yields:

JTMJ _ui þ JT M _J þ CJ
� �

ui þ JTF þ JTG ¼ JTBτi þ JTAλi (10)

From Eqs. (1) and (2), we have JTA ¼ 02�1, then the dynamic equation of ui is
simplified as

M qi

� �
_ui þ C uið Þui þ F uið Þ þ G qi

� � ¼ τi, (11)
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where

M ¼ JTMJ ¼
m 0

0 md2 þ I

" #
, C ¼ JT M _J þ CJ

� � ¼
0 �md _θ i

md _θ i 0

" #
,

F ¼ JTF, G ¼ JTG ¼ 02�1, τi ¼
τvi

τωi

" #
¼ JTBτi ¼

1=r 1=r

R=r �R=r

" #
τi:

The degree of freedom of the vehicle dynamics is now reduced to two. Since JTB
is of full rank, then for any transformed torque input τi, there exists a unique
corresponding actual torque input τi ∈R2 that applied on each wheel.

The main challenge for controlling the system includes (i) the direct measure-
ment of the linear and angular velocities is not feasible, and (ii) system parameter
matrices C and F are unknown to the controller.

Based on the above system setup, we are ready to formulate our objective of this
chapter. Consider a group of n homogeneous unicycle-type vehicles, the kinematics
and dynamics of each vehicle agent are described by Eqs. (2) and (11), respectively.
The communication graph of such n vehicles is denoted as G. Regarding this MAS,
we have the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The graph G is undirected and connected.
The objective of this chapter is to design an output-feedback adaptive learning

control law for each vehicle agent in the MAS, such that

i. State estimation: The immeasurable general velocities ui ¼ vi ωi½ �T can be
estimated by a high-gain observer using the measurement of the general

coordinates qi ¼ xi yi θi
� �T.

ii. Trajectory tracking: Each vehicle in the MAS will track its desired reference
trajectory, which will be quantified by xri tð Þ; yri tð Þ; θri tð Þ

� �
; i.e.,

limt!∞ xi tð Þ � xri tð Þð Þ ¼ 0, limt!∞ yi tð Þ � yri tð Þ
� � ¼ 0,

limt!∞ θi tð Þ � θri tð Þð Þ ¼ 0.

iii.Cooperative Learning: The unknown homogeneous dynamics of all the vehicles
can be locally accurately identified along the union of the trajectories
experienced by all vehicle agents in the MAS.

iv. Experience based control: The identified/learned knowledge from the
cooperative learning phase can be re-utilized by each local vehicle to perform
stable trajectory tracking with improved control performance.

In order to apply the deterministic learning theory, we have the following
assumption on the reference trajectories.

Assumption 2. The reference trajectories xri tð Þ, yri tð Þ, θri tð Þ for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n are
recurrent.

3. Main results

3.1 High-gain observer design

In mobile robotics control, the position of the vehicle can be easily obtained in
real time using GPS signals or camera positioning, while the direct measurement of
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the velocities is much more difficult. For the control and system estimation pur-
poses, the velocities of the vehicle are required for the controller. To this end, we
follow the high-gain observer design method in [8, 9], and introduce a high-gain
observer to estimate the velocities using robot positions. First, we define two new
variables as follows

pxi ¼ xi cos θi þ yi sin θi

pyi ¼ yi cos θi � xi sin θi
(12)

Notice that the operation above can be considered as a projecting the vehicle
position onto the a frame whose origin is fixed to the origin of ground coordinates,
and the axes are parallel to the body-fixed frame of the vehicle. The coordinates of

the vehicle in this rotational frame is pxi ; pyi

� �
and hence, pxi and pyi can be

calculated based on the measurement of the position and the orientation. The
rotation rate of this frame equals to the angular velocity of the vehicle _θ i ¼ ωi. Based
on this, we design the high-gain observer for ω as

_̂θ i ¼ ω̂i þ l1
δ

θi � θ̂ i
� �

_̂ωi ¼ l2
δ2

θi � θ̂ i
� � (13)

in which δ is a small positive scalar to be designed, and l1 and l2 are parameters to

be chosen, such that
�l1 1

�l2 0

� �
is Hurwitz stable. The time derivative of this

coordinates defined in Eq. (12) is given by _pxi ¼ vi þ pyiωi, and _pyi
¼ �pxiωi, then

we design the high-gain observer for v as

_̂pxi ¼ v̂i þ pyi ω̂i þ l1
δ

pxi � p̂xi

� �

_̂vi ¼ l2
δ2

pxi � p̂xi

� � (14)

To prevent peaking while using this high-gain observer and in turn improving
the transient response, parameter δ cannot be too small [9]. Due to the use of a
globally bounded control, decreasing δ does not induce peaking phenomenon of the
state variables of the system, while the ability to decrease δ will be limited by
practical factors such as measurement noise and sampling rates [7, 27]. According to
[8], it is easy to show that the estimation error between the actual and estimated
velocities of the ith vehicle zi ¼ ui � ûi will converge to zero, detailed proof is
omitted here due to space limitation.

3.2 Controller design and tracking convergence analysis

After obtaining the linear and angular velocities from the high-gain observer, we
now proceed to the trajectory tracking. First, we define the tracking error ~qi by
projecting qri � qi onto the body coordinate of the ith vehicle, with the x axis set to
be the front and y to be the left of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 2.
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using the constraint Eq. (1) and kinematics Eq. (2), we have the derivative of the
tracking error as follows

_~xi ¼ vri cos ~θ i þ ωi~yi � vi
_~yi ¼ vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

_~θ i ¼ ωri � ωi

(16)

where vi and ωi are the linear and angular velocities of the ith vehicle,
respectively.

In order to utilize the backstepping control theory, we treat vi and ωi in Eq. (16)
as virtual inputs, then following the methodology from [28], we can design a
stabilizing virtual controller as

uci ¼
vci
ωci

� �
¼ vri cos ~θ i þ Kx~xi

ωri þ vriKy~yi þ Kθ sin ~θ i

" #
, (17)

in which Kx, Ky, and Kθ are all positive constants. It can be shown that this
virtual velocity controller is able to stabilize the closed-loop system Eq. (16) kine-
matically by replacing vi and ωi with vci and ωci , respectively. To this end, we define
the following Lyapunov function for the ith vehicle

V1i ¼
~x2
i

2
þ ~y2i

2
þ 1� cos ~θ i
� �

Ky
(18)

Figure 2.
Projecting tracking error onto the body-fixed frame.
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state variables of the system, while the ability to decrease δ will be limited by
practical factors such as measurement noise and sampling rates [7, 27]. According to
[8], it is easy to show that the estimation error between the actual and estimated
velocities of the ith vehicle zi ¼ ui � ûi will converge to zero, detailed proof is
omitted here due to space limitation.

3.2 Controller design and tracking convergence analysis

After obtaining the linear and angular velocities from the high-gain observer, we
now proceed to the trajectory tracking. First, we define the tracking error ~qi by
projecting qri � qi onto the body coordinate of the ith vehicle, with the x axis set to
be the front and y to be the left of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 2.
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and the derivative of V1i is

_V1i ¼ ~xi _~xi þ ~yi _~yi þ
sin ~θ i
Ky

_~θ i

¼ ~xi vri cos ~θ i þ ωi~yi � vci
� �þ ~yi vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

� �þ sin ~θ i
Ky

ωri � ωcið Þ

¼ ~xi ωi~yi � Kx~xi
� �þ ~yi vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

� �þ sin ~θ i
Ky

�vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i
� �

¼ �Kx~x2
i �

Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θ i ≤0

(19)

Since _V 1i is negative semi-definite, then we can conclude that this closed-loop
system is stable, i.e., the tracking error ~qi for the i

th vehicle will be bounded.
Remark 1. In addition to the stable conclusion above, we could also conclude the

asymptotic stability by finding the invariant set of _V 1i ¼ 0. By setting _V 1i ¼ 0, we have
~xi ¼ 0 and sin ~θ ¼ 0. Applying this result into Eqs. (16) and (17), we have the invari-
ant set equals to ~xi ¼ 0;~yi ¼ 0; sin ~θ ¼ 0g∪ ~xi ¼ 0; sin ~θ ¼ 0;~yi 6¼ 0; vri ¼ 0;

��
ωri ¼ 0g. With the assumption 2, the velocity of the reference cannot be constant over
time, then we can conclude that the only invariant subset of _V 1i ¼ 0 is the origin ~qi ¼ 0.
Therefore, we can conclude that the closed-loop system Eqs. (16) and (17) is asymptoti-
cally stable [29].

With the idea of backstepping control, we then derive the transformed torque
input τi for the ith vehicle with the following steps. By defining the error between
the virtual controller uci and the actual velocity ui as ~ui ¼ ~vi ~ωi½ �T ¼ uci � ui, we
can rewrite Eq. (16) in terms of ~vi and ~ωi as

_~xi ¼ vri cos ~θ i þ ωi~yi � vci þ ~vi ¼ �Kx~xi þ ωi~yi þ ~vi

_~yi ¼ �ωi~xi þ vri sin ~θ i

_~θ i ¼ ωri � ωci þ ~ωi ¼ �vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i þ ~ωi

(20)

Then we define a new Lyapunov function V2i ¼ V1i þ ~uT
i M~u i
2 for the closed-loop

system Eq. (20), whose derivative can be written as

_V 2i ¼ ~xi _~xi þ ~yi _~yi þ
sin ~θ i
Ky

_~θ i þ ~uT
i M _~ui

¼ ~xi �Kx~xi þ ωi~yi þ ~vi
� �þ ~yi �ωi~xi þ vri sin ~θ i

� �þ sin ~θ i
Ky

�vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θi þ ~ωiÞ
�

þ ~uT
i M _~ui

¼ �Kx~x2i �
Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θ i þ ~uT

i

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75þM _~ui

0
B@

1
CA (21)
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To make the system stable, the term ~uT
i

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75þM _~ui

0
B@

1
CA needs to be negative

definite. From the definition of ~ui and Eq. (11), we have

M _~ui ¼ M _~uci �M _ui ¼ M _~uci þ Cui þ F � τi (22)

Motivated from the results of [9], it is easy to show that this term is negative
definite if τi is designed to be

τi ¼ M _uci þ Cui þ F þ Ku~ui þ
~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75, (23)

where Ku is a positive constant. Since the actual linear and angular velocity of
the vehicle is unknown, we use v̂i and ω̂i generated by the high-gain observer
Eqs. (13) and (14) to replace vi and ωi in Eq. (23). From the discussion in previous
subsection, the convergence of velocities estimation is guaranteed.

In Eq. (23), C uið Þ and F uið Þ are unknown to the controller. To overcome this
issue, RBFNN will be used to approximate this nonlinear uncertain term, i.e.,

H Xið Þ ¼ C uið Þui þ F uið Þ ¼ W ∗TS Xið Þ þ ϵi, (24)

in which S Xið Þ is the vector of RBF, with the variable (RBFNN input) Xi ¼ ui,
W ∗ is the common ideal estimation weight of this RBFNN, and ϵi is the ideal
estimation error, which can be made arbitrarily small given sufficiently large num-
ber of neurons. Consequently, we proposed the implementable controller for the ith

vehicle as follows

τi ¼ M _uci þ ŴT
i S Xið Þ þ Ku

vci � v̂i
ωci � ω̂i

� �
þ

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75, (25)

For the NN weights used in Eq. (25), we propose an online NN weight updating
law as follows

_̂Wi ¼ ΓS Xið Þ~uT
i � γŴ i � β ∑

n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� �

, (26)

where Γ, γ, and β are positive constants.
Theorem 1. Consider the closed-loop system consisting of the n vehicles in the MAS

described by Eqs. (2) and (11), reference trajectory qri tð Þ, high-gain observer Eqs. (13)
and (14), adaptive NN controller Eq. (25) with the virtual velocity Eq. (17), and the
online weight updating law (26), under the Assumptions 1 and 2, then for any bounded
initial condition of all the vehicles and Ŵ i ¼ 0, the tracking error ~qi converges asymp-
totically to a small neighborhood around zero for all vehicle agents in the MAS.

Proof:We first derive the error dynamics of velocity between uci and ui using
Eqs. (22) and (25)
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_~ui ¼ M�1 ~W
T
i S Xið Þ þ εi � Ku

vci � v̂i
ωci � ω̂i

� �
�

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75 (27)

where ϵi ¼ ϵvi ϵωi½ �T and ~Wi ¼ W ∗ � Ŵ i. Notice that the convergence of ûi to
ui is guaranteed by the high-gain observer. Then we derive the error dynamics of
NN weight as follows

_~Wi ¼ � _̂Wi ¼ �ΓS Xið Þ~uT
i þ γŴ i þ β ∑

n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� �Þ (28)

For the closed-loop system given by Eqs. (20), (27), and (28), we can build a
positive definite function V as

V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1

~x2
i

2
þ ~y2i

2
þ 1� cos ~θ i
� �

Ky
þ ~uT

i M~ui

2
þ
trace ~W

T
i
~Wi

� �

2Γ

2
4

3
5 (29)

whose derivative is equal to

_V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
~xi _~xi þ ~yi _~yi þ

sin ~θ i
Ky

_~θ i þ ~uT
i M _~ui þ

trace ~W
T
i

_~Wi

� �

Γ

2
4

3
5 (30)

By using Eqs. (27) and (28), the equation above is equivalent to

_V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
~xi ~vi þ ωi~yi � Kx~xi
� �þ ~yi vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

� �þ sin ~θ i
Ky

~ωi � vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i
� ��

þ ~uT
i

~W
T
i S Xið Þ þ εi � Ku~ui �

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75

þ trace ~W
T
i �S Xið Þ~uT

i þ γŴ i

Γ
þ β

Γ
∑
n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� �

" # !)

¼ ∑
n

i¼1
�Kx~x2

i �
Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi � Ku~u

T
i ~ui þ ~uT

i εi þ ~uT
i

~W
T
i S Xið Þ

h i�

� trace ~W
T
i S Xið Þ

h i
~u
T

i

� �
þ trace

γ ~W
T
i Ŵ i

Γ

 !)
� trace ∑

n

i¼1

β

Γ
~W

T
i ∑

n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� � !

¼ ∑
n

i¼1
�Kx~x2

i �
Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi � Ku~u

T
i ~ui þ ~uT

i εi þ
γ

Γ
trace ~W

T
i Ŵ i

� �� �
� β

Γ
trace ~WT L⊗Ið Þ ~W Þ�

(31)

where L is the Laplacian matrix of G, and ~W ¼ ~W
T
1⋯ ~W

T

n

h iT
. Since β and Γ are

all positive, and L is positive semi-definite, then we have β
Γ trace ~W

T
L⊗Ið Þ ~W

� �
≥0.

Notice that the estimation error can be made arbitrary small with a sufficient large
number of neurons, and γ is the leakage term chosen as a small positive constant.
Therefore, we can conclude that the closed-loop system Eqs. (20), (27), and (28) is
stable, i.e., _V ≤0, if the following condition stands
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Kx~x2
i þ

Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi þ Ku~u

T
i ~ui ≥ ~uT

i ϵi þ
γ

Γ
trace ~W

T
i Ŵ i

� �
(32)

Hence, the closed-loop system is stable, and all tracking error are bounded. Since
all variables in Eq. (31) are continuous (i.e., €V is bounded), then with the applica-
tion of Barbalat’s Lemma [30], we have limt!∞ _V ¼ 0, which implies that the track-
ing error ~qi for all agents will converge to a small neighborhood of zero, whose size

depends on the norm of ~uT
i ϵi þ γ

Γ trace ~W
T
i Ŵ i

� �
. Q.E.D.

3.3 Consensus convergence of NN weights

In addition to the tracking convergence shown in the previous subsection, we
will show that all vehicles in the system is able to learn the unknown vehicle
dynamics along the union trajectory (denoted as ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �) experienced by all
vehicles in this subsection.

By defining ~v ¼ ~v1…~vn� T
h

, ~ω ¼ ~ω1…~ωn� T
h

, ~Wv ¼ ~W1,1…
~Wn,1�

T
h

, and

~Wω ¼ ~W1,2…
~Wn,2�

T
h

, we combine the error dynamics in Eqs. (27) and (28) for all

vehicles into the following form:

_~v
_~ω
_~Wv

_~Wω

2
66664

3
77775
¼ A B

C D

� � ~v
~ω
~Wv

~Wω

2
6664

3
7775þ E (33)

in which

A2n�2n ¼
�Ku

m
In 0

0 �Ku

I
In

2
664

3
775, B2nN�2n ¼

ST

m
0

0
ST

I

2
6664

3
7775,

C2n�2nN ¼
�ΓS 0

0 �ΓS

" #
, D2nN�2nN ¼

�β L⊗INð Þ 0

0 �β L⊗INð Þ

" #
,

where S ¼ diag S X1ð Þ; S X2ð Þ;…; S Xnð Þð Þ, and

E 2nNþ2nNð Þ�1 ¼

E1

E2

E3

E4

2
6666664

3
7777775
, E1 ¼ 1

m

ϵv1 � ~x1

⋮

ϵvn � ~xn

2
6664

3
7775, E2 ¼ 1

I

ϵω1 �
sin ~θ1
Ky

⋮

ϵωn �
sin ~θn
Ky

2
66666664

3
77777775
,

E3 ¼ γ

m

Ŵ 1,1

⋮

Ŵn,1

2
6664

3
7775, E4 ¼ γ

m

Ŵ 1,2

⋮

Ŵn,2

2
6664

3
7775:
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_~ui ¼ M�1 ~W
T
i S Xið Þ þ εi � Ku

vci � v̂i
ωci � ω̂i

� �
�

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75 (27)

where ϵi ¼ ϵvi ϵωi½ �T and ~Wi ¼ W ∗ � Ŵ i. Notice that the convergence of ûi to
ui is guaranteed by the high-gain observer. Then we derive the error dynamics of
NN weight as follows

_~Wi ¼ � _̂Wi ¼ �ΓS Xið Þ~uT
i þ γŴ i þ β ∑

n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� �Þ (28)

For the closed-loop system given by Eqs. (20), (27), and (28), we can build a
positive definite function V as

V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1

~x2
i

2
þ ~y2i

2
þ 1� cos ~θ i
� �

Ky
þ ~uT

i M~ui

2
þ
trace ~W

T
i
~Wi

� �

2Γ

2
4

3
5 (29)

whose derivative is equal to

_V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
~xi _~xi þ ~yi _~yi þ

sin ~θ i
Ky

_~θ i þ ~uT
i M _~ui þ

trace ~W
T
i

_~Wi

� �

Γ

2
4

3
5 (30)

By using Eqs. (27) and (28), the equation above is equivalent to

_V ¼ ∑
n

i¼1
~xi ~vi þ ωi~yi � Kx~xi
� �þ ~yi vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

� �þ sin ~θ i
Ky

~ωi � vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i
� ��

þ ~uT
i

~W
T
i S Xið Þ þ εi � Ku~ui �

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75

þ trace ~W
T
i �S Xið Þ~uT

i þ γŴ i

Γ
þ β

Γ
∑
n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� �

" # !)

¼ ∑
n

i¼1
�Kx~x2

i �
Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi � Ku~u

T
i ~ui þ ~uT

i εi þ ~uT
i

~W
T
i S Xið Þ

h i�

� trace ~W
T
i S Xið Þ

h i
~u
T

i

� �
þ trace

γ ~W
T
i Ŵ i

Γ

 !)
� trace ∑

n

i¼1

β

Γ
~W

T
i ∑

n

j¼1
aij Ŵ i � Ŵ j
� � !

¼ ∑
n

i¼1
�Kx~x2

i �
Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi � Ku~u

T
i ~ui þ ~uT

i εi þ
γ

Γ
trace ~W

T
i Ŵ i

� �� �
� β

Γ
trace ~WT L⊗Ið Þ ~W Þ�

(31)

where L is the Laplacian matrix of G, and ~W ¼ ~W
T
1⋯ ~W

T

n

h iT
. Since β and Γ are

all positive, and L is positive semi-definite, then we have β
Γ trace ~W

T
L⊗Ið Þ ~W

� �
≥0.

Notice that the estimation error can be made arbitrary small with a sufficient large
number of neurons, and γ is the leakage term chosen as a small positive constant.
Therefore, we can conclude that the closed-loop system Eqs. (20), (27), and (28) is
stable, i.e., _V ≤0, if the following condition stands
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Kx~x2
i þ

Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi þ Ku~u

T
i ~ui ≥ ~uT

i ϵi þ
γ

Γ
trace ~W

T
i Ŵ i

� �
(32)

Hence, the closed-loop system is stable, and all tracking error are bounded. Since
all variables in Eq. (31) are continuous (i.e., €V is bounded), then with the applica-
tion of Barbalat’s Lemma [30], we have limt!∞ _V ¼ 0, which implies that the track-
ing error ~qi for all agents will converge to a small neighborhood of zero, whose size

depends on the norm of ~uT
i ϵi þ γ

Γ trace ~W
T
i Ŵ i

� �
. Q.E.D.

3.3 Consensus convergence of NN weights

In addition to the tracking convergence shown in the previous subsection, we
will show that all vehicles in the system is able to learn the unknown vehicle
dynamics along the union trajectory (denoted as ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �) experienced by all
vehicles in this subsection.

By defining ~v ¼ ~v1…~vn� T
h

, ~ω ¼ ~ω1…~ωn� T
h

, ~Wv ¼ ~W1,1…
~Wn,1�

T
h

, and

~Wω ¼ ~W1,2…
~Wn,2�

T
h

, we combine the error dynamics in Eqs. (27) and (28) for all

vehicles into the following form:

_~v
_~ω
_~Wv

_~Wω

2
66664

3
77775
¼ A B

C D

� � ~v
~ω
~Wv

~Wω

2
6664

3
7775þ E (33)

in which

A2n�2n ¼
�Ku

m
In 0

0 �Ku

I
In

2
664

3
775, B2nN�2n ¼

ST

m
0

0
ST

I

2
6664

3
7775,

C2n�2nN ¼
�ΓS 0

0 �ΓS

" #
, D2nN�2nN ¼

�β L⊗INð Þ 0

0 �β L⊗INð Þ

" #
,

where S ¼ diag S X1ð Þ; S X2ð Þ;…; S Xnð Þð Þ, and

E 2nNþ2nNð Þ�1 ¼

E1

E2

E3

E4

2
6666664

3
7777775
, E1 ¼ 1

m

ϵv1 � ~x1

⋮

ϵvn � ~xn

2
6664

3
7775, E2 ¼ 1

I

ϵω1 �
sin ~θ1
Ky

⋮

ϵωn �
sin ~θn
Ky

2
66666664

3
77777775
,

E3 ¼ γ

m

Ŵ 1,1

⋮

Ŵn,1

2
6664

3
7775, E4 ¼ γ

m

Ŵ 1,2

⋮

Ŵn,2

2
6664

3
7775:
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As is shown in Theorem 1, the tracking error ~qi will converge to a small neigh-
borhood of zero for all vehicle agents in the MAS. Furthermore, the ideal estimation
errors ϵvi and ϵωi can be made arbitrarily small given sufficient number of RBF
neurons, and γ is chosen to be a small positive constant, therefore, we can conclude
that the norm of E in Eq. (33) is a small value. In the following theorem, we will
show that Wi ¼ Wi,1 Wi,2½ � converges to a small neighborhood of the common
ideal weight W ∗ for all i ¼ 1,…, n under Assumptions 1 and 2.

Before proceeding further, we denote the system trajectory of the ith vehicle as ζi
for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n. Using the same notation from [14], �ð Þζ and �ð Þζ represent the parts
of �ð Þ related to the region close to and away from the trajectory ζ, respectively.

Theorem 2. Consider the error dynamics Eq. (33), under the Assumptions 1 and 2,
then for any bounded initial condition of all the vehicles and Ŵ i ¼ 0, along the union of
the system trajectories ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, all local estimated neural weights Ŵ ζi used in
Eqs. (25) and (26) converge to a small neighborhood of their common ideal value W ∗

ζ ,
and locally accurate identification of nonlinear uncertain dynamics H X tð Þð Þ can be

obtained by ŴT
i S Xð Þ as well as WT

i S Xð Þ for all X ∈∪n
i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, where

Wi ¼ mean
tai ≤ t≤ tbi

Ŵ i tð Þ (34)

with tai ; tbi½ � (tbi>tai>Ti) being a time segment after the transient period of track-
ing control.

Proof: According to [14], if the nominal part of closed loop system shown in
Eq. (33) is uniformly locally exponentially stable (ULES), then ~v, ~ω, ~Wv, and ~Wω

will converge to a small neighborhood of the origin, whose size depends on the
value of kEk.

Now the problem boils down to proving ULES of the nominal part of system
Eq. (33). To this end, we need to resort to the results of Lemma 4 in [31]. It is stated
that if the Assumptions 1 and 2 therein are satisfied, and the associated vector Sζ Xið Þ
is PE for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n, then the nominal part of Eq. (33) is ULES. The assumption 1
therein is automatically verified since S is bounded, and Assumption 2 therein also

holds, if we set the counterparts P ¼ Γ
m 0

0 I

� �
and Q ¼ �2Γ

KuIn 0

0 KuIn

� �
. Fur-

thermore, the PE condition of Sζ Xið Þ will also be met, if Xi of the learning task is
recurrent [14], which is guaranteed by Assumption 2 and results from Theorem 1.
Therefore, we can obtain the conclusion that ~v, ~ω, ~Wv, and ~Wω will converge to a
small neighborhood of the origin, whose size depends on the small value of kEk.

Similar to [24], the convergence of Ŵ ζi to a small neighborhood of W ∗
ζ implies

that for all X ∈∪n
i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, we have

H Xð Þ ¼ W ∗T
ζ þ ϵζ ¼ ŴT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ~W

T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵζi ¼ ŴT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1ζi (35)

where ϵ1ζi ¼ ~W
T
ζiSζ Xð Þ þ ϵζi is close to ϵζi due to the convergence of ~Wζi. With

the Wi defined in Eq. (34), then Eq. (35) can be rewritten into

H Xð Þ ¼ ŴT
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1ζi ¼ WT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ2ζi (36)

where W
T
ζi
¼ w1ζ ⋯ wkζ
� �T is a subvector of Wi and ϵ2ζi is the error using

W
T
ζiSζ Xð Þ as the system approximation. After the transient process, kϵ1ζik � kϵ2ζik is

small for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n.
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On the other hand, due to the localization property of Gaussian RBFs, both Sζ
and W

ζ
Sζ Xð Þ are very small. Hence, along the union trajectory ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, the
entire constant RBF network WTS Xð Þ can be used to approximate the nonlinear
uncertain dynamics, demonstrated by the following equivalent equations

H Xð Þ ¼ W ∗T
ζ Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵζ

H Xð Þ ¼ Ŵ
T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ Ŵ

T

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1i ¼ ŴT

i S Xð Þ þ ϵ1i

H Xð Þ ¼ W
T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þW

T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ2i ¼ W

T
i S Xð Þ þ ϵ2i

(37)

where kϵ1ik � kϵ1ζik and kϵ2ik � kϵ2ζik are all small for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n. Therefore,
the conclusion of Theorem 2 can be drawn. Q.E.D.

3.4 Experience-based trajectory tracking control

In this section, based on the learning results from the previous subsections, we
further propose an experience-based trajectory tracking control method using the
knowledge learned in the previous subsection, such that the experience-based con-
troller is able to drive each vehicle to follow any reference trajectory experienced by
any vehicle on the learning stage.

To this end, we replace the NN weight Ŵ i in Eq. (25) by the converged constant
NN weightWi for the ith vehicle. Therefore, the experience-based controller for the
ith vehicle is constructed as follows

τi ¼ M _uci þW
T
i S Xið Þ þ Ku

vci � v̂i
ωci � ω̂i

� �
þ

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75, (38)

in which _uci is the derivative of the virtual velocity controller from Eq. (17), and
Wi is obtained from Eq. (34) for the ith vehicle. The system model Eqs. (2) and (11),
and the high-gain observer design Eqs. (14) and (13) remain unchanged.

Theorem 3. Consider the closed-loop system consisting of Eqs. (2) and (11), refer-
ence trajectory qri ∈∪n

j¼1qj tð Þ, high-gain observer Eqs. (14) and (13), and the experience-
based controller Eq. (38) with virtual velocity Eq. (17). For any bounded initial condi-
tion, the tracking error ~qi converges asymptotically to a small neighborhood around zero.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, by defining ~qi and ~ui to be the error
between the position and velocity of the ith vehicle and its associated reference
trajectory, we have the error dynamics of the ith vehicle as

_~xi ¼ vri cos ~θ i þ ωi~yi � vi ¼ ~vi þ ωi~yi � Kx~xi

_~yi ¼ vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

_~θ i ¼ ωri � ωi ¼ ~ωi � vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i

_~ui ¼ M�1 H Xið Þ �WT
i S Xið Þ � Ku

vci � v̂i

ωci � ω̂i

" #
�

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75

(39)

With the same high-gain observer design used in the learning-based tracking,
the convergence of ûi to ui is also guaranteed. For the closed-loop system shown
above, we can build a positive definite function as
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As is shown in Theorem 1, the tracking error ~qi will converge to a small neigh-
borhood of zero for all vehicle agents in the MAS. Furthermore, the ideal estimation
errors ϵvi and ϵωi can be made arbitrarily small given sufficient number of RBF
neurons, and γ is chosen to be a small positive constant, therefore, we can conclude
that the norm of E in Eq. (33) is a small value. In the following theorem, we will
show that Wi ¼ Wi,1 Wi,2½ � converges to a small neighborhood of the common
ideal weight W ∗ for all i ¼ 1,…, n under Assumptions 1 and 2.

Before proceeding further, we denote the system trajectory of the ith vehicle as ζi
for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n. Using the same notation from [14], �ð Þζ and �ð Þζ represent the parts
of �ð Þ related to the region close to and away from the trajectory ζ, respectively.

Theorem 2. Consider the error dynamics Eq. (33), under the Assumptions 1 and 2,
then for any bounded initial condition of all the vehicles and Ŵ i ¼ 0, along the union of
the system trajectories ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, all local estimated neural weights Ŵ ζi used in
Eqs. (25) and (26) converge to a small neighborhood of their common ideal value W ∗

ζ ,
and locally accurate identification of nonlinear uncertain dynamics H X tð Þð Þ can be

obtained by ŴT
i S Xð Þ as well as WT

i S Xð Þ for all X ∈∪n
i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, where

Wi ¼ mean
tai ≤ t≤ tbi

Ŵ i tð Þ (34)

with tai ; tbi½ � (tbi>tai>Ti) being a time segment after the transient period of track-
ing control.

Proof: According to [14], if the nominal part of closed loop system shown in
Eq. (33) is uniformly locally exponentially stable (ULES), then ~v, ~ω, ~Wv, and ~Wω

will converge to a small neighborhood of the origin, whose size depends on the
value of kEk.

Now the problem boils down to proving ULES of the nominal part of system
Eq. (33). To this end, we need to resort to the results of Lemma 4 in [31]. It is stated
that if the Assumptions 1 and 2 therein are satisfied, and the associated vector Sζ Xið Þ
is PE for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n, then the nominal part of Eq. (33) is ULES. The assumption 1
therein is automatically verified since S is bounded, and Assumption 2 therein also

holds, if we set the counterparts P ¼ Γ
m 0

0 I

� �
and Q ¼ �2Γ

KuIn 0

0 KuIn

� �
. Fur-

thermore, the PE condition of Sζ Xið Þ will also be met, if Xi of the learning task is
recurrent [14], which is guaranteed by Assumption 2 and results from Theorem 1.
Therefore, we can obtain the conclusion that ~v, ~ω, ~Wv, and ~Wω will converge to a
small neighborhood of the origin, whose size depends on the small value of kEk.

Similar to [24], the convergence of Ŵ ζi to a small neighborhood of W ∗
ζ implies

that for all X ∈∪n
i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, we have

H Xð Þ ¼ W ∗T
ζ þ ϵζ ¼ ŴT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ~W

T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵζi ¼ ŴT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1ζi (35)

where ϵ1ζi ¼ ~W
T
ζiSζ Xð Þ þ ϵζi is close to ϵζi due to the convergence of ~Wζi. With

the Wi defined in Eq. (34), then Eq. (35) can be rewritten into

H Xð Þ ¼ ŴT
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1ζi ¼ WT

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ2ζi (36)

where W
T
ζi
¼ w1ζ ⋯ wkζ
� �T is a subvector of Wi and ϵ2ζi is the error using

W
T
ζiSζ Xð Þ as the system approximation. After the transient process, kϵ1ζik � kϵ2ζik is

small for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n.
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On the other hand, due to the localization property of Gaussian RBFs, both Sζ
and W

ζ
Sζ Xð Þ are very small. Hence, along the union trajectory ∪n

i¼1ζi Xi tð Þ½ �, the
entire constant RBF network WTS Xð Þ can be used to approximate the nonlinear
uncertain dynamics, demonstrated by the following equivalent equations

H Xð Þ ¼ W ∗T
ζ Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵζ

H Xð Þ ¼ Ŵ
T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ Ŵ

T

ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ1i ¼ ŴT

i S Xð Þ þ ϵ1i

H Xð Þ ¼ W
T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þW

T
ζi
Sζ Xð Þ þ ϵ2i ¼ W

T
i S Xð Þ þ ϵ2i

(37)

where kϵ1ik � kϵ1ζik and kϵ2ik � kϵ2ζik are all small for all i ¼ 1,⋯, n. Therefore,
the conclusion of Theorem 2 can be drawn. Q.E.D.

3.4 Experience-based trajectory tracking control

In this section, based on the learning results from the previous subsections, we
further propose an experience-based trajectory tracking control method using the
knowledge learned in the previous subsection, such that the experience-based con-
troller is able to drive each vehicle to follow any reference trajectory experienced by
any vehicle on the learning stage.

To this end, we replace the NN weight Ŵ i in Eq. (25) by the converged constant
NN weightWi for the ith vehicle. Therefore, the experience-based controller for the
ith vehicle is constructed as follows

τi ¼ M _uci þW
T
i S Xið Þ þ Ku

vci � v̂i
ωci � ω̂i

� �
þ

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75, (38)

in which _uci is the derivative of the virtual velocity controller from Eq. (17), and
Wi is obtained from Eq. (34) for the ith vehicle. The system model Eqs. (2) and (11),
and the high-gain observer design Eqs. (14) and (13) remain unchanged.

Theorem 3. Consider the closed-loop system consisting of Eqs. (2) and (11), refer-
ence trajectory qri ∈∪n

j¼1qj tð Þ, high-gain observer Eqs. (14) and (13), and the experience-
based controller Eq. (38) with virtual velocity Eq. (17). For any bounded initial condi-
tion, the tracking error ~qi converges asymptotically to a small neighborhood around zero.

Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, by defining ~qi and ~ui to be the error
between the position and velocity of the ith vehicle and its associated reference
trajectory, we have the error dynamics of the ith vehicle as

_~xi ¼ vri cos ~θ i þ ωi~yi � vi ¼ ~vi þ ωi~yi � Kx~xi

_~yi ¼ vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

_~θ i ¼ ωri � ωi ¼ ~ωi � vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i

_~ui ¼ M�1 H Xið Þ �WT
i S Xið Þ � Ku

vci � v̂i

ωci � ω̂i

" #
�

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

2
64

3
75

(39)

With the same high-gain observer design used in the learning-based tracking,
the convergence of ûi to ui is also guaranteed. For the closed-loop system shown
above, we can build a positive definite function as
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Vi ¼ ~x2
i

2
þ ~y2i

2
þ 1� cos ~θ i

Ky
þ ~uT

i M~ui

2
(40)

and the derivative of Vi is

_Vi ¼ ~xi _~xi þ ~yi _~yi þ sin
~θi
Ky

_~θ i þ ~uT
i M _~ui

¼ ~xi ~vi þ ωi~yi � Kx~xi
� �þ ~yi vri sin ~θ i � ωi~xi

� �þ sin ~θi
Ky

~ωi � vriKy~yi � Kθ sin ~θ i
� �

þ ~uT
i ϵ2i � Ku~ui �

~xi

sin ~θ i
Ky

2
64

3
75

0
B@

1
CA

¼ �Kx~x2
i �

Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θ i � Ku~uT

i ~ui þ ~uT
i ϵ2i

(41)

where ϵ2i ¼ H Xið Þ �W
T
i S Xið Þ. Then following the similar arguments in the

proof of Theorem 1, given positive Kx, Ky, Kθ, and Ku, then we can conclude that
the Lyapunov function Vi is positive definite and _Vi is negative semi-definite in the

region Kx~x2
i þ Kθ

Ky
sin 2~θi þ Ku~u

T
i ~ui ≥ ~uT

i ϵi. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1, it can

be shown that limt!∞ _Vi ¼ 0 with Barbalat’s Lemma, and the tracking errors will
converge to a small neighborhood of zero. Q.E.D.

4. Simulation studies

Consider four identical vehicles, whose unknown friction vector is assumed to

be a nonlinear function of v and ω as follows F ¼ 0:1mvi þ 0:05mv2i
0:2Iωi þ 0:1Iω2

i

" #
, and since

we assume the vehicles are operating on the horizontal plane, the gravitational
vector G is equal to zero. The physical parameters of the vehicles are given as
m ¼ 2kg, I ¼ 0:2kg �m2; R ¼ 0:15m, r ¼ 0:05m and d ¼ 0:1m. The reference
trajectories of the three vehicles are given by

xr1 ¼ � sin t
yr1 ¼ 2 cos t

xr2 ¼ 2 cos t

yr2 ¼ sin t

xr3 ¼ �2 sin t

yr3 ¼ 3 cos t

xr4 ¼ 3 cos t

yr4 ¼ 2 sin t

8<
:

8<
:

8<
:

8<
: (42)

and for all vehicles, the orientations of reference trajectories and vehicle veloci-
ties satisfy the following equations

tan θri ¼
_yri
_xri

, vri ¼
ffiffiffi
_x

p 2
ri þ _y2ri,ωri ¼

_xri€yri � €xri _yri
_x2
ri þ _y

2
ri

: (43)

The parameters of the observer Eqs. (13) and (14) are given as δ ¼ 0:01, and
l1 ¼ l2 ¼ 1. The parameters of the controller Eq. (25) with Eq. (17) are given as
Kx ¼ Ky ¼ Kθ ¼ 1, and Ku ¼ 2. The parameters of Eq. (26) are given as Γ ¼ 10,

γ ¼ 0:001, and β ¼ 10. For each i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, since Xi ¼ vi ωi½ �T, we construct the
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Gaussian RBFNN Ŵ iS Xið Þ using N ¼ 5� 5 ¼ 25 neuron nodes with the centers
evenly placed over the state space 0;4½ � � 0;4½ � and the standard deviation of the
Gaussian function equal to 0:7. The initial position of the vehicles are set at the
origin, with the velocities set to be zero, and the initial weights of RBFNNs are also
set to be zero. The connection between three vehicles is shown in Figure 3, and the
Laplacian matrix L associated with the graph G is

L ¼

2 �1 0 �1

�1 2 �1 0

0 �1 2 �1

�1 0 �1 2

2
6664

3
7775: (44)

Simulation results are shown as following. Figure 4a shows that the observer
error will converge to a close neighborhood around zero in a very short time period,
and Figure 4b shows that all tracking errors ~xi and ~yi will converge to zero, and
Figures 5a–f show that all vehicles (blue triangles) will track its own reference
trajectory (red solid circles) on the 2-D frame. Figure 6b shows that the NN weights
of all vehicle agents converge to the same constant, and Figure 6a shows that all
RBFNNs of three vehicles are able to accurately estimate the unknown dynamics, as
the estimation errors converging to a small neighborhood around zero.

To demonstrate the results of Theorem 3, which states that after the learning
process, each vehicle is able to use the learned knowledge to follow any reference
trajectory experienced by any vehicle on the learning stage. In this part of our
simulation, the experience-based controller Eq. (38) will be implemented with the

Figure 3.
Connection between four vehicles.

Figure 4.
Observer errors and tracking errors using observer-based controller. (a) Observer errors using observer (13) and
(14). (b) Tracking errors using controller (25) with (17) and (26).
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where ϵ2i ¼ H Xið Þ �W
T
i S Xið Þ. Then following the similar arguments in the

proof of Theorem 1, given positive Kx, Ky, Kθ, and Ku, then we can conclude that
the Lyapunov function Vi is positive definite and _Vi is negative semi-definite in the
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be shown that limt!∞ _Vi ¼ 0 with Barbalat’s Lemma, and the tracking errors will
converge to a small neighborhood of zero. Q.E.D.

4. Simulation studies
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i

" #
, and since

we assume the vehicles are operating on the horizontal plane, the gravitational
vector G is equal to zero. The physical parameters of the vehicles are given as
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and for all vehicles, the orientations of reference trajectories and vehicle veloci-
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p 2
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ri þ _y

2
ri

: (43)

The parameters of the observer Eqs. (13) and (14) are given as δ ¼ 0:01, and
l1 ¼ l2 ¼ 1. The parameters of the controller Eq. (25) with Eq. (17) are given as
Kx ¼ Ky ¼ Kθ ¼ 1, and Ku ¼ 2. The parameters of Eq. (26) are given as Γ ¼ 10,

γ ¼ 0:001, and β ¼ 10. For each i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, since Xi ¼ vi ωi½ �T, we construct the
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Gaussian RBFNN Ŵ iS Xið Þ using N ¼ 5� 5 ¼ 25 neuron nodes with the centers
evenly placed over the state space 0;4½ � � 0;4½ � and the standard deviation of the
Gaussian function equal to 0:7. The initial position of the vehicles are set at the
origin, with the velocities set to be zero, and the initial weights of RBFNNs are also
set to be zero. The connection between three vehicles is shown in Figure 3, and the
Laplacian matrix L associated with the graph G is
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same parameters as those of the previous subsection, such that vehicle 1 will follow
the reference trajectory of vehicle 3, vehicle 2 will follow the reference trajectory of
vehicle 1, and vehicle 3 will follow the reference trajectory of vehicle 2. The initial
position of the vehicles are set at the origin, with all velocities equal to zero.

Simulation results are shown as following. Figure 7a shows that the observer
error will converge to a close neighborhood around zero in a very short time period.
Figures 8a–c show that all vehicles (blue triangles) will track its own reference
trajectory (red solid circles), and Figure 7b shows that all tracking errors ~xi and ~yi
will converge to zero.

Figure 5.
Snapshot of trajectory tracking using controller Eq. (25) with Eqs. (17) and (26). (a) time at 0 seconds. (b)
time at 1 seconds. (c) time at 4 seconds. (d) time at 9 seconds. (e) time at 16 seconds. (f) time at 25 seconds.

Figure 6.
Estimation errors and NN weight convergence. (a) Estimation errors using controller (25) with(17) and (26).
(b) Weight vector 1-norm of Wv and Ww.
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5. Conclusion

In this chapter, a high-gain observer-based CDL control algorithm has been
proposed to estimate the unmodeled nonlinear dynamics of a group of homoge-
neous unicycle-type vehicles while tracking their reference trajectories. It has been
shown in this chapter that the state estimation, trajectory tracking, and consensus
learning are all achieved using the proposed algorithm. To be more specific, any
vehicle in the system is able to learn the unmodeled dynamics along the union of
trajectories experienced by all vehicles with the state variables provided by mea-
surements and observer estimations. In addition, we have also shown that with the
converged NN weight, this knowledge can be applied on the vehicle to track any
experienced trajectory with reduced computational complexity. Simulation results
have been provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of this proposed algorithm.

Figure 7.
Observer errors and tracking errors using observer-based controller. (a) Observer errors using observer (13) and
(14). (b) Tracking errors using controller (38) with (17).

Figure 8.
Snapshot of trajectory tracking using controller Eqs. (38) with Eq. (17). (a) time at 0 seconds. (b) time at
4 seconds. (c) time at 16 seconds.
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Chapter 2

Multiagent Systems for 3D 
Reconstruction Applications
Metehan Aydın, Erkan Bostancı, Mehmet Serdar Güzel 
and Nadia Kanwal

Abstract

3D models of scenes are used in many areas ranging from cultural heritage to 
video games. In order to model a scene, there are several techniques. One of the 
well-known and well-used techniques is image-based reconstruction. An image-
based reconstruction starts with data acquisition step and ends with 3D model 
of the scene. Data are collected from the scene using various ways. The chapter 
explains how data acquisition step can be handled using a multiagent system. The 
explanation is provided by literature reviews and a study whose purpose is recon-
structing an area in 3D using a multiagent UAV system.

Keywords: multiagent systems, concepts, architecture, control, communication,  
3D reconstruction, image-based reconstruction

1. Introduction

Multiagent systems concern with the coordination of multiple interacting 
agents in order to complete a single task. Its objective is coordinating relatively 
simple agents instead of using a complex agent. The coordination of agents gives 
some abilities to these systems. These abilities are flexibility, robustness and 
scalability [1, 2].

Flexibility gives the ability of generating an effective solution to different prob-
lems. A single agent system can have flexibility but a multiagent system results a 
more flexible system because using multiple agents can solve and it can be adapted 
problems which are beyond of capabilities of a single agent. Robustness gives 
multiagent systems to complete the task despite of failures on the environment 
and the agents. A single agent system can be robust but it can never be robust as 
much as a multiagent system because whenever the agent in a single agent system 
is damaged, the task cannot be completed. However, when an agent in a multiagent 
system is damaged, the other agents can complete the task. Scalability gives the 
ability of adding new agents or new groups to the system and working properly 
with these new elements. This can be provided in a single agent system by chang-
ing the elements of the agent but this is not a good solution because this solution 
has many disadvantages such as cost, re-design and integration. On the other hand, 
this process can be handled just adding a new agent to the system in a multiagent 
system.
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These abilities give multiagent systems some advantages [3] against a single 
agent system. These advantages are listed below.

• Multiagent systems are cheaper and consume less energy. Because, its agents 
are simpler than the agent of a single agent system. Even in the case of having 
so many agents, it will be cheaper because of complexity of the agent in the 
single agent system.

• Multiagent systems are faster. Because, the task is shared among agents. This 
gives the power of parallel processing and results a faster system.

• Multiagent systems are more reliable. If the agent in a single agent system is 
damaged, the task cannot be completed. But, if any agent in a multiagent sys-
tem is damaged, the system can still complete the task. This makes multiagent 
systems more reliable.

However, the coordination of the agents has some challenges. In this chapter, 
these challenges are addressed and they are explained with a study whose purpose is 
reconstructing an area in 3D using a multiagent system. The rest of chapter addresses 
the challenges which are facing while constructing a multiagent system. These 
challenges are selection of architecture, control techniques and communication 
mechanism in multiagent systems. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. 
Applications areas are addressed in Section 2. An overview to the study is addressed 
in Section 3. In Section 4, architecture is addressed. Control techniques are explained 
in Section 5. How multiagent systems communicate is explained in Section 6. The 
results are presented in Section 7. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 8.

2. Application areas

There are many applications of multiagent systems ranging from networking 
to robotics [4]. But, the advantages and abilities of these systems make them more 
suitable for some problems [1, 2].

One of the problems is area coverage. This problem can be solved using a single 
agent system but a multiagent system can be a better solution for this problem. The 
characteristics of the problem and multiagent systems is the reason for this because 
when an area is wanted to be covered, it is required that this process should be as 
fast as and as reliable as possible. These requirements make multiagent systems 
more suitable for this problem.

The other problem type is dynamic problems. These types of problems are not 
fixed sized. Their size can change according the time or some other parameters. 
Using a single agent system cannot fulfill the requirements when the problem size 
differs. The agent can be either an overhead or not capable enough for the problem. 
These problems can be easily solved using a multiagent system because it allows us 
to add or remove agents. In this way, there can be no overheads or capacity issues.

The other problem type is searching. In order to search for an object in an area, 
a scalable and faster system is needed. A single agent system can provide these 
properties but when it is constructed once, it will be hard to reconstruct it again. 
This yields a system which is not fully scalable and fast. However, these types of 
problems can easily be solved by a multiagent system. When a larger scene must 
be searched, adding more agents to the system can solve scalability problem and 
the system will be faster because there are more than one agent in the system, this 
approach allows searching faster in a given time interval.
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3. An overview of the study

There are different 3D reconstruction techniques. An image based 3D recon-
struction technique is used in the study. Image based 3D reconstruction generally 
has a reconstruction pipeline in which there are several steps. The pipeline gener-
ally starts with data acquisition. In data acquisition, the study uses a multiagent 
UAV system. The reason of using a multiagent system is that their advantages and 
strengths are well suitable for the requirement of image based 3D reconstruction.

In order to reconstruct a scene in 3D with an image-based 3D reconstruction, 
the objects in the scene must be photographed in all the viewpoints. Figure 1 shows 
how the scene must be photographed.

The multiagent system is started with a command which gives an order to one of 
the agents in the system. The command is given by giving the positions of the area. 
This command can be given to any agent. The control mechanism of the system is 
designed to provide that any agent can get a mission and can share it among other 
agents. This control mechanism is designed for the study. There are some known 
and used control mechanisms but we want to benefit from the advantages of two 
known and used control mechanisms. These mechanisms are distributed control 
and centralized control. The designed control mechanism is a hybrid version of 
these two mechanisms. It takes the advantages of master-slave side of centralized 
control and the advantages of distributed mission sharing of distributed control 
and results a system in which any agent can be a master and any agent can give order 
to other agents. The control mechanism works with communication mechanism 
and it can even be said that the control mechanism works above communication 
mechanism because the most suitable communication mechanism is selected for 
the designed control mechanism. The selected communication mechanism is direct 
communication. All the agents can send and get messages with it. The messages 
determined when the system is designed and there can be different types of agents 
in the system, in other words, the architecture of the system provides heteroge-
neous agents. The communication mechanism is selected for this property, too. Any 
agent which implements it can easily join the system and be part of the mission.

When an area is selected using any of the agent, the agent shares the mission 
among the other agents equally. Then, the agents start the rotate around the area. 
They rotate as long as their mission, for example, if 60° are given for an agent, it 
rotates only 60°. While they are rotating, they capture the video of the scene. The 
master agents check if all the agents complete their mission. When all of them com-
plete it, they all go to a location which is determined in advance. Then, the videos 
transferred to a computer and 3D reconstruction pipeline is started.

The 3D reconstruction pipeline includes tree main steps which is similar but 
its purpose and the steps not same with the work [5]. These steps are summariza-
tion of the videos as frames, extracting camera positions and creating point cloud, 

Figure 1. 
Photographing an object.
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These abilities give multiagent systems some advantages [3] against a single 
agent system. These advantages are listed below.
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these challenges are addressed and they are explained with a study whose purpose is 
reconstructing an area in 3D using a multiagent system. The rest of chapter addresses 
the challenges which are facing while constructing a multiagent system. These 
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mechanism in multiagent systems. The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. 
Applications areas are addressed in Section 2. An overview to the study is addressed 
in Section 3. In Section 4, architecture is addressed. Control techniques are explained 
in Section 5. How multiagent systems communicate is explained in Section 6. The 
results are presented in Section 7. Finally, the chapter is concluded in Section 8.
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There are many applications of multiagent systems ranging from networking 
to robotics [4]. But, the advantages and abilities of these systems make them more 
suitable for some problems [1, 2].

One of the problems is area coverage. This problem can be solved using a single 
agent system but a multiagent system can be a better solution for this problem. The 
characteristics of the problem and multiagent systems is the reason for this because 
when an area is wanted to be covered, it is required that this process should be as 
fast as and as reliable as possible. These requirements make multiagent systems 
more suitable for this problem.

The other problem type is dynamic problems. These types of problems are not 
fixed sized. Their size can change according the time or some other parameters. 
Using a single agent system cannot fulfill the requirements when the problem size 
differs. The agent can be either an overhead or not capable enough for the problem. 
These problems can be easily solved using a multiagent system because it allows us 
to add or remove agents. In this way, there can be no overheads or capacity issues.

The other problem type is searching. In order to search for an object in an area, 
a scalable and faster system is needed. A single agent system can provide these 
properties but when it is constructed once, it will be hard to reconstruct it again. 
This yields a system which is not fully scalable and fast. However, these types of 
problems can easily be solved by a multiagent system. When a larger scene must 
be searched, adding more agents to the system can solve scalability problem and 
the system will be faster because there are more than one agent in the system, this 
approach allows searching faster in a given time interval.
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3. An overview of the study
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UAV system. The reason of using a multiagent system is that their advantages and 
strengths are well suitable for the requirement of image based 3D reconstruction.

In order to reconstruct a scene in 3D with an image-based 3D reconstruction, 
the objects in the scene must be photographed in all the viewpoints. Figure 1 shows 
how the scene must be photographed.

The multiagent system is started with a command which gives an order to one of 
the agents in the system. The command is given by giving the positions of the area. 
This command can be given to any agent. The control mechanism of the system is 
designed to provide that any agent can get a mission and can share it among other 
agents. This control mechanism is designed for the study. There are some known 
and used control mechanisms but we want to benefit from the advantages of two 
known and used control mechanisms. These mechanisms are distributed control 
and centralized control. The designed control mechanism is a hybrid version of 
these two mechanisms. It takes the advantages of master-slave side of centralized 
control and the advantages of distributed mission sharing of distributed control 
and results a system in which any agent can be a master and any agent can give order 
to other agents. The control mechanism works with communication mechanism 
and it can even be said that the control mechanism works above communication 
mechanism because the most suitable communication mechanism is selected for 
the designed control mechanism. The selected communication mechanism is direct 
communication. All the agents can send and get messages with it. The messages 
determined when the system is designed and there can be different types of agents 
in the system, in other words, the architecture of the system provides heteroge-
neous agents. The communication mechanism is selected for this property, too. Any 
agent which implements it can easily join the system and be part of the mission.

When an area is selected using any of the agent, the agent shares the mission 
among the other agents equally. Then, the agents start the rotate around the area. 
They rotate as long as their mission, for example, if 60° are given for an agent, it 
rotates only 60°. While they are rotating, they capture the video of the scene. The 
master agents check if all the agents complete their mission. When all of them com-
plete it, they all go to a location which is determined in advance. Then, the videos 
transferred to a computer and 3D reconstruction pipeline is started.

The 3D reconstruction pipeline includes tree main steps which is similar but 
its purpose and the steps not same with the work [5]. These steps are summariza-
tion of the videos as frames, extracting camera positions and creating point cloud, 
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dense reconstruction. The summarization of the video is handled using a technique 
known as key framing. They are summarized because there are lots of frames in 
the video which sees the scene with similar view angle. These similar frames do not 
contribute the 3D reconstruction process. Key framing provides the selection of the 
frames which are identical and fulfill the view angle. The algorithm [6, 7] used in 
the key framing process is explained below.

• Select the first frame as a key frame.

• For each of the frames after the key frame, compute the similarity between the 
key frame and the frame.

• If the similarity is above a similarity threshold, eliminate the frame.

• If the similarity is under a threshold, store it and select as the last key frame.

In the next step, the camera positions are extracted and point cloud of the scene 
is created. This step is handled using a technique known as structure from motion. 
The study uses VisualSfM [8] as the structure from motion application. The appli-
cation takes key frames as input then produces the camera positions and the point 
cloud of the scene. The most important reason to select this application is that this 
application uses SIFT feature descriptor. SIFT [9] feature descriptor gives the best 
precision results [10], which are very important for the study.

The final step of the pipeline is dense reconstruction. The study uses an MVS 
technique known as Clustering Views for Multi-view Stereo (CMVS) [11]. CMVS 
tool can be integrated to the VisualSfM application and they can be used in the same 
interface. The output of the VisualSfM becomes the input of the CMVS. The output 
of the CMVS, in other words the output of the pipeline because CMVS is the last step 
of the pipeline, is 3D dense of the scene. Figure 2 shows an overview of the pipeline.

4. Architecture

Architecture refers to how the agents of the system are constructed and how 
they differ from each other. There are two main architectures [12]. These are 

Figure 2. 
Overview of the pipeline.
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homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures. Architecture selection should be 
problem dependent. Both of them have some advantages and disadvantages against 
each other. According to problem and facilities, one of them can be selected.

4.1 Homogeneous architecture

In homogeneous architecture, all the agents have same capabilities and all of 
them are identical. A system which has agents from same brand can be an example 
of homogeneous architecture. The example can be understood well from Figure 3. 
The advantage of this architecture is simplicity. Implementing a homogeneous 
architecture is simpler than heterogeneous architecture.

4.2 Heterogeneous architecture

In heterogeneous architecture, the agents can have different capabilities and 
they can be different from each other. There can also be different agent groups to 
form a heterogeneous architecture. A system which is implemented with a hetero-
geneous architecture should not constrain the number of agents in these groups. 
All the agent groups should have desired number of agents and their agent number 
can also be different from each other. A system which has agents from some differ-
ent brands can be an example of heterogeneous architecture. Figure 4 illustrates a 
heterogeneous architecture.

Heterogeneous architectures can be more flexible and cheaper than homoge-
neous architectures using some optimizations. Tasks can be allocated according 
to features of an agent. For example, while the agent which has a better camera is 
capturing photos, the other one which has a better processing power can handle 
task sharing issues. Although a multiagent system is not constructed heterogeneous 
agents, it can be better to design an architecture suitable for heterogeneous agents.

4.3 Architecture of the study

The study is implemented with a fixed brand agent but the agents from differ-
ent brands or having different capabilities can be used. This feature is provided by 
the connection mechanism. The system uses a local area network (LAN) in order 
to communicate. The communication is handled via messages. There are some 
types of communication messages in our system. These messages are addressed in 

Figure 3. 
A homogeneous multiagent system.
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homogeneous and heterogeneous architectures. Architecture selection should be 
problem dependent. Both of them have some advantages and disadvantages against 
each other. According to problem and facilities, one of them can be selected.

4.1 Homogeneous architecture

In homogeneous architecture, all the agents have same capabilities and all of 
them are identical. A system which has agents from same brand can be an example 
of homogeneous architecture. The example can be understood well from Figure 3. 
The advantage of this architecture is simplicity. Implementing a homogeneous 
architecture is simpler than heterogeneous architecture.

4.2 Heterogeneous architecture

In heterogeneous architecture, the agents can have different capabilities and 
they can be different from each other. There can also be different agent groups to 
form a heterogeneous architecture. A system which is implemented with a hetero-
geneous architecture should not constrain the number of agents in these groups. 
All the agent groups should have desired number of agents and their agent number 
can also be different from each other. A system which has agents from some differ-
ent brands can be an example of heterogeneous architecture. Figure 4 illustrates a 
heterogeneous architecture.

Heterogeneous architectures can be more flexible and cheaper than homoge-
neous architectures using some optimizations. Tasks can be allocated according 
to features of an agent. For example, while the agent which has a better camera is 
capturing photos, the other one which has a better processing power can handle 
task sharing issues. Although a multiagent system is not constructed heterogeneous 
agents, it can be better to design an architecture suitable for heterogeneous agents.

4.3 Architecture of the study

The study is implemented with a fixed brand agent but the agents from differ-
ent brands or having different capabilities can be used. This feature is provided by 
the connection mechanism. The system uses a local area network (LAN) in order 
to communicate. The communication is handled via messages. There are some 
types of communication messages in our system. These messages are addressed in 

Figure 3. 
A homogeneous multiagent system.
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Section 6. One of the reasons to select this type of communication structure is pro-
viding a heterogeneous architecture. When an agent implements these messages, 
it can easily join our system. For example, there is a message type whose purpose is 
transferring command messages. This message carries information about the cov-
erage area and the task. An agent which has features suitable for our problem and 
which has implementation to parse the information can take command messages 
and be a part of our system.

The architecture does not restrict the number of different heterogeneous agents 
or number of agent. There can be any number of agents as much as an agent can 
store the address of other agents. This property is provided by implementation of 
the architecture. In our implementation, all the agents have a list to store the address 
of other agents. This list does not keep agent dependent information but it only 
store the address of other agents. In this way, the agents need just the address of the 
other agents. This improves scalability of the system and gives the power of working 
with desired number of different agents. This implementation also does not restrict 
the number of agents from different groups. There can be any number of groups 
and any number of agents in these groups. These properties make our system more 
robust, flexible and scalable.

4.4 Implementation of another architecture

When the study uses a homogeneous architecture, a different model agent could 
not be added and this would constrain the abilities of the system. For example, 
assume that we want to add an agent and we have an agent from different brand. If 
the system does not provide heterogeneous agents, we cannot use the agent. 
Instead, we have to buy a new agent whose brand same as the ones in the system. 
This increases our costs and this is not a desired situation. On the other hand, some 
products can be sold in a specific time intervals. Even if we do not buy a constructed 
agent, its internal components are sold in same way too. This situation results a 
system which only can be used as long as the agents can be constructed or bought.

When our agent list would have been designed to some fixed different agents, 
it results a system which is heterogeneous but whenever a different agent must be 

Figure 4. 
A heterogeneous multiagent system.
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added, the implementation of the system must be updated according to the agent, 
which is wanted to add. This situation would be laborious and could not be applied 
in some situations. For example, if the implementation is not proper to add a new 
type of agent or an agent is not proper for the system, it cannot be added. This situa-
tion has some drawbacks which are same as in the previous case.

5. Control mechanisms

Control mechanism is one of the challenging and vital components. They affect 
the whole system from agents to communication styles. A control mechanism 
determines how the agents are controlled; in other word, it determines how the 
agents decide for coordination.

Choosing a right control mechanism depends on some parameters. These are per-
formance of agents, communication style of the system, environment, cost and mis-
sion type. There can be some parameters depending on the problem. This situation 
leads to finding different types of control mechanism or variating the existing ones in 
order to build effective systems. In this chapter, the main three control mechanisms 
[13] are addressed. These are centralized, distributed and hierarchical control.

5.1 Centralized control

In centralized control, there is a fixed agent to control the coordination of 
the system. This agent can be called master or mediator. The other agents are 
called slaves. There is a centralized control illustration in Figure 5. All slaves take 
orders from master. This approach creates a system in which the master agent is 
constructed a bit different or completely different than slaves. Depending on the 
problem or the facilities, differences can be set. But, these differences determine the 
ability of the master and the system. For example, if the master is used only in order 
to control of the system, it does not need to have a payload. On the other hand, if 
there are limited numbers of agents and the master must contribute to completion 
of the task, then it must have a payload.

Centralized control has some advantages and disadvantages. It requires a 
simple consensus mechanism in which the agents just obey the master. But on the 
other hand, implementation of centralized control is somehow difficult because 
it requires design of agents and implementation of the system in two different 
perspectives. These are how the master and slaves are constructed and how the 
system is implemented. These can result a master whose cost is higher than slaves 
and a system which is implemented in a master perspective and in slaves perspec-
tive. For example, there must two different programs, one of them is for master and 

Figure 5. 
A centralized control.
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added, the implementation of the system must be updated according to the agent, 
which is wanted to add. This situation would be laborious and could not be applied 
in some situations. For example, if the implementation is not proper to add a new 
type of agent or an agent is not proper for the system, it cannot be added. This situa-
tion has some drawbacks which are same as in the previous case.

5. Control mechanisms

Control mechanism is one of the challenging and vital components. They affect 
the whole system from agents to communication styles. A control mechanism 
determines how the agents are controlled; in other word, it determines how the 
agents decide for coordination.

Choosing a right control mechanism depends on some parameters. These are per-
formance of agents, communication style of the system, environment, cost and mis-
sion type. There can be some parameters depending on the problem. This situation 
leads to finding different types of control mechanism or variating the existing ones in 
order to build effective systems. In this chapter, the main three control mechanisms 
[13] are addressed. These are centralized, distributed and hierarchical control.

5.1 Centralized control

In centralized control, there is a fixed agent to control the coordination of 
the system. This agent can be called master or mediator. The other agents are 
called slaves. There is a centralized control illustration in Figure 5. All slaves take 
orders from master. This approach creates a system in which the master agent is 
constructed a bit different or completely different than slaves. Depending on the 
problem or the facilities, differences can be set. But, these differences determine the 
ability of the master and the system. For example, if the master is used only in order 
to control of the system, it does not need to have a payload. On the other hand, if 
there are limited numbers of agents and the master must contribute to completion 
of the task, then it must have a payload.

Centralized control has some advantages and disadvantages. It requires a 
simple consensus mechanism in which the agents just obey the master. But on the 
other hand, implementation of centralized control is somehow difficult because 
it requires design of agents and implementation of the system in two different 
perspectives. These are how the master and slaves are constructed and how the 
system is implemented. These can result a master whose cost is higher than slaves 
and a system which is implemented in a master perspective and in slaves perspec-
tive. For example, there must two different programs, one of them is for master and 

Figure 5. 
A centralized control.
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the other one is for slaves. The other important disadvantage is that, operational 
capability of the system depends on the master. If the master is damaged, the 
system cannot be used or the task cannot be completed.

5.2 Distributed control

In distributed control, all agents are equal for the control. There is not any 
master agent to control the slaves. Instead, all the agents contribute control 
equally. This is done by consensus. In multiagent systems, consensus means that 
the agents decide on an agreement which determines the behavior of the system. 
There are various consensus algorithms in literature [14, 15]. All of them have 
some differences and come with advantages and disadvantages against each other. 
But all of them have the same objective and all of them have the characteristics of 
distributed control.

Using distributed control mechanism can be advantageous. It results a system in 
which design and implementation are easy because all the agents are in same level, 
there is not any need to think about in master and slave perspectives. The other 
important advantage is that if any of the agents is damaged, the task can still be 
completed. On the other hand, implementation of a consensus algorithm is a chal-
lenging task. They are problem dependent and they affect the communication styles 
of the system (Figure 6).

5.3 Hierarchical control

Hierarchical control acts like a tree and it has a tree characteristics. All agents 
can have children and can have parent. All agents are responsible for control of their 
children. There is a root agent at the top of the control. Actually, the root is respon-
sible for the control of the system. It shares the task to its children and its children 
can share the task among their children. Figure 7 can give an idea about the mecha-
nism. Depending on the situation, this mechanism can lead a system in which there 
are one type, two types or three types of different agents. In the case of three differ-
ent agents, there can be a root, controllers, and leaves. The root can be responsible 
for sharing task among controllers. The controller can be responsible for the control 
of the leaves and only the leaves can contribute to completion of the task. In the 
case of two different types of agents, there can be a root, controllers and leaves but 
instead of only controlling the leaves, the controllers contribute to completion of 
the task. In the case of a one type of agent, there can be a root, controllers and leaves 
but all the agents can contribute to completion of task.

Hierarchical control mechanism generally used in problems which requires multiple 
tasks and which spreads on a wide area. There are some advantages and disadvantages 

Figure 6. 
A distributed control.
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using hierarchical control. One of the advantages is that it has a simple consensus 
mechanism in which children obey the order of parents. The other important advan-
tage is that the system is well suitable for multiple tasks which must be done simultane-
ously. On the other hand, implementation of the system can be difficult in both agent 
perspective and the system perspective. It is difficult in agent perspective because the 
system can have different types of agent. This allows constructing different types of 
agent whose requirements and capabilities are different from each other. It is difficult in 
system perspective because different types of agents require different implementation.

5.4 Designed control mechanism for the study

A different control mechanism is designed for the study which is mixture 
of centralized and distributed control. In the mechanism, there is not any fixed 
master. Instead, all agents can be a master as long as they have mission. When any 
of the agents have a mission, it shares the mission among others including itself and 
it became a master until the mission is completed. It is similar to distributed con-
trol because there is not any fixed master in the system. It is similar to centralized 
control because the tasks are shared among agents by a master. This hybrid control 
mechanism results a system which is very suitable for our problem. Figure 8 shows 
the control mechanism of the system.

There are some reasons to design such a control mechanism for the study. The 
most important reason is that this mechanism offers some advantages against the 
other control mechanisms. One of the advantages is that it provides a simple con-
sensus algorithm because whenever an agent has a mission, it just gives the mission 
to others and they just accept the order and then try to complete it. This algorithm is 
as simple as the consensus algorithm of a centralized control. The other advantage 
is that it provides easy design and implementations. It provides an easy design 
because all agents can be constructed same, there is not any need to design different 
types of agents. It provides an easy implementation because all agents act the same, 
and there is not need to implement different types of agents. The other important 
advantage is operational capability. When an agent is damaged, the others can still 
complete the mission or they can still take a mission because the master is not fixed. 
Thus, the system does not depend on a single agent.

5.5 A different view

If centralized control is selected for the study, there must be a fixed agent in 
order to control the slaves. This situation enforces the study designing two different 
implementations for each of the agent type. On the other hand, the study became 
depended to the master. If the master gets some damages, the study cannot be used.

Figure 7. 
A hierarchical control.
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the other one is for slaves. The other important disadvantage is that, operational 
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Figure 6. 
A distributed control.
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If distributed control is selected, a consensus algorithm is needed for coordina-
tion. But, our problem is more suitable for a consensus algorithm like the one in 
centralized control because our area, which is reconstructed in 3D, is selected in 
advance. This makes our problem static and can easily be solved with the consensus 
mechanism of centralized control.

If hierarchical control is selected, there must be a hierarchy among agents but 
our problem is not suitable well for a hierarchy. A hierarchy may be needed in situ-
ations in which the mission has several tasks or it has a large task. But, our problem 
requires only one task and the areas are not very large.

6. Communication mechanisms

Communication is another challenging and vital component in multiagent 
systems. Unlike other vital components, it does not affect the coordination directly. 
Instead, it provides a basis and coordination is provided using it. A communication 
mechanism determines how the agents communicate.

Communication is effected from components of multiagent systems and some 
other factors. These factors and components are environment, agents, control 
mechanism, architecture and weather. These have a critical role in order to select 
a mechanism. There are three [13, 16] main communication mechanisms. These 
are direct communication, communication using sense and communication using 
environment. Each of them has advantages and disadvantages. These are dis-
cussed in this section. Depending on the problem and facilities, one of them can 
be selected.

6.1 Communication using environment

In this mechanism, the agents do not interact with each other. Instead, they use 
environment as a medium. Thus, they adapt to the changes in the environment. 
In other word, they make their next movement according to environment. This 
provides communication among them. This mechanism generally is known as 
stigmergy [17, 18]. It can be found in nature. Some insects and termites complete 
their tasks using this type of communication. It is inspired from nature and applied 
to multiagent systems.

In multiagent systems, this mechanism is provided by implementation of 
agents and input devices like sensors, cameras or others. Implementation of the 
agents determines what the agent does when it encounters with an object. Input 
devices provides observing and identification of the objects which are used as 
communication medium. All agents have the input devices. While they are observ-
ing the environment, they collect information and this information is parsed. 

Figure 8. 
Control mechanism of the system.
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When the information is parsed, the agents act how they are implemented accord-
ing to information. For example, there can be an obstacle type whose purpose 
is turning the agents to left. When the agents are implemented suitable for the 
purpose of the obstacle type and when the agent encounters with the obstacle, 
they turn to left.

There are some advantages and disadvantages of the mechanism. One of the 
advantages is that ones the mechanism is set, it can provide a communication 
mechanism for a lot of agents and number of agents does not affect the system. The 
other important advantage is that it can be used in complex and large tasks with-
out considering connection range. On the other hand, there are some important 
disadvantages of the mechanism. One of them is that the cost of using the mecha-
nism can be very high because it can require multiple sensors and multiple sensors 
require more performance. This approach comes with high cost. Another important 
disadvantage is that designing such an environment is generally difficult. There are 
a lot of things to consider. These are objects in the environment, different objects 
which do not affect the communication, input types of the agents. When these 
things are determined, the system can be set.

6.2 Communication using sense

In this communication mechanism, the agents communicate with local interac-
tions. One of the agents senses another. In this way, they make inferences about 
their next movement or their next states and they contribute completing the task 
according to these inferences.

The mechanism is realized by sensors and implementation of the agents. The 
sensors sense the other agents, in other words, they gather information about the 
states of others. Implementation of the agents determines what the agent does when 
it senses an agent which is desired type or which carries desired features. According 
to problem, the agents can be implemented in order to sense any agents or any 
desired features. While they are sensing the other agents, they determine them 
according to their implementations and when they sense the appropriate ones, they 
behave according to their implementations. For example, the agents can be imple-
mented for sensing the ones whose distances are 50 cm away from them and when 
they sense them, they can try to keep the distance constant.

The most important advantage of the mechanism is that it can used to solve 
some kind of problems. These problems are pattern formation and flocking. In 
order to solve these, the agents sense their neighbors and they adjust themselves 
according to them. In contrast, the mechanism is more suitable for distributed 
control and using a centralized control is much harder.

6.3 Direct communication

In this communication mechanism, the agents communicate with direct mes-
sages. Every agent can get and send messages to others. The messages are deter-
mined when the system is designed and all the agents use these pre-determined 
messages.

This mechanism is generally set on a network. Thus, all the messages are sent 
and get through it. The mechanism is realized using implementation of agents and 
a component which let agents join the network. The implementation handles what 
the agents do when a message is received or what kind of message will be send to 
other agents. The component handles the communication issues. It provides getting 
messages which are released to the network and sending messages to other agents, 
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If distributed control is selected, a consensus algorithm is needed for coordina-
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purpose of the obstacle type and when the agent encounters with the obstacle, 
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There are some advantages and disadvantages of the mechanism. One of the 
advantages is that ones the mechanism is set, it can provide a communication 
mechanism for a lot of agents and number of agents does not affect the system. The 
other important advantage is that it can be used in complex and large tasks with-
out considering connection range. On the other hand, there are some important 
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which do not affect the communication, input types of the agents. When these 
things are determined, the system can be set.
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In this communication mechanism, the agents communicate with local interac-
tions. One of the agents senses another. In this way, they make inferences about 
their next movement or their next states and they contribute completing the task 
according to these inferences.

The mechanism is realized by sensors and implementation of the agents. The 
sensors sense the other agents, in other words, they gather information about the 
states of others. Implementation of the agents determines what the agent does when 
it senses an agent which is desired type or which carries desired features. According 
to problem, the agents can be implemented in order to sense any agents or any 
desired features. While they are sensing the other agents, they determine them 
according to their implementations and when they sense the appropriate ones, they 
behave according to their implementations. For example, the agents can be imple-
mented for sensing the ones whose distances are 50 cm away from them and when 
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order to solve these, the agents sense their neighbors and they adjust themselves 
according to them. In contrast, the mechanism is more suitable for distributed 
control and using a centralized control is much harder.
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In this communication mechanism, the agents communicate with direct mes-
sages. Every agent can get and send messages to others. The messages are deter-
mined when the system is designed and all the agents use these pre-determined 
messages.

This mechanism is generally set on a network. Thus, all the messages are sent 
and get through it. The mechanism is realized using implementation of agents and 
a component which let agents join the network. The implementation handles what 
the agents do when a message is received or what kind of message will be send to 
other agents. The component handles the communication issues. It provides getting 
messages which are released to the network and sending messages to other agents, 
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in other word, it provides an interface in order to release messages. According to 
implementation and the need of the system, the agents can send or get messages 
from any agents. While agents wait messages from others, they can do whatever 
they want but when they get a message from other agents, they must behave accord-
ing to their implementation. For example, an agent can be programmed to sleep 
when any mission is not assigned to the agent but when it gets a message which 
carries a mission, it must start completing it.

Direct communication mechanism can be used to implement any type of control 
mechanism. It can be even used for a control mechanism which is derived from 
other control mechanisms or whose design is unique and it can be used for any type 
of problem. In addition, there can be any number of agents in the system but in case 
of sending or getting too many messages simultaneously, the system can be slower. 
Or it cannot be used in case of a mission which spreads on a large area. Because, a 
network which provides connection for long distance is required and this requires a 
high cost which cannot be afforded.

6.4 Communication used in the study

Direct communication mechanism used in the study. The UAVs used in the study 
has a feature to connect a network and the system is suitable for any kind of net-
works. Thus, any network can be used for communication.

The system has tree type of communication messages. These are command mes-
sages, communication messages and mission completed messages. All of them have 
different purpose and all of them contribute to system in different perspectives. In 
order to send and get these messages, the agents uses their IP address as a commu-
nication address. Thus, the agents must know IP address of other agents to send and 
get messages from them. All the agents have an agent list which stores other agents 
IP addresses. Agents can get and send these messages according to the agent list and 
they must behave according to messages. The following subsection explains how 
these message types are used in the study.

6.4.1 Connection messages

Connection messages set up a connection between two agents. In other words, 
it allows two different agents to recognize each other. The agent lists are filled using 
connection messages. These messages carry the IP address of the agent. There are 
two connection messages in the system. These messages are add agent and confirm 
agent. They are in following form and each agent can send and get these.

• ADDAGENT#ip_address

• CONFIRMAGENT#ip_addres

An add agent message is sent when an agent wants to add another agent to 
its list. Its purpose is sending an add request to other agents. In order to add an 
agent, the agent list of the sender must first be checked to ensure that the agent 
has not been added yet. If it is so, sender agent send an add agent message to the 
receiver agent.

Confirm agent message is sent whenever an add message is received. Its purpose 
is confirming the sender about the connection. A receiver agent does not need to 
check if the sender is on the list or not. If it takes an add message, the sender is not 
on the list because when a connection message is completed, both the sender and 
the receiver add the other agent to its list. This approach yields a system in which 
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the agent is on same level. When an agent gets confirm agent message, it adds the 
sender of the message to the list. The algorithm is explained step by step below. 
Figure 9 shows the sender and receiver side briefly.

1. The sender checks if the receiver has not been added yet.

2. If the receiver has not been added, sends an add message.

3. If the receiver gets an add message, adds the sender of the message to the agent 
list

4. The receiver sends a confirm message to the sender.

5. When the sender gets the confirm message, it adds the receiver to its agent list.

6.4.2 Command messages

When any of the agents takes a mission, it shares the mission with its agent list. 
Before the agent shares the mission, the mission information must be defined. The 
agent which shares the mission is responsible for defining mission information. The 
mission is shared in a command message.

In the implementation of the study, a mission information message is defined by 
a class. The class carries the location of the area, the location of the mission which 
is assigned to the agent, the number of agents in the system, the ID of the agent. 
The location area is the location which the master agent takes, in other word, it is 
the whole scene. The location of the mission is the task which is given an agent to 
cover. This information is required to defining the area. The number of agents in 
the system is required because the agent must know how many agents are there 
in the system. Whenever a mission is shared, all the agents are given an ID by the 
master agent. The ID of the master agent becomes 1 and the ID of the other agents 

Figure 9. 
Connection message.
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determined relatively with the master agent. This information is required because 
it is used in coverage of the area and for checking if the agents complete the mission 
successfully.

6.4.3 Mission completed messages

The system must be sure that the mission is completed successfully. In order 
to be sure of the completion of the mission, mission completed messages are sent. 
There are four types of mission completed message in the system, these are error, 
state, success and not completed messages. They carry an IP address and they are in 
the following form.

• ERROR#ip_address

• STATE#ip_address

• SUCCESS#ip_address

• NOTCOMPLETED#ip_address

Actually, there are three types of scenarios to realize mission completed mes-
sages. These scenarios arise because there are differences among mission comple-
tion of master as first, mission completion of slaves as first and in the case of not 
taking a response from a slave.

When any of the slaves completes its mission before the master, they send a 
success message to the master. The purpose of the success message is informing 
the master about the completion. When the master agent completes the mission 
before the slaves, it sends a state message to the slaves which have not sent a success 
message yet. The purpose of state message is determining if the slave completes its 
mission or not and if it does not complete, determining the reason. The reason can 
be an error. When the slaves get the state message, they send not completed message 
if they have not completed their mission but they think they can complete it suc-
cessfully, in other word, if they have power and facilities to complete the mission. 
The purpose of not completed message is informing the master about the state of 
the slave. When the master agent gets a not completed message from a slave, it sends 
states messages until the agent sends a success message or an error message. The 
error message is sent in the case of there is an error in the agent or the agent cannot 
complete the mission because of facilities or power. The purpose of error message 
is informing the master about the state of the slave. When the master gets an error 
message, it completes the mission of the sender of the message. When the master 
sent a state message and a slave does not response in a given time interval, it is 
counted as error too. The following algorithms explain scenarios and Figure 10 and 
Figure 11 shows the scenarios briefly.

When a slave finishes first:

1. The slave sends a success message to master.

2. Master gets the message and will not send it a state message.

When a master finishes first:

1. The master sends a state message to slaves.
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2. The slaves get the message.

3. The slaves send a not completed message if it can complete the mission.

4. The slaves send an error message if it cannot complete the mission.

5. If the master gets a not completed message, it sends states messages until it gets 
a success or error message.

6. If the master gets an error message, it completes the mission of the sender 
agent.

When a slave does not response:

1. The master sends a state message and waits for a while.

2. If the slave does not response, the master completes its mission.

6.5 Implementing other communication mechanisms

If communication using environment is selected, there must be some objects 
whose purpose is defining the coverage area for each of the agents in the scene. 

Figure 10. 
A slave finishes first and a slave does not response.

Figure 11. 
Master finishes first.
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determined relatively with the master agent. This information is required because 
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state, success and not completed messages. They carry an IP address and they are in 
the following form.

• ERROR#ip_address

• STATE#ip_address

• SUCCESS#ip_address

• NOTCOMPLETED#ip_address

Actually, there are three types of scenarios to realize mission completed mes-
sages. These scenarios arise because there are differences among mission comple-
tion of master as first, mission completion of slaves as first and in the case of not 
taking a response from a slave.

When any of the slaves completes its mission before the master, they send a 
success message to the master. The purpose of the success message is informing 
the master about the completion. When the master agent completes the mission 
before the slaves, it sends a state message to the slaves which have not sent a success 
message yet. The purpose of state message is determining if the slave completes its 
mission or not and if it does not complete, determining the reason. The reason can 
be an error. When the slaves get the state message, they send not completed message 
if they have not completed their mission but they think they can complete it suc-
cessfully, in other word, if they have power and facilities to complete the mission. 
The purpose of not completed message is informing the master about the state of 
the slave. When the master agent gets a not completed message from a slave, it sends 
states messages until the agent sends a success message or an error message. The 
error message is sent in the case of there is an error in the agent or the agent cannot 
complete the mission because of facilities or power. The purpose of error message 
is informing the master about the state of the slave. When the master gets an error 
message, it completes the mission of the sender of the message. When the master 
sent a state message and a slave does not response in a given time interval, it is 
counted as error too. The following algorithms explain scenarios and Figure 10 and 
Figure 11 shows the scenarios briefly.

When a slave finishes first:

1. The slave sends a success message to master.

2. Master gets the message and will not send it a state message.

When a master finishes first:

1. The master sends a state message to slaves.
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2. The slaves get the message.

3. The slaves send a not completed message if it can complete the mission.

4. The slaves send an error message if it cannot complete the mission.

5. If the master gets a not completed message, it sends states messages until it gets 
a success or error message.

6. If the master gets an error message, it completes the mission of the sender 
agent.

When a slave does not response:

1. The master sends a state message and waits for a while.

2. If the slave does not response, the master completes its mission.

6.5 Implementing other communication mechanisms

If communication using environment is selected, there must be some objects 
whose purpose is defining the coverage area for each of the agents in the scene. 

Figure 10. 
A slave finishes first and a slave does not response.

Figure 11. 
Master finishes first.
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There must also be additional sensors or a camera implementation whose purpose 
is determining the objects in order to communicate. In the case of having sensors 
on the agent, the agents collect the information which comes from the sensors and 
tries to determine the coverage area from the collected information. The sensors 
add additional cost to the agent and the system. They add additional cost to the 
agent because buying and integrated a sensor to an agent requires additional time 
and money. In addition, the performance of the agents must be upgraded because 
the sensors also need process power. They add additional cost to the system 
because the system requires objects and buying objects requires money. In addi-
tion, positioning the objects to the scene requires a human interaction or designing 
a different study whose purpose is just positioning the object to the scene. In the 
case of using a camera implementation, while the cameras record the scene, they 
try to determine the coverage area. This case adds additional complexity to the 
system because a camera implementing requires detecting objects in the scene 
and integrating this implementation to the main implementation results a more 
complex system.

If communication using sense is selected, there must be additional sensors on 
the agent and there must be different implementation of the system. The additional 
sensors are required because the agent uses information which comes from the 
sensors in order to communicate. The types of the sensors can vary according 
to desired communication range. For example, one sensor type can sense 100 m 
distances but another can sense 1000 m. This situation restricts coverage area with 
respect to sensors and results a system whose capabilities is strictly depended on 
the sensors. In addition, the sensors add the system additional cost to the agent. 
The reason of the cost is same as with the cost of communication using environ-
ment. A different implementation is required because in this case the agents must 
observe other agents and determines their own coverage regions with respect to 
other agents.

7. Results

The study is executed with one, two and four agents in four areas. The sizes of 
the fields are 1600, 2500, 3600, and 4900 m2, respectively. When they start their 
mission, a chronometer is starter and it lasts until they finish their missions and the 
results are recorded. The results are shown in Table 1. The results show that when 
the number of agents is more, the system is faster.

The relationship between the agents and the size of the agents can be seen in 
Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Figure 14 depicts the 3D point cloud obtained by the multiagent reconstruction 
approach. The point cloud can easily be converted in to a mesh with the available 
texture information acquired from the agent cameras.

1600 m2 2500 m2 3600 m2 4900 m2

1 Agent 69 sec 83 sec 96 sec 104 sec

2 Agents 39 sec 46 sec 51 sec 55 sec

4 Agents 24 sec 28 sec 31 sec 34 sec

Table 1. 
Results for 1, 2 and 4 agents for various scenarios.
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8. Conclusion

Multiagent systems deal with coordination of more than one agent in order 
to complete a task. There are several features of these systems. These features are 
robustness, scalability and flexibility. These features give some advantages to multi 

Figure 12. 
Relationship between the number of agents and the size of the fields.

Figure 13. 
Percentage relationship between the number of agents and the size of the fields.

Figure 14. 
An output from the study.
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agent system. These advantages make multiagent systems cheaper, faster and more 
reliable. There are many applications of multiagent systems ranges from network-
ing to robotics.

Although there are many applications and advantages of multiagent systems, 
designing a multiagent system is a challenging task. There are several issues to con-
sider. The chapter addresses most encountered issues. These are architecture selec-
tion, communication mechanism selection and control mechanism selection. They 
must be implemented in most of systems. The chapter addresses each of them with 
a study. Each of them is explained in sections and the study is given as an example in 
each sections. The experimental results of this study shows that a multiagent system 
is more effective and more advantageous compared to single-agent systems.
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Chapter 3

A Q-Learning-Based Approach for
Simple and Multi-Agent Systems
Ümit Ulusoy, Mehmet Serdar Güzel and Erkan Bostanci

Abstract

This study proposes different machine learning-based solutions to both single
and multi-agent systems, took place on a 2-D simulation platform, namely,
Robocode. This dynamic and programmable platform allows agents to interact with
the environment and each other by employing a variety of battling strategies.
Q-Learning is one of the leading and popular machine learning-based solutions to be
applied to such a problem. However, especially for continued spaces, the control
problem gets deeper. Essentially, one of the main drawbacks of reinforcement
learning (RL) is to design an appropriate reward function that the function can be
described by only employing few parameters for simple tasks, whereas estimating
the goal of the reward function may be a challenging problem. Recent studies prove
that neural network-based approaches can handle these challenges and achieve to
learn control strategies from 2-D or 1-D data. Besides those problems of RL algo-
rithms for single robots, once the number of robots increases and the systems need
to behave as multi-agent systems, the overall design requirements become more
complex. Accordingly, the proposed system is validated by considering different
battle scenarios. The performance of the Q-Learning-based system and the super-
vised learning techniques are compared by employing different scenarios for this
problem. Results reveal the superiority of the ANN-based approach over other
methods.

Keywords: multi-agent systems, Q-Learning, Robocode, auto-encoder,
neural network, battling strategy

1. Introduction

Swarm intelligence is a scientific field that integrates the fields of swarm intelli-
gence and cooperative robotics to establish and coordinate robots to achieve chal-
lenging tasks within a reasonable time [1, 2]. Multi-agent systems, on the other
hand, are considered to be coordination of autonomous agents so as to complete
tasks by exchanging or sharing information over a network. This resembles the
swarm intelligence discipline in similar ways [3, 4], as it has been previously noted
that multi-agent systems mainly deal with the coordination of multiple interacting
agents so as to complete different tasks. The key objective of those systems is to
coordinate rather simple agents instead of using a complex agent [5]. The coordi-
nation ability of agents gains different skills to these systems that individual agents
may not be allowed to achieve, which are, namely, robustness, scalability, and
flexibility [5, 6]. The Robocode platform on the other hand is a game developing
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platform and allows developers to design robot battle tanks to battle against other
tanks [7]. The battles are running in real time, and the game is played on a two-
dimensional simulation environment by employing single or multiple robots, as
shown in Figure 1. These robots can be defined as single robot, or some of them can
be marked as team robots. Each of them is possessed with battling behaviors which
allows them to decide movement, fire, and targeting in order to keep their energies
high and destroy their opponents. The time is measured with ticks, and each robot is
allowed only one movement for each tick. At the end of each round (game), the
total score for each attendee is calculated by their “fire damage,” “ram damage,”
and “survival status.” This lets a team to obtain the highest score even if their robots
did not survive.

The flexibility, scalability, and robustness of the Robocode platform encourage
authors to employ machine learning-based approaches for multi-agent system
problems. Despite their advantages, the platform also offers some challenges that
should be handled in an appropriate manner. The critical issues are detailed
as follows:

• Opponent rounds are not visible and the environment is not fully observable.

• Sensors used by robots are limited.

• The number of action is quite high which makes learning harder.

• The speed of robots slows down during firing and turning behaviors.

• Once the gun of robot’s temperature is high, firing behavior does not work,
which forces users to consider all parameters.

Robocode gathers great deal and attention from a big community including
researcher, students, and engineers, in which design concepts and source codes are

Figure 1.
An example screenshot from the Robocode environment [7].
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shared. Tournaments and leagues are arranged via websites. Hence, the rankings of
customized robots are continuously updated [7]. Therefore, game strategies are
very critical and continuously evolve by utilizing different approaches. Robocode
game strategies are characterized as trees of atomic elements agreeing to actions
and observations in a battle.

Machine learning has been widely used in single [8, 9] and multi-agent systems
[2, 3]. This also encourages researchers to apply machine learning or meta-
heuristic-based methods to train and prepare robotic teams for this battling process
of Robocode environment. For instance, there exist studies employing genetic
algorithm in order to generate various and evolving behaviors using genetic algo-
rithm [8, 10]. Besides, decision tree and neural network-based solutions have been
employed to estimate a strategy to obtain a higher rank in the league [11, 12].
Those studies prove that machine learning is an efficient way of designing and
implementing strategies for such an environment. Accordingly, this study is
inspired from those previous studies and introduces three different machine
learning-based approaches to train and prepare robots for the battle. The first
approach mainly employs reinforcement learning to train a single and team robot
separately so as to allow them to survive in a tank battle. It is proven that despite
its discrete structure, Q-Learning can be adapted for such a complex game. In
addition, a neural network-based design is also implemented in order to compare
the results, which has been previously employed in a similar study [13]. Finally, an
auto-encoder-based model is designed to train a number of robots, allowing them
to battle to the death in an arena. Similar studies can be seen in [14–16]. Next
section mainly introduces the proposed methods separately. The experiments are
defined, and results are evaluated in a detailed manner at the experimental section.
Lastly, the study is concluded at the conclusion section.

2. Methodology

This study proposes three different machine learning-based solutions to
the multi-agent battling game. The first of them employs reinforcement learning
approach, aiming extracting the maximum award from the network used in
learning procedure. The second approach, on the other hand, relies on a
supervised learning algorithm based on an artificial neural network architecture.
Finally, an auto-encoder-based model has been designed and implemented to
train the robots for the challenge. Each of those solutions will be detailed,
respectively.

2.1 Q-Learning robot for Robocode

Reinforcement learning (RL) aims to take suitable action to maximize reward in
a specific situation. It is employed by various software and machines to find the best
possible behavior in particular situation. Reinforcement learning differs from the
supervised learning that the agent agrees what to do to achieve with the given task.
Instead of employing a training dataset, the agent learns from its experiences.
Q-Learning is the most popular RL algorithm and preferred for this study due to its
efficiency and popularity [17]. The agent mainly observes the environment and
performs the action by employing the previously defined action. The agent then
obtains the action consequence or award from the environment. This state and
action pair is kept for future usage since it gives clues about the reward. The
algorithm mainly aims to generate a Q-Table which illustrates maximum expected
future rewards for action at each state. Q-Learning update rule is designed based on
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[2, 3]. This also encourages researchers to apply machine learning or meta-
heuristic-based methods to train and prepare robotic teams for this battling process
of Robocode environment. For instance, there exist studies employing genetic
algorithm in order to generate various and evolving behaviors using genetic algo-
rithm [8, 10]. Besides, decision tree and neural network-based solutions have been
employed to estimate a strategy to obtain a higher rank in the league [11, 12].
Those studies prove that machine learning is an efficient way of designing and
implementing strategies for such an environment. Accordingly, this study is
inspired from those previous studies and introduces three different machine
learning-based approaches to train and prepare robots for the battle. The first
approach mainly employs reinforcement learning to train a single and team robot
separately so as to allow them to survive in a tank battle. It is proven that despite
its discrete structure, Q-Learning can be adapted for such a complex game. In
addition, a neural network-based design is also implemented in order to compare
the results, which has been previously employed in a similar study [13]. Finally, an
auto-encoder-based model is designed to train a number of robots, allowing them
to battle to the death in an arena. Similar studies can be seen in [14–16]. Next
section mainly introduces the proposed methods separately. The experiments are
defined, and results are evaluated in a detailed manner at the experimental section.
Lastly, the study is concluded at the conclusion section.

2. Methodology

This study proposes three different machine learning-based solutions to
the multi-agent battling game. The first of them employs reinforcement learning
approach, aiming extracting the maximum award from the network used in
learning procedure. The second approach, on the other hand, relies on a
supervised learning algorithm based on an artificial neural network architecture.
Finally, an auto-encoder-based model has been designed and implemented to
train the robots for the challenge. Each of those solutions will be detailed,
respectively.

2.1 Q-Learning robot for Robocode

Reinforcement learning (RL) aims to take suitable action to maximize reward in
a specific situation. It is employed by various software and machines to find the best
possible behavior in particular situation. Reinforcement learning differs from the
supervised learning that the agent agrees what to do to achieve with the given task.
Instead of employing a training dataset, the agent learns from its experiences.
Q-Learning is the most popular RL algorithm and preferred for this study due to its
efficiency and popularity [17]. The agent mainly observes the environment and
performs the action by employing the previously defined action. The agent then
obtains the action consequence or award from the environment. This state and
action pair is kept for future usage since it gives clues about the reward. The
algorithm mainly aims to generate a Q-Table which illustrates maximum expected
future rewards for action at each state. Q-Learning update rule is designed based on
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the Bellman equation so as to estimate the optimal Q-Value, and the Q-Learning
update rule is given as Eq. (1):

Q st; atð Þnew ¼ 1� αð ÞxQ st; atð Þold þ αx rt þ γx maxQ stþ1; atð Þð Þ (1)

where, at each time “t,” the agent selects an action “at,” observes a reward “rt,”
and enters a newer state “st + 1.” Besides, α refers to learning rate, whereas γ
illustrates discount factor. Within the given algorithm and approach, a Q-Learning
robot is designed according to the rule and environment of Robocode. Accordingly,
any robot knows enemy position, bearing angle, and distance to enemy by
employing its radar; then at each step, a robot selects an action that maximizes the
upcoming reward for the current state. These state and action pairs are stored in
table that is updated during the game, and robot collects rewards at each “thick” to
update the table (Q-Table) as a result of applied actions. The lookup table contains
following states and actions for the proposed Q-Learning robot for the Robocode
problem (see Table 1). The flow chart of the Q-Learning robot is given in Figure 2.

The pseudocode of the Q-Learning algorithm is given as follows:
Q-Learning algorithm:
Requires States s:1 to n;

Actions a:1 to m;
Reward Function;

α (learning rate), γ : (discount factor)
Ensures Updated Q-Table for action state coordination
Procedure Q-Learning
Initialize state-actions table Q(s,a)
Current state “s” should be selected

While(A final state or threshold value is obtained)
Basing on the action selection policies select and action a
Obtain reward r for selected action alongside with the next state.
Update Q value for current state s and for following state according to (1)
and parameters
EndWhile

EndProcedure

2.2 Artificial neural network robot for Robocode to approximate Q-Values

Artificial neural network is considered as universal approximators that can be
adapted in many different and challenging problems. Several studies have already
been applied to Robocode environment; some of those references can be seen in
Section 1. Accordingly, a multilayer perceptron inspired from those studies has been
adapted and designed for this study. It mainly aims to search the best output for

States Actions

Robot location Run away from the enemy

Enemy location Move toward the enemy

Bearing angle with the enemy Hold the current position

Energy level Spin clockwise or anticlockwise

Table 1.
List of states and actions for Q-Learning robot of Robocode.
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each Robocode thick based on actions and states that mainly allows us to
approximate maximum Q-Values.

The proposed neural network has a very simple structure which consists of
two layers. The first layer represents inputs, namely, X position, Y position, the
distance between the robot and the opponent, the bearing angle, action, and bias
values. The second layer on the other hand is a fully connected layer. The final layer
represents the Q-Values, as seen in Figure 3. Sigmoid function is employed as the
activation function, and also, node numbers at the hidden layer are estimated by
trial and error method that results in higher learning accuracy.

2.3 Deep auto-encoders applied Robocode to approximate Q-Values

Stacked sparse auto-encoder is a type of deep neural network involving stacking
sparse auto-encoders, and a classifier is regularly used as the final layer for mainly
classification or regression problems [18]. This model has not been applied in such a
problem which encourages authors to employ the technique into the current prob-
lem. Consequently, an example model is designed and given for this problem shown
in Figure 4.

Accordingly, the first auto-encoders are trained by utilizing an unsupervised
training method [18]. Fundamentally, the output of the first sparse auto-encoder is
considered as an input to the second one, and the output of second auto-encoders
becomes an input to the classifier as shown in the corresponding figure. The auto-
encoders and the classifier “SoftMax” are stacked and qualified in a supervised
manner by employing the backpropagation algorithm for estimating the optimum
Q-Value. Each auto-encoder is trained by employing using the cost function illus-
trated in Eq. (1). Er value is regulated by employing mean square error (MSE)
approach:

Figure 2.
Q-Learning robot training flow chart.
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where Er is the error rate, x is the input and x̂ is the restored data, }λ} coefficient
is used by L2 “Weight Regularization” and }β} coefficient is used for the “Sparsity
Regularization,” m is the number of observations, and t illustrates the training data
label number.

The Ω weights illustrates “Weight Regularization” and is defined as flows:
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Here X indicates the number of hidden layers, n signifies observation numbers,
and k shows hidden layers [18].

Sparsity Regularization is on the other hand can be defined as follows:

Ω sparsity ¼
XD
i¼1

KL ρkρ̂ið Þ (4)

Figure 3.
ANN architecture to approximate Q-Values.
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where anticipated value is represented by ρ, ρ̂i denotes the average output
activation of each neuron }i, } and “KL” is the function that evaluates the variance
between two probabilities distribution over the same data. The details of those
equations can be seen in [18].

3. Experimental results

Aforementioned Robocode is a tank-combat emulator developed by IBM
alphaWorks [7]. Basically the tank or teams must navigate the environment to avoid
being shot by its rivals. Three different machine learning-based approaches are
employed to train the single and multi-agent systems to win the battle against their
opponents in an autonomous manner. A desktop computer having Intel Core
i7-6700 CPU @ 2.60-GHz and 16-GB RAM is employed to conduct experiments.
Each method and results are illustrated separately by defining scenarios.

3.1 Scenario 1

This scenario illustrates a single robot battle, in which a Q-Learned customized
robot (AUQRobot) fights against the Spin Robot. An example screenshot is illus-
trated in Figure 5. Within the scenario up to 12,000 round took place to train the
robot. Figure 6 illustrates the change of the winning percentage along the rounds.
Regarding to the graph, it is very clear that winning percentage is up to 87% with
the power of reinforcement learning that provided greedy method. Collaterally,
collected cumulative reward change along the rounds gives a same curve. This result
is obtained under Robocode maximum data storing constraints. Results are experi-
enced with a Q-Table includes 9216 elements, and it is also noted that increasing the
table size will probably increase the overall winning performance.

Figure 4.
A stacked sparse auto-encoder (SSAE) having two hidden layers and softmax classifier.
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Within this scenario, Q-Learned customized robot (AUQRobot) fights against
the TrackerBot Robot (see Figure 7), which is also a popular robot used in
Robocode. For this scenario, the same training configuration is also applied, and
92% winning rate is also obtained. An example screenshot obtained from the
Robocode platform is shown in Figure 8. Regarding to the results, Tracker Robot
never survived during a 20-round battle. AUQRobot has lost 8% against to
the opponent.

Figure 5.
A screenshot obtained from Scenario 1 (SpinBot Robot).

Figure 6.
Winning percentage of AUQRobot within rounds.
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3.2 Scenario 2

This scenario illustrates a single robot battle, in which a customized robot
(AUNNRobot) fights against the Spin Robot. The robot, which was implemented
according to the artificial neural network architecture described above, was trained
against SpinBot within 200 and 50,000 iterations. Table 2 illustrates the configu-
ration of ANN-based system.

The neural network performing linear regression and Q-Value, obtained from
Q-Learning algorithm, was employed to train the system. Figure 9 illustrates the

Figure 7.
A screenshot obtained from Scenario 1 (Tracker Robot).

Figure 8.
A screenshot illustrating Total score for Scenario 1 (Tracker Robot).

Input name Parameter range NN input range

Position X 0–800px {0.0, 0.1 … 7.9, 8.0}

Position Y 0–600px {0.0, 0.1 … 7.9, 8.0}

Distance to enemy 0–1000px {0.0, 0.1 … 5.9, 6.0}

Bearing angle between robot and enemy 0°–360° {0.0, 0.1 … 5.9, 6.0}

Table 2.
Configuration of ANN-based system.
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winning percentage of the ANN-based robot within training procedure. Results
reveal that the ANN-based method starts learning rapidly but converge lately when
compared with reinforcement-based approach.

Accordingly, it has been considered that a battle between AUQRobot and
AUNNRobot, both have already been trained for same robot class, may compare
both systems performance appropriately (see Figure 10). In general, none of the
participants are able to outperform the opponent clearly, but AUNNRobot has an
advance as 54–46% over the AUQRobot based on 50 rounds as can be seen in
Figure 11.

The results of deep auto-encoder-based method have also been trained that the
winning percentage of the network with respect to the training data is also illus-
trated in Figure 12, namely, AUAERobot (see Figure 13) that, however, provides
less wining rate compared with AUNNRobot. It should be noted that if raw image
data is employed as input instead of giving position values to the network, the deep

Figure 9.
Winning percentage of AUNNRobot within rounds.

Figure 10.
A screenshot obtained from Scenario 2 for AUQRobot vs. AUNNRobot.
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auto-encoder and also CNN-based architectures may outperform the AUNNRobot
architecture, which is, on the other hand, costly in terms of obtaining training data
as well as performing training process compared with aforementioned approaches.
Despite given challenges, it is planned to apply those architectures to the given

Figure 11.
Results for 50 rounds for Scenario 2.

Figure 12.
Winning percentage of AUAERobot within iterations.

Figure 13.
A screenshot obtained from Robocode for Scenario 2 (AUAERobot).
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problem as future works. Consequently, instead of AUAERobot, AUNNRobot is
preferred to compete with AUQRobot.

3.3 Scenario 3

This scenario illustrates a multi-agent robot battle, in which a customized robot
(AUQRobot) fights against with SpinBot Team. Since one of the starting points of
this study aims to perform multi-agent team battles, first the trained robot forms a
team against a single robot class. Afterward, the members of this team are
programmed not to strike each other. Finally, the robot class, where the training is
achieved, is defined as a robot team of AUQRobot. Figure 14 illustrates a screenshot
from the battlefield. Results reveal that customized decentralized AUQRobot teams
outperform “SpinBot Team” with an average of 65–35% as shown in Figure 15.

3.4 Scenario 4

This scenario illustrates a battle of multi-agent systems consisting of five robot
tanks. According to which, the first team is inherited from AUQRobot, whereas the

Figure 14.
A screenshot obtained from Scenario 3 (multi-agent battle).

Figure 15.
A screenshot obtained from Robocode to illustrate results for Scenario 3.
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second one is inherited from the AUNNRobot model. An example screenshot
obtained from this scenario is shown in Figure 16. Several different competitions
(experiments) were conducted between those robot teams, and results reveal that
the AUNNRobot team outperforms its opponent from 67% (minimum) to 74%
(maximum) winning rate. Figure 17, generated from the Robocode platform during
the experimental procedure, includes 50-round battle and illustrates the team per-
formance of AUNNRobot against its opponent.

4. Conclusion

This paper introduces and compares some of the popular machine learning-
based approaches for the single and multi-agent systems by employing a popular
2-D game simulator, namely, Robocode. This platform essentially allows researchers
to design customized robot teams so as to join the competition and perform tank
battle players and designers all around the world. Despite the challenges of
continued space problem with respect to the characteristics of the games, a

Figure 16.
A screenshot obtained from Robocode for Scenario 4.

Figure 17.
A screenshot obtained from Robocode to illustrate results for Scenario 4.
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Q-Learning-based model is introduced for the problem. Besides, an ANN-based
model is designed to approximate Q-Values instead of constructing a huge Q-Table,
which in essence is not a realistic approach. In addition, previous experiences prove
that stacked auto-encoders (SAEs) may offer an alternative supervised learning
approach once the labeled data is obtained. However, as position data is employed
instead of a raw image, SAEs do not provide any advances such as denoising on
images or reducing the input size. Within these results, it should be noted that raw
images, illustrating game states, should better be employed by the deep architec-
tures, as input to design a stronger architecture than an ANN architecture. How-
ever, within the given input, the ANN model outperforms both machine learning
approaches on both single and multi-agent systems. The experimental results and
evaluation of those results encourage authors to design a SAE- or CNN-based model
using raw images as future works. Those models will only need raw image data to
train models, which will probably outperform both RL- and ANN-based models but
may need larger amount of training data, and also require excessive training time to
form a suitable model. Despite the given explanation, it is not clear to estimate the
performance of those algorithms on different multi-agent systems except Robocode
without implementing and evaluating their overall performance.
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Q-Learning-based model is introduced for the problem. Besides, an ANN-based
model is designed to approximate Q-Values instead of constructing a huge Q-Table,
which in essence is not a realistic approach. In addition, previous experiences prove
that stacked auto-encoders (SAEs) may offer an alternative supervised learning
approach once the labeled data is obtained. However, as position data is employed
instead of a raw image, SAEs do not provide any advances such as denoising on
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using raw images as future works. Those models will only need raw image data to
train models, which will probably outperform both RL- and ANN-based models but
may need larger amount of training data, and also require excessive training time to
form a suitable model. Despite the given explanation, it is not clear to estimate the
performance of those algorithms on different multi-agent systems except Robocode
without implementing and evaluating their overall performance.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Agent Systems, Simulation
and Nanotechnology
Alexandre de Oliveira Zamberlan, Rafael Heitor Bordini,
Guilherme Chagas Kurtz and Solange Binotto Fagan

Abstract

Multi-agent systems (MAS) are used in investigations with different purposes,
mainly in computational simulations. These systems are composed of autonomous
software entities, named agents, that act and interact in a shared environment,
changing the state of the environment. Simulation environments for nanostructures
can be considered essentially reactive, that is, suitable for reactive agent architec-
tures. A significant feature in agent-oriented theory is autonomy, which also exists
in small-scale structures such as atoms and molecules, despite the strong interac-
tion. Regarding the organisation of a reactive or cognitive multi-agent system, there
are events, constraints and interactions that occur in a nanoscale environment. So,
MAS paradigm has methodologies and tools that could guarantee simulations of
Brownian motion, at the nanoscale, generating and monitoring collision systems.
Experiments for the nanocapsule production and characterisation should be
supported by computational simulations, mainly to reduce experiment time,
equipment wear and material waste. Therefore, this paper presents how MAS can
increase the investigations in nanoscience through simulations of moving bodies.

Keywords: event-driven simulation, nanoparticles, reactive systems,
distributed artificial intelligence

1. Introduction

Artificial intelligence is widespread in many areas of knowledge. It increases the
quality of processing solutions of different problems. One of the areas in which
artificial intelligence can also collaborate is in nanoscience [1], through multi-agent
systems.

Nanoscience is the study of phenomena and manipulations of materials at
atomic and molecular scales, where properties differ significantly from those at a
larger scale. Nanotechnology is concerned with the design, characterisation, pro-
duction and application of nanoscale structures [2]. Production and characterisation
of polymer nanoparticles (PNPs), colloidal dispersion, are processes that require
time and technical skills to produce accurate results. Computational simulations in
nanoscience have aided in these processes, providing support and agility to achieve
better results [3].

In order to help and reduce this gap, a simulation environment for nanocapsules
—colloidal dispersion—was designed and built: multi-agent system for polymeric
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nanoparticles (MASPN) [3, 4]. This tool can be considered innovative and unprec-
edented, as it combines event-driven simulation resources and the multi-agent
system paradigm. This environment allows the researcher to enter input parame-
ters, visualise particle interactions and monitor whether the dispersion is stabilising
or not. The manipulation parameters are amount of particles, maximum and
minimum particle sizes, mean particle distribution, zeta potential, pH, polymer,
drug and drug content.

There are different types of polymeric nanoparticles (PNP), in which
nanocapsules and nanospheres differ according to composition and structural orga-
nisation. Nanocapsules are defined by vesicular structures consisting of a thin
polymeric shell and a normally oily central cavity where the active substance may
be dissolved [5, 6]. Due to this, it is considered a reservoir system, which has a
submicron diameter of less than 1 mcm, typically between 200 and 400 nm. The
active component may be dissolved in the oily central cavity or may adsorb to the
polymer wall [7–9]. Nanocapsules are composed of the drug, polymer, oil, surfac-
tant and water and are produced by different methods with size distributions
smaller than 1 μm. The nanometric size generates greater surface area, thus corre-
lating their biological responses [10]. For this reason, the nanoparticles are suitable
for applications in composite materials, transport and delivery of drugs and storage
of chemical energy, for example, [7, 11]. PNPs attract researchers’ attention because
their bioavailability, biodegradability and photostability characteristics of drugs, to
modulate interaction with cells and tissues, reduce drug adverse effects, increase
encapsulation efficiency, increase solubility and reduce therapeutic doses and bio-
logical fluids during storage [7–10].

The nanocapsules can be produced with natural or synthetic polymers and can
be used to encapsulate bioactive drugs and compounds. In addition, the polymers
protect the lipophilic nucleus and control the release of lipophilic drugs. Therefore,
the proper choice of the polymer is important to achieve specific purposes and
modulate the release and degradation characteristics of the particles [7, 10].

Thus, computational modelling and simulation are resources that can produce
accuracy in results, decrease production time and characterisation and preserve
the life of laboratory equipment. Modelling and simulations through the multi-
agent approach has been used in numerous investigations in biology, chemistry,
physics, etc. [12].

We organise the text into sections. Sections 2 and 3 deal with computation
applied to nanotechnology, and MAS paradigm focused on computational simula-
tions. Section 4 presents the related works that investigated MAS as a tool to
support nanotechnology. In the sequence, we present Section 5 that discusses the
MASPN tool, its characteristics and functionalities. Finally, the conclusions and
bibliographical references are presented.

2. Computational nanotechnology

Nanotechnology can be categorised in relation to applications, structures and
tools. The tools are mechanisms to assist in the measurement, manipulation and
development of nanostructures, and the area of computing provides innumerable
resources to contribute to both measurement and manipulation of nanomaterials.
Thus, we assume that computational nanotechnology contributes to molecular
modelling, nanodevice simulation, high-performance computing, etc. [1].

We believe that computation applied to nanotechnology focuses on the design
and construction of tools to aid the understanding of physical and chemical
phenomena occurring on a nanometric scale, for example, in electronics, logic and
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computing, sensors, drugs, cosmetics and new materials with specific
characteristics.

Systems and computational simulation are carried out in time and space
using analytical models and physical, chemical and material science fundamentals
[1, 12, 13].

Molecular modelling involves computational methods and techniques to mimic
the behaviour of atomic and molecular systems. We assume that modelling is the
process of extracting really relevant information from a given system, such as
structural aspects (set of attributes or characteristics and their possible values) and
functional aspects (operations or methods and their constraints).

3. MAS and simulation

The MAS form an area of research in distributed artificial intelligence, manipu-
lating aspects related to distributed computing in artificial intelligence systems [14].
These systems consist of several entities (agents) that interact in a shared environ-
ment in order to achieve some individual or collective goal.

The simulation studies the modelling of the functionalities (behaviours) of a
physical or conceptual system over time [12]. These same authors state that for
more than 20 years, the MAS field and the simulation field were combined into lines
of research.

On the one hand, agents have been used as a tool for modelling and simulation of
problems; on the other hand, simulation has often been used for MAS design in a
variety of application domains. Thus, Uhrmacher and Weyns [12] believe that joint
research efforts promise benefits between the two research areas and their work
aims to integrate and consolidate the knowledge and experience gained in both
areas.

The definition of the internal architecture of the agent is related to the task type
that the agent will perform and its role in the multi-agent society.

In this way, what characterises an agent and the society that it is inserted in are
the interactions with the environment and the internal processes that make possible
the accomplishment of these interactions [14]. The specification of what and how
these internal processes are is called architecture. Different architectures have been
proposed with the objective of characterising the agents with a level of intelligence
and autonomy. Therefore, the architectures can be classified according to the
mechanism used by the agent to select actions [15].

Once considered this, agent can be classified as [14]:

• Reactive, in which the choice of action (response) is directly situated in the
occurrence of a set of events (stimuli) that it perceives in the environment,
captured by its sensors or by messages sent by other agents.

• Cognitive or deliberative, because it has an explicit process to choose the action
to be performed. This action can be chosen, also, through a utility function and
carried out by plan and a symbolic representation of the environment. A
cognitive agent is a rational agent who has some explicit representation of his
knowledge and goals. An agent may be more cognitive than another,
depending on the degree of explicit rationality of his behaviour [14, 16].

Cognitive agent architectures [14] can be classified into functional architectures,
in which the agent is composed of modules that represent each of the functionalities
necessary for its operation. The agent has knowledge, set of objectives, perception
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skill, communication, decision and reasoning. There are also architectures based on
mental states, which adopt a psychologically inspired perspective to define the
structure of agents, which are entities in which the state consists of mental compo-
nents such as beliefs, desires, capacities, choices and commitments. It may be that a
mental state-based architecture also has functional aspects and vice versa [15].

Definitions and properties that characterise an agent are not meant to divide the
world between entities that are and are not agents but serve as tools for analysing
systems as well as specifying, designing and implementing systems whose basic
elements are agents [17].

Thus, we assume all approaches to modelling and development of multi-agent
systems can be classified as top-down and bottom-up. Top-down approach specifies
the organisation towards the structure and behaviour of agents, while the bottom-
up approach starts from the individual aspects of an agent in a way that the
collective aspects emerge. This classification is very similar to nanostructure devel-
opment methodologies, with the same principle, top-down and bottom-up.

3.1 MAS modelling and implementation tools

In recent years, many agent-based system development tools or environments
have been deployed (or released). Each environment has a variety of features and
functionalities. There are some studies comparing these tools, for example, [18].
The research evaluated whether tools have some features and functionalities, such
as (i) an integrated development environment, (ii) what the programming language
is, (iii) the operating system, (iv) manuals and examples, (v) integration with other
libraries and (vi) 2D or 3D visualisation.

The modelling and verification of multi-agent systems present many challenges,
especially when it comes to reliability, robustness and visualisation of the simulated
system (spatial properties) [18]. Thus, visualisation property of simulation scenar-
ios is also an important property in the construction of simulation systems.

Multi-agent simulation environments suitable for the context of nanoparticulate
systems are:

• FLAME1 is a general agent-based model building system that generates highly
efficient simulation software that can run on any computing platform, such as
high-performance parallel supercomputers and GPUs. You can set up large-
scale models with millions of agents.

• JASON2 is a multi-agent system development environment with many user-
customisable features. It is the interpreter for the AgentSpeak language.

• MASON3 is a discrete event library for multi-agent simulation in Java language.

• Netlogo4 is a simulation environment, that is, it is both a programming
language and a programmable modelling environment for the simulation of
multi-agent systems. It has a graphical interface for visualisation of the
simulations.

1

http://www.flame.ac.uk
2

http://jason.sourceforge.net/wp
3

http://cs.gmu.edu/eclab/projects/mason
4

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo
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• Repast5 is a set of free and open-source platforms for multi-agent modelling
and simulation. It has Java versions for workstations and small clusters of
computers and C++ for supercomputers and high-performance computing
clusters.

• SeSAm6 is a generic environment for the modelling and experimentation of
agent-based simulation. It is a tool for building complex models, which include
dynamic interdependencies or emerging behaviour.

• SWARM7 is a general-purpose simulator, mainly of social complexity based on
the programming languages Objective-C and Java.

Of the tools analysed, only JASON and SWARM do not have an integrated
development environment, but JASON can be incorporated (as a plugin) in other
development environments. All tools run on major operating systems and have
excellent developer support. FLAME and Repast are the only ones that do not have
an open source, that is, they do not allow you to change the source code of the tool.
The NetLogo tool stands out because it also has the integrated simulation execution
environment. FLAME and Repast can be executed in computational clusters or in
graphic cards, allowing the large-scale simulation of many agents.

We did not investigate issues of performance and robustness of the analysed
tools.

4. Related works

In this section, we will present some works in the context of nanotechnology
that used MAS as an evaluation or simulation tool.

4.1 Multi-agent system simulation of nanorobotic drug delivery in tumours of
body tissues

The paper discusses the simulation of specific drug delivery in tumour tissue
through MAS simulation [19]. The simulation was designed, implemented and
evaluated with reference to some initial requirements, such as energy consumption,
drug loading capacity and the perception of some agents. The work has simulated
the behaviour of nanorobots, the agents responsible for drug delivery. The use of
nanorobots was proposed as a hypothetical situation, and the main characteristics
were biocompatibility, minimum energy for operation, communication and navi-
gation skills (e.g., target search) and decentralised and cooperative coordination.
The proposal of the nanoparticle simulation experiment was recognition and bind-
ing to the target, with the release of the drug and with biodegradation protective
surface. For this, three types of nanorobots were designed: searcher, digger and
killer (drug delivery).

Due to the complexity of the biological system, it was necessary to apply layers
of abstractions and to focus on some parameters and functionalities. For example,
the way nanorobots are injected has been disregarded. However, blood flow
(velocity) and obstacles in blood (macromolecules) were taken into account.
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1

http://www.flame.ac.uk
2

http://jason.sourceforge.net/wp
3

http://cs.gmu.edu/eclab/projects/mason
4

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo
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The limitations of the simulation tools for time, size, density, viscosity, size of
nanorobots in relation to body cell size and energy resources by the nanorobots
were all considered in the simulation.

The NetLogo simulation platform was used for the construction and execution of
the simulation. The results obtained were the visualisation interface generated and
the analysis of some situations, as if the tumour was eliminated, if there was failure
to eliminate the tumour or failure to complete the experiment. For this, 500 simu-
lations were executed for each experiment, with the following parameters: number
of searcher type agents, number of load capacity and radius of diggers, number of
load capacity and energy of killers and agents and agent collaboration.

The purpose was to estimate the ideal parameter values for the possible experi-
ments (qualitative analysis). The conclusions were as follows: it is possible to have a
combination of values in the parameters that eliminate the tumour; large numbers
of diggers do not eliminate the tumour; the amount of drug loading influences
tumour clearance rather than the radius of perception; mean values in the parame-
ters cause tumour elimination; and the greater the energy allocated to the agents,
the greater chance of elimination of the tumour.

Finally, the authors conclude that drug delivery through nanostructures is a
promising area, as nanotechnology is more widely used, be it in the development
of structures to coat pharmaceutical substances and proteins or in the design of
chemical sensors and structures with “stealth” property (are not detected by the
immune system).

4.2 Agent-based modelling of stem cells

Here, MAS was used for biological simulation of complex system (modelling and
simulation) known as haematopoietic stem cell (HSC) system in adults [20].

Biological systems have reactive and complex behaviour, such as self-regulation
and self-organisation, and it is a challenge to understand the mechanisms and
processes of interaction. Therefore, in the use of MAS, as they are recognised for
modelling and simulation of these complex systems [20], since they explicitly
represent the environment, the cells are modelled as agents containing the physical,
chemical and biological properties, and there is facility in changing experiment
parameters.

The haematopoietic stem cell system in adults has limitations, such as difficulty
in tracking stem cells in adult human bodies, making it impossible to observe the
behaviour of the system. The alternative presented is to use modelling and simula-
tion to understand both individual and collective behaviours (prediction). In the
research, a framework was proposed containing the base structure of the simulation
environment, agents representing the cells, stochastic processes of the simulation
system, etc.

For the experiment, the MASON library was used. The main components of the
structure were modelled and implemented separately. Cellular agents were used to
model the individual cells of the system. The environment represents the physical,
biological and chemical environment where the cells meet. The simulation mecha-
nism promotes the “movement” of the simulation of a cell system. This is done by
updating the environment in response to agent requests and signals.

An important point to note in the work is environment initialisation that
includes chemical and topological information that reduces the need to resort to
stochastic processes. In addition, it is possible to model the physical movement of
cells to ensure self-organisation in stem cell systems.
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4.3 Coordinating microscopic robots in viscous fluids

In [21], the multi-agent control (by simulation) is discussed that provides strat-
egies to agglomerate microscopic robots (named in the text as nanorobots) in
environments of fluids relevant for medical applications. Unlike larger robots, vis-
cous forces and Brownian motion tend to dominate behaviour. Examples range
from modified microorganisms (programmable bacteria) to robots used in the
development of molecular computing, sensors and motors. Controls were evaluated
for the location of a cell of specific size by emitting a type of chemical signal in a
moving fluid. Parameters corresponding to chemicals released in response to injury
or infection in small blood vessels were also considered.

These authors state that robots, with sizes comparable to bacteria, could provide
new skills through their ability to feel and act in small-scale environments. Robots
could be useful in a variety of biological and medical research contexts. For exam-
ple, robots and nanoscale materials inside the body can improve the diagnosis and
treatment of diseases [21]. However, making these robots is beyond the capacity of
current technology, but progress in nanoscale engineering devices could eventually
allow the production of such robots.

In that paper, they affirm that it is possible to evaluate control methods, before
constructing the robots, by means of simulation, thus guaranteeing an environment
with chemical signals, movement of cells and robots according to the characteristics
of the fluid. Robots could act independently, for example, by detecting specific
patterns of chemicals. Such coordinated action would produce an agglomeration
effect, necessary for a rapid and adequate response to infection [21]. The agglom-
eration of small-scale robots differs significantly from larger robots in several
respects. First, the physical environment is dominated by the flow of viscous fluid
and requires movement in three dimensions. Second, thermal noise is significant for
sensors, and Brownian motion limits the ability to follow precisely specified paths.
Third, targets are recognisable through chemical signatures rather than visual
markings or specific forms. Fourth, tasks involve a large number of robots, each
with limited capabilities in sensing, communication and computing.

Thus, these characteristics suggest that control by multi-agent simulation with
reactive architecture is particularly well suited for robots on a very reduced scale.

4.4 Related work considerations

In nanoscience investigations, nanostructured drug delivery research is conducted
in a number of research centres and can be considered one of the most promising.

In [19], the drug delivery and MAS areas were combined. The relation with this
work happens through the use of the simulation tools, statistical model for the
evaluation process and the layers of abstractions. In relation to the work presented
in dinverno:2009, this research also specifies, performs and evaluates the behaviour
of interacting particles obeying a dynamics of self-organisation. Another relation is
there is the possibility of changing the values of the input parameters.

A contribution in [21] is how groups of robots were collectively controlled (indi-
vidual vs. collective behaviour in response to the environment and other agents).

Generally, computational studies of controlling groups of robots complement
the studies to control individually. And this can be extended to a system with
particles that exhibit coordinated behaviour in response to different stimuli, for
example, the agglomeration effect generated by physical-chemical properties of the
environment, as ionic strength of the environment.
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5. MASPN: multi-agent system for polymeric nanoparticles

Finally, we present MASPN simulation environment [3, 4, 17], an environment
built with the Java language that integrates JASON and the algs4 simulation pack-
age. The algs4 package contains the entire implementation of equations of the
Brownian model that guarantee elastic and inelastic collisions. MASPN has been
developed according to the feature-driven development methodology of software
design and the methodology of multi-agent systems.

Figure 1.
MASPN tool interface.

Figure 2.
Simulation parameters in MASPN.
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The MASPN environment emerges as the main result of this research, since it is
an alternative simulation tool, containing graphical interface with integrated phys-
icochemical parameters, distribution graphs (particle size, particle zeta potential
and environment pH) and particle animation under the Brownian mathematical
model (Figure 1).

The parameters of the simulations, for evaluation of the agglomeration effect,
are size, size distribution, surface electric charge, mass, drug content and pH
(Figure 2). The simulation environment designed and built, integrating areas,
methodologies and technologies can be considered a resource in the production and
characterisation of polymer nanoparticles, since the simulations performed had
significantly accurate results.

Figure 3 shows use-case diagram that represents all the possible functionalities
of the system, for example, managing experiments and performing simulations. The
results of the simulations are the interactions between the particles (agents) and the
environment. The interactions obey Brownian motion of collisions, and the colli-
sions that generate agglomeration are counted and announced in the system.

6. Conclusions

Nanostructured simulation environments can be considered reactive, ideal for
reactive agent architectures. Some computing researchers would tend to indicate

Figure 3.
Use-case diagram: MASPN main features.
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the use of distributed problem-solving techniques rather than MAS. However, MAS
makes it possible to design complex simulation systems in a naturally distributed
and bottom-up way.

The MAS paradigm is based on natural systems, where there is emergence of
intelligent behaviour from the interaction of its elements, as occurs in an anthill
(the colony has an intelligent behaviour, whereas the ant does not) and in the
neurons (simple cells but from their interaction and organisation emerges a
complex and intelligent behaviour) [16].

The group has characteristics that cannot be reduced to its base elements. At this
point, we do not say that nanoparticles have intelligent behaviour, but rather
complex, once they interact with an organisation scheme and a very reactive
environment.

A significant feature in an agent-oriented theory is autonomy, which also exists
in scaled-down structures such as atoms and molecules, despite the strong interac-
tion. Regarding the organisation of a reactive or cognitive multi-agent system,
there are events, constraints and interactions, which also occur in a nanoscale
environment.

For example (Figure 1), a particle is an agent that interacts with other particles
and the wall of a box. The box is the environment containing the solvent (which
would dissipate or not the interaction energy of the particles). In this way, the
particles must perceive other particles, the walls of the box and the solvent of the
environment. Next, plan your next actions (calculate the elastic or inelastic collision
forces), and act (update trajectory and velocity data).

From the approaches to MAS development, the bottom-up approach is well
indicated, first, because agents are designed independently of some specific prob-
lem; second, because inter-agent interaction is not built in advance but in generic
situations by specifying a communication protocol for agents; and third, because
there is no centralised control. Thus, there are advantages such as the feasibility of
adaptive and evolutionary systems, in which MAS has the ability to adapt to new
situations (inclusion or exclusion of agents or changes in the organisation).

As already mentioned, it is naturally suitable for the modelling of complex and
concurrent (or distributed) systems, that is, suitable for simulations in nanostruc-
tured environments.

The MAS area is consolidated, with methodologies and tools for the design and
implementation of multi-agent systems, both reactive and cognitive.
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Chapter 5

Applications of Multi-Agent 
System in Power System 
Engineering
G.S. Satheesh Kumar and S. Tamil Selvi

Abstract

Power system needs a continuous upgrade to overcome the challenges like 
distributed control, self-healing, power quality, demand side management and inte-
gration of renewable system. At present, power system needs an advance and intel-
ligent technology to perform various system level tasks. Centralized control of the 
system has efficient operation during integration of the renewable resources and 
lag of communication between the stations. Smart grid provides the intelligent and 
efficient power management system. Upgrade of present power system with multi-
agent system (MAS) provides the solution for most of the power system issues. 
More number of MAS are used in the power system network based on acquires of 
the system. MAS are communicating with each other for the more acquired result. 
Better implantation of MAS can achieved by providing the high speed and secured 
communication protocol. In this chapter, we discussed about the MAS fundamental 
architecture and intelligent controller design tools and case study of real time tariff 
management using MAS.

Keywords: multi-agent system, power system, self-healing,  
MAS platform centralized control, decentralized control

1. Introduction

Nature has various forms of energy that exist in the world, among these electri-
cal energy is very important. The modern world is mainly depending on electrical 
energy. Electricity is an important part of the day-to-day life of every human. Energy 
is the basic need for the development of any country. Availability of the energy in 
various forms depends on the geographical location of the country. Demand for 
energy is increasing rapidly due to industrialization and modernization. The energy 
availability in the world is decreasing gradually. Energy that is developed and sup-
plied all comes under power system engineering. This will consist of power genera-
tion, transmission, distribution and analysis. The main drawback in the present 
power system is inefficiency due to lack of infrastructure [1, 2].

One of the highly risk system is known as power system. The analysis of the 
system in different conditions at the real time is more important for the smooth 
operation of the system. Error information costs the shutdown of the whole system. 
Implementing the sophisticated controls in all the levels improves the economy 
and reliability in the system. For this, detailed study about the operation, control, 
analysis and interconnection of the system is essential [3–5].
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Power system is responsible for maintaining the adequate level of power in 
the network by adding or removing the power generation units in the network. 
It also supplies the power uniformly to the loads with high quality at any time. 
In past decade, the power system uses the low-level AC transmission lines which 
have low efficiency. Now the power system networks are developed to support 
the high-voltage AC transmission. This improves the efficiency of the system and 
derives many number of loads, also high-voltage direct current (HVDC) system is 
developed to reduce the transmission loss and conductor cost. Implementing power 
system network with closed loop system will improve the efficiency of the system 
and also reduce the power outage. Fast growing power system structure needs and 
high responsible intelligent and self-healing system to upgrades the system for 
future world.

The scientific community is not only searching for next generation computing 
but also searching for next breed of processing machines. This should be smaller, 
faster and more potent to process more data in a short span of time. To develop 
such kind of machines, one needs to consider the following points: (1) theories that 
explain what intelligence is, how it processes imprecise information and stores, 
recalls, associates, correlates, infers and extract precious values, (2) technology 
with a small amount of circuitry to process vast amount of imprecise information in 
a very short time and provide precisions, and (3) architecture that encompasses the 
new theories and technologies [6, 7].

2. What is multi-agent system?

It is related to the computer with intelligence programming. Various definitions 
for agent are available based on their environment and how it is used. An advantage 
of using agent is its flexibility in all types of environment and autonomy. Complex 
system control and monitoring can be done using intelligent controllers. Agent is a 
fully referred as software and it mainly depend on the environment. Agent is used 
in the power system, it known as power system environment are agent may be a part 
of an environment like sensors, relay, etc.

The agent is mainly interconnected between the hardware and software compo-
nents. The agents will take the decision based on the signals received from the work 
environment. More numbers of agents are used in the network for the efficient 
operation and hence it is named as multi-agent system (MAS). Basic property of the 
MA is not varied but depends on the location. For example, in a power system use 
MA in substation and control center is same, only the program that feed in the MA 
depends on the location. The function of the MA related with the other MA system 
connected in the network. Autonomy places a major role in the MA for the real time 
decision making it performed based the present and future data analysis. MA data 
are stored and is shared through the network for the references of MAS [8–12].

3. MAS design

3.1 Introduction

Present power systems are espoused with the centralized control it leads to delay 
of the operation, reliability, power management and control. Utilization of renew-
able energy and energy management needs advanced technology with autonomous 
control and operation.
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A smart grid is a hope to efficiently control and operate the future power system. 
The centralized grid required communication between hardware and software 
protocol. Nowadays, grid is automated through the exchange of control signals and 
status of the grid. Monitoring and controlling purpose automated technology agents 
used this so-called multi-agent system (MAS). It is one of the sound technologies 
to implement into the present grid. In this approach, a number of agents are inter-
linked together to obtain the objective of the complex system. The main function of 
the MAS in function autonomously and take the decision locally while a grid suffers 
from the unexpected operating condition. Implementation of MAS technology into 
the power system is due to lake of awareness. A major application of the MAS is to 
integrate renewable resources into the power grid in an efficient and controllable 
way. In this chapter organizing as follows, deals with MAS structure, intelligent 
technology and the implementation related to this work.

Single agent system denotes, it communicates particularly to one device for 
control and monitoring purpose. It will not help to achieve the entire goal of the 
systems. MAS has more numbers of agents working together to achieve the common 
goal by means of effective communication, coordination and cooperation between 
the agents.

3.2 Multi-agent system

In a present power system, effective communication and control were done 
using supervisory control and Data Acquisition System (SCADA) as a centralized 
system. SCADA did not allow any autonomous function of the device. Command 
and control signals are sending by the SCADA, it leads to absences of real-time 
performance. Multi-agent system is overcoming the drawback of the existing sys-
tem. It provides distributed control over the system. Intelligent electronics devices 
or software is used as a control agent. This will have the rights to take the decision 
based on the environment condition [13–17].

Each agent has set goals to perform at a specified time period. Agents are clas-
sified into many types based on the operation namely control agent, distributed 
agents, monitoring agent, centralized control agent, date base agent, etc.

3.3 Structure of multi-agent system (MAS)

Integration of hardware and software was done by the multi-agent system. An 
agent may be hardware or software based on the operating condition. Every agent 
has its own set of goals. In a complex power system, a number of agents used at 
different levels with its own set of goal. Collectively, the objective of the agents is 
to implement the smart grid technology into the power system. The agent may be 
hardware or software interlaced with an operating condition and able to perform 
autonomously. Characteristics of agents are reactivity, pro-activity and social abil-
ity. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of MAS [18].

The complex power system problems are cracked into small problems. These 
small problems are handled by individual MAS. This will reduce the complexity of 
the system easy to identify and isolate the system. MAS have the right to take the 
decision individually, no need to wait to get the signal from the control center. An 
agent can communicate with the nearby agent about its task completion status and 
provide information about some nearby agents and its status. Coordination and 
cooperation between the MAS are very essential for the intelligent operation of 
the system to achieve the overall goal. Coordination is need between the MAS for 
effective exchange of the information at a real-time to obtain the overall objective 
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of the system. Cooperation in this agent has the right to reject, accept and defend 
the signal from the other agents. In this regard, cooperation is a very critical thing in 
MAS function.

The agents can communicate about status and goal achievement. This supports 
other agents to obtain the goal in the fastest way. Throughout the operation, com-
mon commanding language is used for communication.

3.4 Features of a multi- agent

• An agent can perform partly with the environment like it has information 
about the current bus systems voltage level and a voltage level of the genera-
tion bus. Decisions are taken in the consideration of other bus parameters also 
(autonomous and decision making).

• An agent has a facility for communicating nearby agent through high-speed 
communication network to interchange their real-time data. For example, 
the current power generation cost are collected from the center control agent, 
based on this information, the consumer can change their load pattern (coordi-
nation and cooperation).

• An agent has the decision making capability for certain level. Based on the 
resources date available with the agent, it will perform independently to obtain 
the objective. If anyone of the generation is failed, agent will take the deci-
sion to give reliable supply based on the real-time data available to end user 
(self-healing).

3.5 Multi-agent system in power system

Power system needs to reward with upcoming technology to operate the grid 
professionally. The power system has a huge network with a high sense of risk in 
the control and operation. The areas include generation control, monitoring, fault 
location, overload and surplus power generation, etc. It needs a more sensible 

Figure 1. 
Structure of MAS.
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operation. These high-risk factors are addressed by the MAS without disturbing the 
reliability of the system.

The present structure of the system falls under the inefficient operation due to 
the aging of the power system devices like circuit breakers, switching devices and 
transformer. Replacement of the entire system leads to huge investment. The smart 
grid with intelligent devices provides the solution to avoid the huge investment by 
adaptability with present system devices with slide modifications. Figure 2 shows 
the smart grid structure [19, 20].

Computational intelligence is required in the smart grid in all levels for better 
operations. The fuzzy logic, neural networks and other intelligent technology 
are necessary for the implementation. The sensor devices are more sensible and 
it will decide the entire system efficiency during real-time operation. Intelligent 
operation of the system is based on the received from the sensor to control center. 
Malfunctioning of the sensor causes the entire system failure. The devices receive 
a number of dates from the sensor devices at a periodic interval of time from 
generation to end users. The devices also know the normal and up normal opera-
tions of the sensor data based on the reference value to avoid the uncertainty of 
the system.

The wireless communication between the devices also places the main role 
for the smart grid. Advanced communication technology with high-security date 
transfer is essential to avoid the cyberattack. Wrong information from the remote 
center leads the system under the block out condition.

3.6 Use of fuzzy in power system

Fuzzy mathematics is adopted in all traditional mathematical area. 
Implementation of Fuzzy in to power system provides better results. Fuzzy logic 
plays a vital role in the engineering area and also commercial market. This provides 

Figure 2. 
Smart grid structures.
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plays a vital role in the engineering area and also commercial market. This provides 

Figure 2. 
Smart grid structures.
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a user friendly approach for the consumer with sophisticated decision and control 
problems. Some of the features and capability of fuzzy set approaches are

• Integration between logical and numerical methods.

• Models for soft constraints.

• Models for resolving multiple conflicting objectives.

• Strong mathematical foundation for manipulation of the above representations.

Improbability is developed in many ways in power systems problems. This can 
be modeled using the fuzzy. Independent problem arise in the knowledge of the sys-
tem. This problems need to be addressed to achieve the goal of the system. The ways 
of uncertainty in the system is caused due to models of the system and constraints 
and objectives arise from the decision-making process.

Fuzzy sets have to be applied for many power system application like 
Contingency analysis, diagnosis/monitoring, distribution planning, load frequency 
control, generator maintenance scheduling, generation dispatch load forecasting, 
load management, Reactive power/voltage control and security assessment.

Rule-based fuzzy sets are used in power system and improbability is associated 
with the each rule in the rule-base. Example, the circuit breaker trips in the distri-
bution due to the over current in the circuit. The two uncertainties to be modeled 
are “often” and “high,” which are most easily represented as a fuzzy measure and 
fuzzy set, respectively. The mathematical modeling is developed to address the 
numerical values associated with the improbability.

Fuzzy controller is a traditional control design for the development of fuzzy set. 
The controller follows a set of laws to take the decision that are

IF Temp is high and positive

AND Temp change is large and negative

THEN control output is small and negative

This membership functions depend on the valid range of input and output 
values. Within power systems, fuzzy logic controllers have been proposed primarily 
for stabilization control.

Fuzzy decision-making and optimization consider optimal power flow. Objectives 
could be cost minimization, minimal control adjustments and minimal emission of 
pollutants or maximization of adequate security margins. Physical constraints must 
include generator and load bus voltage levels, line flow limits and reserve margins. 
Fuzzy mathematics provides a mathematical framework for these considerations.

4. Applications of MAS in power system engineering

4.1 Case Study

4.1.1 Introduction

In this section, case study is carried out using multi-agent system for tariff man-
agement in power system. This method uses various types of multi-agent systems 
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for control center, data collection and intelligent operation. Solar with battery 
storage and wind power plants are simulated using MATLAB Simulink, solar and 
wind simulation are done in systems 1 and 2 this is connected in the grid. The fuzzy 
logic controller was developed in system 3, communication between the systems is 
done using TCP/IP protocol [21].

The simulation of the smart grid demand side management using MATLAB/
Simulink was done. In this, work was carried out in three different simulation 
environments. Simulation of solar power generation using photovoltaic is done in 
system 1 with battery storage as shown in Figure 3. In these, batteries are connected 
to the solar power module through the intelligent circuit breaker and it is controlled 
by the fuzzy controller. In this work, solar radiation is taken as a constant value. For 
load analysis, critical and non-critical loads are connected in the grid. This solar 
output is connected to the power grid through circuit barker 1. Measuring of grid 
parameters like line voltage, line current, load voltage, load current and frequency 
are measured in every stage using the measuring devices. The measured values are 
converted and sent to the fuzzy logic controller.

4.2 Controller design and functioning

Fuzzy logic intelligent controllers (FLC) are used in this work because of the 
compactness of the controller design. There is a possibility to add more number of 
inputs and outputs variables in FLC. The output of the FLC gives better result based 
on the else-if statement. More number of statements formed using else-if condition 
for enhanced result. Fuzzy inference learning system model that converters input to 
the resultant output are used in this case study. Fuzzy system has two types namely 
Mamdani and Sugeno or Takagi-Sugeno. This two methods are common for their 
fuzzing operation and the only different is output that it generates in Sugeno model 
generates linear or constant output, whereas the Mamdami generates variable 
output [22–25].

Solar power plant was designed using PV solar modules with 36 number of 
solar cells connected in series and power output of 230 W. Series and parallel 
combination are made for the maximum power output of 20 kW. This system is 
also enhanced with the batteries to store the excess power from the solar plant. 
Connection of solar power plant is done using internet protocol (IP)-enabled circuit 
breaker. Figure 3 shows the solar power plant for the simulation model.

In MATLAB Simulink, self-excited wind power plant for 5 MW with capacitor 
bank was designed in order to provide steady power quality. Output of the wind 
power plant is connected to the main grid using the IP-enhanced circuit breakers as 
shown in Figure 4. Wind voltage, current, power and power factor are monitored 
using various sensors. The outputs from the sensors are converted into predefined 
values and send to the FLC. FLC receives the values from solar power plant and 
main grid for the intelligent tariff management system functionality. The output 
from the FLC are defuzzing, it is in the range of 1–10. Input to the IP-enabled 
circuits breakers are taken from the defuzzing output. The circuit breaker states will 
change accordingly with respect to the type of fuzzy rules employed.

The design of 20 kW solar power plant and 5 MW wind power plant using 
MATLAB simulation are shown in Figures 3 and 4. For better understanding, simu-
lation models are developed in three different environments. Solar power plant was 
designed in system 1 and wind power plant was designed in system 2. Fuzzy logic 
system was created in the system 3. Measured parameters from sensors are converted 
and stored in the excel file for future references. The breakers get activated through 
step pulse from FLC which is controlled by energy control center command (ECC). 
The control parameters are converted into excel values through fuzzy commands 
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bank was designed in order to provide steady power quality. Output of the wind 
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using various sensors. The outputs from the sensors are converted into predefined 
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MATLAB simulation are shown in Figures 3 and 4. For better understanding, simu-
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designed in system 1 and wind power plant was designed in system 2. Fuzzy logic 
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and these excel files are transferred into a database agent using MATLAB command 
and loaded to the workspace before it simulates. Based on the voltage value received 
from the input, FLC decides upon the course of action. The ECC takes the respon-
sibility of monitoring and controlling the magnitude of the wind and solar voltage 
production in a regular time frame. TCP/IP network data transmission are used to 
transfer the data for solar and wind power plants (Figure 5).

5. Conclusion

The standard communication techniques and TCP/IP communication are used 
to develop the multi-agent system. The purpose of a multi-agent system is to imple-
ment effective demand-side management in the smart grid/microgrid. The system 
implements the algorithm for demand responses based on time of day tariff and 
real-time tariff management using the MATLAB command and Simulink model. 
Simulation of solar and wind models are developed in two different Simulink 
environments.

Design and implementation of a multi-agent using fuzzy logic tool kit were 
described; it includes import and exports the data from the grid, solar and wind 
modules using MATLAB command. The multi-agent system development requires 
parameter specification, design process, data flow and environment that will 
generates the multi-agent codes. This constrains are consider to develop the code 
in the fuzzy logic controller. In the data agent, control agent, database agent and 
renewable agents are developed for the efficient function of the system. In solar 
power generation, the excess power in the systems is stored using batteries. These 
agents are collecting the present status of the system to achieve the over goal of the 
system. MATLAB command is used to convert the data from various agents into an 
excel sheet and it is again given to the controller. For a better understanding of the 
two simulation environments are developed for solar and wind, the control agents 
are developed in the separate system. The communication between the systems 
established using TCP/IP protocol for reliable and secure were discussed. At last, 
the system was tested; a consumer gets benefited for implement the real-time 
tariff method compared with a time of day tariff and show in table and graphical 
representation. In this study is more useful for the researchers to analysis functions 
of the multi-agent system in a smart grid. Furthermore, it develops the new system 
architecture for smart grid demand-side management.

Figure 5. 
Fuzzy logic controllers in operation in system 3.
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Abstract

With the growing population trends, the demand for electricity is accelerating 
rapidly. The policy planners and developers have great focus to utilize renewable 
energy resources (RERs) to encounter the scarcity of energy since they offer benefits 
to the environment and power systems. At present, the energy generation is evolving 
into a smart distribution system that assimilates several energy resources assuring 
to generate clean energy, to have reliable operational procedures, and to enhance 
the energy supervision and management arrangements. Therefore, the model of a 
distributed microgrid (DMG) with optimal energy management strategies based on 
multi-agent systems (MASs) technique has been focused in this chapter. Distributed 
energy resources (DER) have been considered for the generation of electrical power 
to fulfill the consumer’s load demands. Thus, a fully controlled architecture of a grid 
along with concept of MAS and its development platforms, implementation, and 
operational procedures have been discussed in detail. In addition, agent’s opera-
tions and their coordination within the MG arrangements have been focused by 
considering the supervision of the entire system autonomously. Moreover, optimal 
procedures of a microgrid (MG) energy supervision and power distribution system 
have also been presented considering the cost control and optimal operations of the 
entire MG at the distributed level.

Keywords: distributed microgrid, multi-agent system, distributed generation, 
energy management, optimization, agent-based solutions, renewable energy 
resources

1. Introduction

The microgrids (MGs) which have a low energy arrangement involves a frag-
ment of power-driven delivery system specifically situated at the consumer’s 
premises of the distribution network and comprises a variety of distributed energy 
resources (DER) such as solar photovoltaic (PV), wind energy turbines, fuel cells 
(FC), and other microlevel turbines, along with storage system including charge-
able battery arrangements, capacitor banks, and flywheels with diverse features 
and dimensions at the culmination manipulators of electrical energy to accomplish 
their load requisition competently [1]. Certain controllable rudiments are usually 
installed in order to offer smooth and clean electrical energy in the optimal way. 
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In current period, the petition of electrical energy is rising rapidly; to satisfy such 
requests on regular basis, renewable energy resources (RERs) are pledged very 
productive. Operational accomplishment and governor of disseminated generating 
units with their incorporation with power storing approaches, manageable load 
arrangements like heaters for water boiling, and air-conditioning schemes are the 
vital acuity of the distributed microgrid (DMG). A variety of electricity clients 
serves at MG level in a form of domestic/residential customers, commercial/indus-
trial manipulators, and also including some recreational parks. Thus, the architec-
ture of the distributed hybrid MG is presented in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, the complication carried about by consuming two or more differ-
ent RERs together develops the hybrid structure more problematic to inspect. These 
forms of energies are environmentally friendly and do not harm the atmosphere 
by excreting any harmful gases during the generation process. Thus, solar PV and 
wind energy system have developed and are broadly popular due to being segmental 
and environmentally friendly in nature [2–5]. Normally, solar PV and wind systems 
for power generation works isolated or grid-connected mode, but due to stochastic 
behavior of such resources, the efficiency of the generation reduces. Therefore, a 
model to quickly enhance turbine blade geometry, to boost power generation for the 
applications of the wind tunnel, is accessible in [6]. The momentous characteristics 
of the hybrid system are to associate two or more RERs to establish the suitable 
practice of their operational features and to acquire effectiveness higher than that 
might be gained from a single renewable source technology. Several linking facilities 
such as optical fibers, microwaves, 4G, and GPRS/GSM are now attractive incorpo-
rated parts of the power networks [7–10].

To integrate multi-agent system (MAS) into the power network applications, 
it significantly leads to make the system smoother, quicker, easier, feasible, and 
relatively more consistent. Likewise, in [11] architecture of distributed control is 
created using MAS for monitoring complex energy management of disseminated 
power production network. A noncooperative game theory accomplishes signifi-
cant job in interlinking MAS to the organization. Arrangement was assessed by 
simulation, generation capabilities, cyclical load demands, variations in RERs, and 
certain grid instabilities; it was confirmed to deliver relatively high-performance 

Figure 1. 
Architecture of the hybrid MG at the distributed level.
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supervision and additional robustness to that of conventional centralized energy 
managing arrangements. Similarly, based on MAS smart restoration edifice is 
practiced to a distribution network, simulated by an open spreading classification 
simulator. The uniqueness of the agent structure comprises fading the network 
losses while restoring the provision to the loads according to their priority deprived 
of disturbing the system impairments [12]. Construction built on original resident 
data, to complete the arrangement procedures steadily and effectively, and DG 
fundamentals inside the MG are delimited and constructed on energy management 
scheme using MASs [13, 14]. Consistently, virtual bidding is created for arrange-
ment of scheduling progression and competency reserve, recognized on alteration 
impairment, drop, or upsurge on the energy request received from single or mul-
tiple manageable feeding rudiments operating in the scheme.

Numerous optimization practices, such as graphical construction technique, 
probabilistic method, and iterative practice, have been suggested by scientists and 
researchers, promising investment at the lowest price with the complete usage of 
solar arrangement, wind scheme, and storage system. A graphical construction 
practice for supposing the finest amalgamation of battery-operated and PV collec-
tion in a hybrid solar-wind arrangement has been presented in [15]. Such type of 
graphical approaches usually has only two constraints (wind turbine and PV, wind 
turbine and storage system, or PV and storage system) which were involved in the 
optimization procedure. In an article [16], authors offered a probabilistic method 
constructed on the convolution performance to integrate the unstable performance 
of the resources and load, therefore removing the essential for time-series statistics, 
to measure the long-term operation of a hybrid arrangement. In [17, 18], an itera-
tive optimization method was used ensuring the loss of power supply probability 
prototype for a hybrid wind-solar organization. From this iterative technique, 
numerous conceivable combinations of wind-solar power generation measurements 
were attained. The assessment of wind resource with power generation competency 
along with solar stills with varied temperature storing materials was carried out to 
investigate the efficiency and performance improvements in [19, 20]. The entire 
annual cost for individual arrangement is then considered, and the mixture with the 
minimum price is designated to signify the optimum combination [21].

2. Concept of multi-agent systems

Agents are usually referring to an entity that have enough intelligence ability 
to operate in an environment autonomously and continuously to perform tasks 
efficiently and have the competency to interact with the neighbor agents where they 
share the desired information to take place in the system together to attain both 
their specific goals and the cooperative objective within the system. To be more 
specific, agents must have the following abilities to provide enough intelligence to 
the entire system in order to make the network more consistent [22]:

• To observe

• To supervise the system

• To communicate and cooperate

• To quick operate in case of any uncertainties

• To accomplish the tasks autonomously
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2.1 Agent development platforms

To implement MAS, several open-source agent development platforms are available 
online that basically provide the software environment or setting where agents activate 
and run by the use of programming. These platforms help the agent developers to design 
a complex task agent system in a simplified way. Four stages are very important to be 
considered in the early development stage of the MASs [23]. First, the investigation stage 
deals with demonstrating the agent’s performances and characteristics, which can be 
easily achieved to recognize the proper zone and issues arising in the network. Second, 
the designing phase is quite complicated and significant for categorizing composite 
difficulties and handling by using improved technique achieved in the first part. Third, 
the expansion period usually deals to achieve the targets of the intelligent agents in an 
efficient way to enhance the process of the organization. In the final phase, initiation of 
the created MAS, agent’s interaction capabilities with different RERs, their progressive 
management aptitudes, and production and circulation of the data are involved.

2.2 Implementation and operation of agents

The agent’s implementation stage typically requires a precise prototypical system 
design, which completely improves prior design models to acquire a specification that 
is competent enough to be operated by code generators or complier tools automati-
cally. Several agents are needed to be considered in the modeling phase of the system 
having sufficient ability to activate in a particular position to serve exact information. 
Making such comprehensive model normally needs matching the theoretical/concep-
tual entities, assembled from investigation and architectural design deliverables to 
the real industrial items that are profitable to be used to form the system. By employ-
ing the MAS technology, a complete intelligent design can be achieved to follow a 
prescribed method of providing the information and carrying it to the individual 
assigned agent optimally. Thus, the NetLogo/Skeleton, Java Agent Development 
Framework (JADE), JANUS, ZEUS, and VOLTTRON are several foremost tools 
which are used for the implementation of MASs. Such tools allow the designers to 
interface their design with the system by applying the MAS technology [1].

The operation of agents is also very significant in the system environment that 
allows the entire system to operate accurately and efficiently. Thus, the operation of 
agents comprises the following three phases:

1. Perception and awareness: the operation of assembling information in the 
location either by monitoring existing working state of the arrangement or by 
foreseeing responsibilities to be complete in upcoming.

2. Decision-making and alternation: by intellectual reasoning they act and vary 
the setting freely. It might be possible that making the decision and the system 
alteration movements fixed either offline or online.

3. Action and execution: the agent’s action changes the setting either physical or 
nonphysical, and the execution of the agents can be done either by hardware or 
software actions.

2.3 Role of MASs in MG dependability

The MASs play an important role in the MG dependability especially in the 
applications of agents at the energy management of the MG at the distributed 
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side. In order to make the power system faster and more secure, the employment 
of agents has the ability to achieve the goal of protection by a competent way 
compared to other traditional technologies. In addition, MASs have the aptitude 
of self-learning, flexibility, cooperation, and autonomy, which demonstrate the 
efficiency of their practice in MGs reconfigurations and diagnosis. Similarly, by 
focusing on the self-healing MG systems using MAS, the efficiency and safety of 
the entire system boost up, because its development is directly associated with the 
system to increase the system reliability. Many researchers have focused on the 
submission of the self-healing of MG using MASs. For instance, the self-healing of 
a MG in an emergency situation using the MAS architecture has been proposed in 
[24]. Moreover, the employment of MASs in multiple MGs that associate altogether 
and working in cooperation to control the flow of reactive power, to keep the stabil-
ity works (voltage and frequency), to perform the synchronization jobs, and to 
consider the economic aspects of the system.

2.4 Key features and shortcomings of MASs

MAS technology has a variety of advantages upon employing agents in a power 
system, especially at the distributed level of the MG. Agents have been considered 
one of the most intelligent approach practices with RERs at the distributed level 
when compared to other traditional systems; the benefits can be seen in the form of 
smooth operations of the system, improving the stability jobs and also enhancing 
the entire system reliability.

2.4.1 Key features of MASs

MAS has offered numerous benefits to the organizations with different aspects; 
some of the key advantages are considered and have been listed below:

• Robust and flexible: MASs provide the platform to the formation of flexible, 
robust, and extensible network. To transform the system, the agents should 
be modeled considering the demands of the users, and thus it leads to offer a 
flexible system to accomplish the tasks according to the user’s demands.

• Distributed in nature: the MASs best fits into the distributed generation system 
where the agents can perform tasks independently by the use of their local 
installed programs and best fits into the arrangement that rely on local data 
and selection creation.

• Supervision: the agents have strong supervision ability; they observe the dis-
crepancies in their network or in their neighbor agent network and supervise 
the entire system according to the nature of their goals.

• Stability and efficiency: MASs have the ability to quickly respond to the faults 
and adjust them in a possibly minimum time to prevent the arrangements from 
the blackout or even to maintain the efficiency of the entire system.

• Data reduction and cost control: the agents are usually responsible to operate 
distinctly in their location. Therefore, the data processing of the agents limits 
to their local network which leads to minimize the processing of the data along 
with their costs. In addition, by processing the limited data, the communica-
tion burdens among the two agents also decreases, and thus the system leads to 
reliable operations.
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2.4.2 Shortcomings of MASs

MASs have some shortcomings which have also been discussed below in order to 
improve the agent’s performances in the future [25]:

• Agent’s emergent behavior: the goal of the intelligent agents is usually pre-
programmed to operate according to the instruction inserted by the developer, 
which might lead to unpredictable results because the effect of run-time opera-
tions cannot be predetermined. The result might be beneficial for the market 
operations but may be problematic for the system service restoration.

• Practical consideration and implementation: usually, most of the MASs designs 
are conceptual based and practiced on software or simulation based that it 
might be challenging to install such designs in real-time MG. Therefore, such 
designs should be widely tested on real-time actual MG hardware to validate 
and implement for the transparent use of the agents.

• System scalability: recently, more computational power is accessible that allow 
scholars to design larger MG with various agents coordinating activities on a 
single podium. However, the capability of MAS to measure such system with rise 
in problems for an agent across multiple platforms or for an agent of multiple 
types is not well understood.

• Security and safety: MAS technology is smarter enough to control the space of 
the MG. Therefore, the change of large physical setup of the system toward 
smarter technology increases the risks of safety and security from malicious 
external or disruptive elements.

3. Agent-based architecture of the MG

3.1 The MG architecture

To boost the outcomes of the integrated distributed generating units (DGUs) and 
to overcome the difficulties associated to the supervision and management of a grid 
components, DGUs, storage system, load demands, control arrangements and other 
equipment-from MG utility viewpoint because of their multi-dimensional behavior, 
the concept of MG has invented. MGs are considered the low-voltage scheme situ-
ated at the distribution side that includes DGUs to generate electrical power from the 
RERs (solar PV, biomass, FC, wind energy, thermal energy turbines, diesel engines, 
etc.), storage system to store electrical energy during excess generation of power 
(ultra-capacitor banks, battery system, and flywheels), and including certain super-
visory arrangements to protect the entire system during failure in the MG arrange-
ments to deliver smooth energy to the power consumers optimally. All such elements 
in the MG environment ensure the stable frequency and voltage profiles and reliable 
flow of power within a particular distribution region. Therefore, the hybrid MG 
architecture at the distribution side is depicted in Figure 1, and the relative features 
of the MG compared with centralized and decentralized system are given in Table 1.

3.2 Unit sizing and proper technology

The unit sizing in MG organization is very important because the use of proper 
technology and unit sizing leads to make the system more reliable and efficient. It is 
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understood that the unit sizing issues are complex tasks since they require high costs and 
steadiness but later always lead to control the load demands efficiently. In the MGs which 
are grid-connected, the sizing of the components is less difficult as they require the area 
where the unit has installed and the time period to transfer the power to the load, while 
the self-sustainable MGs unit sizing is complex as they involve many components and 
guarantee to transfer quality power to the consumers within the allocated boundaries.

S. no. Characteristic Details Comparison

Centralized 
system

Decentralized 
system

1. Multiple 
distributed 
generating units

• Photovoltaic

• Wind

• Fuel cell

• Biomass

• Thermal, etc.

√ √

2. Multiple storage 
arrangements

• Batteries

• Capacitor banks

• Flywheels, etc.

√ √

3. Construction Can be constructed at the 
centralized and distribution or 
remote area

Complex Easy

4. Supervision or 
monitoring

• Voltage

• Power

• Frequency

√ √

5. Protection and 
control of power 
flow

• Controls the power supply 
during both grid-connected 
and islanded operations

• Use information to control 
the power flow of DG units

Use the 
central 
controller 
instructions

Use the local 
controller 
instructions

6. Processing the data Processing of data and tasks 
execution in the arrangements

Time-
consuming

Quick 
processing

7. Connecting MG 
with distribution 
network

Separation switch known as 
point of common coupling 
(PCC)

√ √

8. Subset of multiple 
voltage levels

• Medium voltage

• Low voltage

No Yes

9. Two operating 
modes

• Grid-connected mode

• Islanded mode

√ √

10. Costs MGs can be easily constructed 
with low/high capital costs

High Low

11. Supply multiple 
voltages

Supply both types of voltages

• AC

• DC

√ √

12. Fault detection and 
recovery

The capabilities of controlling 
arrangements to detect and 
recover the faults

Difficult Easy

Table 1. 
Characteristics of MG and their comparison.
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2.4.2 Shortcomings of MASs

MASs have some shortcomings which have also been discussed below in order to 
improve the agent’s performances in the future [25]:

• Agent’s emergent behavior: the goal of the intelligent agents is usually pre-
programmed to operate according to the instruction inserted by the developer, 
which might lead to unpredictable results because the effect of run-time opera-
tions cannot be predetermined. The result might be beneficial for the market 
operations but may be problematic for the system service restoration.

• Practical consideration and implementation: usually, most of the MASs designs 
are conceptual based and practiced on software or simulation based that it 
might be challenging to install such designs in real-time MG. Therefore, such 
designs should be widely tested on real-time actual MG hardware to validate 
and implement for the transparent use of the agents.

• System scalability: recently, more computational power is accessible that allow 
scholars to design larger MG with various agents coordinating activities on a 
single podium. However, the capability of MAS to measure such system with rise 
in problems for an agent across multiple platforms or for an agent of multiple 
types is not well understood.

• Security and safety: MAS technology is smarter enough to control the space of 
the MG. Therefore, the change of large physical setup of the system toward 
smarter technology increases the risks of safety and security from malicious 
external or disruptive elements.

3. Agent-based architecture of the MG

3.1 The MG architecture

To boost the outcomes of the integrated distributed generating units (DGUs) and 
to overcome the difficulties associated to the supervision and management of a grid 
components, DGUs, storage system, load demands, control arrangements and other 
equipment-from MG utility viewpoint because of their multi-dimensional behavior, 
the concept of MG has invented. MGs are considered the low-voltage scheme situ-
ated at the distribution side that includes DGUs to generate electrical power from the 
RERs (solar PV, biomass, FC, wind energy, thermal energy turbines, diesel engines, 
etc.), storage system to store electrical energy during excess generation of power 
(ultra-capacitor banks, battery system, and flywheels), and including certain super-
visory arrangements to protect the entire system during failure in the MG arrange-
ments to deliver smooth energy to the power consumers optimally. All such elements 
in the MG environment ensure the stable frequency and voltage profiles and reliable 
flow of power within a particular distribution region. Therefore, the hybrid MG 
architecture at the distribution side is depicted in Figure 1, and the relative features 
of the MG compared with centralized and decentralized system are given in Table 1.

3.2 Unit sizing and proper technology

The unit sizing in MG organization is very important because the use of proper 
technology and unit sizing leads to make the system more reliable and efficient. It is 
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understood that the unit sizing issues are complex tasks since they require high costs and 
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are grid-connected, the sizing of the components is less difficult as they require the area 
where the unit has installed and the time period to transfer the power to the load, while 
the self-sustainable MGs unit sizing is complex as they involve many components and 
guarantee to transfer quality power to the consumers within the allocated boundaries.
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• Power

• Frequency
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5. Protection and 
control of power 
flow

• Controls the power supply 
during both grid-connected 
and islanded operations

• Use information to control 
the power flow of DG units

Use the 
central 
controller 
instructions

Use the local 
controller 
instructions

6. Processing the data Processing of data and tasks 
execution in the arrangements

Time-
consuming

Quick 
processing

7. Connecting MG 
with distribution 
network

Separation switch known as 
point of common coupling 
(PCC)

√ √

8. Subset of multiple 
voltage levels

• Medium voltage

• Low voltage

No Yes

9. Two operating 
modes

• Grid-connected mode

• Islanded mode

√ √

10. Costs MGs can be easily constructed 
with low/high capital costs

High Low

11. Supply multiple 
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Supply both types of voltages

• AC

• DC

√ √

12. Fault detection and 
recovery

The capabilities of controlling 
arrangements to detect and 
recover the faults

Difficult Easy

Table 1. 
Characteristics of MG and their comparison.
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Assortment of technology and system sizing can sometimes be as concise 
and precise as accomplishing certain local necessities such as utilizing the 
accessible technology for power production within power rating of the device, 
or it can be as multifaceted as sustaining numerous constrictions and attaining 
several goals at the same time to govern the system effectively. Generally, based 
on accessible statistical data about power extraction from RERs, consumer 
load demand, consistency of the anticipated scheme, fiscal limits (amount of 
interest), cost factors, geographical facets, and supplementary case-specific 
information, power production technologies and their sizes can be enhanced 
to satisfy exact purposes, for example, minimizing functioning and develop-
mental charges, ecological impact, and remuneration stages on asset and/or 
increasing the overall consistency of the system. Therefore, various optimiza-
tion techniques are available that solve the unit sizing issues employed at the 
MG level and realize the progress in the development of the MG system, for 
instance, computational approaches, such as artificial intelligence and classi-
cal techniques. The classical approach uses dynamic programming, linear and 
nonlinear programming, and optimal power flow, while artificial intelligence, 
which are stimulated by natural behavior that includes harmony search, ant 
colony, simulated annealing, interior point method, evolutionary algorithm, 
and heuristic methods such as genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimiza-
tion, can be used for the sizing of the units to enhance their capabilities to make 
the arrangements more consistent, to control the costs, and to improve the 
operational schedules.

3.3 Distributed power generating systems

In present time, as petition of energy is growing quickly to accomplish the 
requirements on regular basis, RERs are considered enormously effective. Actual 
accomplishment and governor of circulated power production sources and its 
incorporation with energy storage arrangements such as capacitor banks, flywheel, 
electrical batteries system, and certain governable loads like water boilers/heaters 
and air-conditioner system are the main perception of MG at distributed level [26]. 
The main DGUs at commercial and domestic regions are given in Table 2.

S. no. DGS Operational region Comment

Domestic Commercial

1. Solar Yes Yes —

2. WTs Yes No Variable speed

No Yes Fixed speed

3. FC Yes Yes —

4. CHPS No Yes —

5. Hydropower No Yes Microlevel turbines only

6. Biomass No Yes —

7. AGSG* Yes Yes Normally diesel/gas/gasoline fueled

8. WMCG** No Yes Need extra environment protection

*Alternative grid-supporting generators are expensive but in practice to fulfill the load demands.
**Waste material combustion generators are expensive because they need extra environmental protection system.

Table 2. 
Most commonly used distributed generating systems at domestic and commercial zones.
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3.3.1 RERs and their impact on the environment

Different technologies are usually installed at the MG level that operate proficiently 
to generate power where the consumers need environmentally friendly generating 
system with reasonable prices. Hence, RERs have been considered the best way to gen-
erate power since they deliver electrical power to the energy consumers locally without 
producing any harmful gases. The RERs are usually installed at the distributed level to 
overcome the load demands locally by less comparable costs and transmission losses 
including the environmental impact on producing the electrical energy. Therefore, 
different RERs that include solar PV, wind turbines, biomass, FC, etc. are usually 
installed in the MG system to generate and distribute electricity locally. These genera-
tion resources assure the reliable operational procedures and produce clean energy 
without causing any harm to the environment in the form of generating harmful 
gases. In addition, due to unpredictable nature of the wind and solar, it is necessary 
to consider the fluctuation in the system due to different levels of energy generation 
at different intervals. Thus, employing the RERs having storage arrangement at the 
distributed level will lead to produce clean energy, to control the instabilities, and to 
deliver clean energy with less operational, generation, and distribution costs.

3.3.2 Storage system

The storage of energy in the MG arrangement is very important and offers a 
wide range of benefits to the power generation companies. The electrical power 
during off-peak period can be stored in batteries, flywheels, and in super capacitor 
banks that can be used during peak hours or even blackout of the grid. Therefore, 
the grid operations, costs, and dependability of the entire system can be guaranteed 
upon installing the storage system. In addition, by incorporating storage system 
in RERs power generation system at the distributed level, it helps to minimize 
the instabilities and enhances the stability jobs during load deviations. Thus, a 
series of batteries are usually installed with biomass, solar PV, wind turbines, and 
microturbine power production system to store electrical energy. Similarly, FCs and 
hydropower plants contain supercapacitor bank and flywheel technologies to store 
electrical power during off-peak hours, respectively.

Storage of electrical energy has been extensively evaluated for MG arrange-
ments; a wide collection of submissions persevere for energy storing arrangements. 
In [27], the authors discussed improvement of power quality, dynamic distribu-
tion organizations, supporting operations of MG in islanded process, and plug-in 
electric vehicles technologies. Storing of electrical energy has significant benefits, 
including refining dynamic constancy, transient steadiness, provision of voltage, 
and deviations in frequency [28, 29]. Moreover, such arrangements can also be 
functional for diminishing the entire charges and impact on the environment. An 
extensive range of applications exists for storage system, and the existing RERs 
power production at MG are now intelligent enough to operate efficiently by 
receiving benefits from MAS technology. In [30], batteryless schemes are being 
experienced and have been identified as what has been termed as green substitutes. 
In Ref. [31], the power delivery difficulties along with storage arrangements deal 
with interaction with numerous diverse MG components, including energy storage 
schemes, RERs power generation capabilities, and predicting agents.

3.4 Implementation of MAS in the DMG

MAS technology offers the smart intelligence approach that make the MG sys-
tem more competent to operate efficiently with less instabilities at the distributed 
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Assortment of technology and system sizing can sometimes be as concise 
and precise as accomplishing certain local necessities such as utilizing the 
accessible technology for power production within power rating of the device, 
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which are stimulated by natural behavior that includes harmony search, ant 
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the arrangements more consistent, to control the costs, and to improve the 
operational schedules.

3.3 Distributed power generating systems

In present time, as petition of energy is growing quickly to accomplish the 
requirements on regular basis, RERs are considered enormously effective. Actual 
accomplishment and governor of circulated power production sources and its 
incorporation with energy storage arrangements such as capacitor banks, flywheel, 
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Domestic Commercial

1. Solar Yes Yes —

2. WTs Yes No Variable speed

No Yes Fixed speed

3. FC Yes Yes —

4. CHPS No Yes —

5. Hydropower No Yes Microlevel turbines only

6. Biomass No Yes —

7. AGSG* Yes Yes Normally diesel/gas/gasoline fueled

8. WMCG** No Yes Need extra environment protection

*Alternative grid-supporting generators are expensive but in practice to fulfill the load demands.
**Waste material combustion generators are expensive because they need extra environmental protection system.

Table 2. 
Most commonly used distributed generating systems at domestic and commercial zones.
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3.3.1 RERs and their impact on the environment

Different technologies are usually installed at the MG level that operate proficiently 
to generate power where the consumers need environmentally friendly generating 
system with reasonable prices. Hence, RERs have been considered the best way to gen-
erate power since they deliver electrical power to the energy consumers locally without 
producing any harmful gases. The RERs are usually installed at the distributed level to 
overcome the load demands locally by less comparable costs and transmission losses 
including the environmental impact on producing the electrical energy. Therefore, 
different RERs that include solar PV, wind turbines, biomass, FC, etc. are usually 
installed in the MG system to generate and distribute electricity locally. These genera-
tion resources assure the reliable operational procedures and produce clean energy 
without causing any harm to the environment in the form of generating harmful 
gases. In addition, due to unpredictable nature of the wind and solar, it is necessary 
to consider the fluctuation in the system due to different levels of energy generation 
at different intervals. Thus, employing the RERs having storage arrangement at the 
distributed level will lead to produce clean energy, to control the instabilities, and to 
deliver clean energy with less operational, generation, and distribution costs.

3.3.2 Storage system

The storage of energy in the MG arrangement is very important and offers a 
wide range of benefits to the power generation companies. The electrical power 
during off-peak period can be stored in batteries, flywheels, and in super capacitor 
banks that can be used during peak hours or even blackout of the grid. Therefore, 
the grid operations, costs, and dependability of the entire system can be guaranteed 
upon installing the storage system. In addition, by incorporating storage system 
in RERs power generation system at the distributed level, it helps to minimize 
the instabilities and enhances the stability jobs during load deviations. Thus, a 
series of batteries are usually installed with biomass, solar PV, wind turbines, and 
microturbine power production system to store electrical energy. Similarly, FCs and 
hydropower plants contain supercapacitor bank and flywheel technologies to store 
electrical power during off-peak hours, respectively.

Storage of electrical energy has been extensively evaluated for MG arrange-
ments; a wide collection of submissions persevere for energy storing arrangements. 
In [27], the authors discussed improvement of power quality, dynamic distribu-
tion organizations, supporting operations of MG in islanded process, and plug-in 
electric vehicles technologies. Storing of electrical energy has significant benefits, 
including refining dynamic constancy, transient steadiness, provision of voltage, 
and deviations in frequency [28, 29]. Moreover, such arrangements can also be 
functional for diminishing the entire charges and impact on the environment. An 
extensive range of applications exists for storage system, and the existing RERs 
power production at MG are now intelligent enough to operate efficiently by 
receiving benefits from MAS technology. In [30], batteryless schemes are being 
experienced and have been identified as what has been termed as green substitutes. 
In Ref. [31], the power delivery difficulties along with storage arrangements deal 
with interaction with numerous diverse MG components, including energy storage 
schemes, RERs power generation capabilities, and predicting agents.

3.4 Implementation of MAS in the DMG

MAS technology offers the smart intelligence approach that make the MG sys-
tem more competent to operate efficiently with less instabilities at the distributed 
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level than centralized approach. The initial designing and implementation of the 
agent has already been discussed in detail in Section 2, including different tools 
that the agents can be implemented. The agent works independently and locally, 
that is why they perform their tasks autonomously with less communicational 
data processing which makes the system more reliable and competent. In the MG 
arrangements, different agents are usually inserted in each power generating 
unit, protection arrangement, and even at the consumer’s load side to evaluate the 
current process of the system and create the feasible protection and operational 
arrangements upon causing any instability in the assigned location autonomously. 
Hence, the main steps of the implementation and task accomplishment of the 
agents at the MG level are discussed below and are also deliberated in the flow-
chart in Figure 2:

1. The system operation starts with no initial fault.

2. The activation of the agents takes place in order to supervise the grid 
efficiently.

3. Upon fault condition, the system checks the current status of the agents.

4. The neighbor agents check for the cooperation, and the agents start coopera-
tion among themselves.

Figure 2. 
Implementation and task accomplishment of the agents at the DMG.
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5. The agents divide the task and perform their operation to overcome the 
specific fault within the system.

6. The assigned agent accomplishes the task in the specific fault location with the 
cooperation of the neighbor agents.

7. The control agent verifies the specific task completion and activates the agent 
or terminates the current situation according to the agent’s performance.

3.5 Control strategies and operations

The matching of active and reactive power plays a significant role in the enhance-
ment of the power system reliability. As an evidence, the authors in [32, 33] proved 
that imbalanced active and reactive powers lead to voltage deviation and frequency 
instability from their rated values, respectively. Therefore, management of active 
power, and controlling the frequency are observed the identical governor petition, 
and thus voltage controlling, and coordination of reactive power can be led to a reli-
able system operation. In islanded mode, MG missing support from the central grid, 
and it is quite difficult for MG arrangements to stay in a steady state. Thus, recent 
research resolves such difficulties by applying MAS technique in MG at distributed 
level. The agents offer an effective and appropriate governor functionality in current 
advances of the MGs. The technology comprises several supervisions and control-
ling operative procedures, which make the MG arrangements more intelligent 
and reliable; such roles cover the matching difficulties of active/reactive powers, 
enhance the system stability, and uphold the voltage and frequency balancing roles 
in grid operation mode.

3.5.1 Centralized MG control system

In the centralized MG control arrangement, the main central controller takes the 
responsibility to process all the instructions and perform the jobs within the grid. 
Several local controllers are also in operation in such approach, but due to being 
centralized in nature, all local controllers send instructions to the main central 
controller, and thus the decision-making and supervision of the entire system are 
only carried out by the central controller. This system has the advantage of accom-
plishing complete optimization calculated on all current information in the multi-
objective energy management system. However, due to increasing energy demands, 
the structure of the system becomes more complex and expensive to build. In 
addition, the processing of data is also complicated, and in case of any short circuit 
or mishappening, the entire system leads to blackout. Thus, the reliability of the 
grid is also challenging.

3.5.2 Decentralized MG control system

The decentralized control arrangement is also known as distributed control sys-
tem. Several local controllers are usually installed in every DER and with protection 
arrangement to supervise the system independently. The local controllers measure 
the signals and perform tasks locally within their assigned location that make the 
system more intelligent and reliable. Such controllers process less data and also have 
the competency to communicate with their neighbor controllers to perform tasks 
according to the nature of the system autonomously. Similarly, as every sub-level 
controller is responsible for their assigned location to handle, thus the processing of 
data reduces that leads to make the system structure simpler and control the costs as 
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level than centralized approach. The initial designing and implementation of the 
agent has already been discussed in detail in Section 2, including different tools 
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5. The agents divide the task and perform their operation to overcome the 
specific fault within the system.

6. The assigned agent accomplishes the task in the specific fault location with the 
cooperation of the neighbor agents.

7. The control agent verifies the specific task completion and activates the agent 
or terminates the current situation according to the agent’s performance.

3.5 Control strategies and operations

The matching of active and reactive power plays a significant role in the enhance-
ment of the power system reliability. As an evidence, the authors in [32, 33] proved 
that imbalanced active and reactive powers lead to voltage deviation and frequency 
instability from their rated values, respectively. Therefore, management of active 
power, and controlling the frequency are observed the identical governor petition, 
and thus voltage controlling, and coordination of reactive power can be led to a reli-
able system operation. In islanded mode, MG missing support from the central grid, 
and it is quite difficult for MG arrangements to stay in a steady state. Thus, recent 
research resolves such difficulties by applying MAS technique in MG at distributed 
level. The agents offer an effective and appropriate governor functionality in current 
advances of the MGs. The technology comprises several supervisions and control-
ling operative procedures, which make the MG arrangements more intelligent 
and reliable; such roles cover the matching difficulties of active/reactive powers, 
enhance the system stability, and uphold the voltage and frequency balancing roles 
in grid operation mode.

3.5.1 Centralized MG control system

In the centralized MG control arrangement, the main central controller takes the 
responsibility to process all the instructions and perform the jobs within the grid. 
Several local controllers are also in operation in such approach, but due to being 
centralized in nature, all local controllers send instructions to the main central 
controller, and thus the decision-making and supervision of the entire system are 
only carried out by the central controller. This system has the advantage of accom-
plishing complete optimization calculated on all current information in the multi-
objective energy management system. However, due to increasing energy demands, 
the structure of the system becomes more complex and expensive to build. In 
addition, the processing of data is also complicated, and in case of any short circuit 
or mishappening, the entire system leads to blackout. Thus, the reliability of the 
grid is also challenging.

3.5.2 Decentralized MG control system

The decentralized control arrangement is also known as distributed control sys-
tem. Several local controllers are usually installed in every DER and with protection 
arrangement to supervise the system independently. The local controllers measure 
the signals and perform tasks locally within their assigned location that make the 
system more intelligent and reliable. Such controllers process less data and also have 
the competency to communicate with their neighbor controllers to perform tasks 
according to the nature of the system autonomously. Similarly, as every sub-level 
controller is responsible for their assigned location to handle, thus the processing of 
data reduces that leads to make the system structure simpler and control the costs as 
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well. However, the complexity of communication in the MG arrangement is still an 
issue; therefore the intelligent algorithms discussed earlier in Section 3.2 should be 
considered along with their hybrid groupings to handle such issues efficiently.

3.6 Protection arrangements

The hybrid system that delivers both direct current (DC) and alternating current 
(AC) powers to the load needs certain controllable arrangements to supervise the 
whole system. Thus, application of power electronics has widely been in practice to 
achieve the anticipated outcomes. Lopes et al. [34] explored dual control method for 
triggering an inverter in the system. Although inverter model is ensuing consulting 
to subsequent governor method, the PQ inverter controller is in practice in which 
inverter establish specified active/reactive power set points. Voltage source inverter 
(VSI) control technique is applied in which inverter is monitoring “provender” con-
signment based on pre-defined values for system frequency and voltage. Depending 
on active/reactive powers of the arrangements, load demand outputs of VSI are illus-
trated. MG-allied VSI is anticipated in [35]; power delivery supervisor is considered 
for creating system frequency and magnitude of significant output voltage allowing 
by droop features and by identical action of traditional synchronous generator; 
voltage controller is implemented to generate position filter-inductance current path; 
also, current controller is applied to generate vector command voltage to be created 
by pulse width modulation technique. Linking inductor outlines with inverter output 
impedance, consequently active/reactive power connection is minimized precisely.

In [36], Gandomi et al. proposed a multilevel system voltage utilizing a single 
DC source which minimizes the number of power switches, not signifying the 
minor voltage matching problem. Such type of inverter has also a competency to 
improve voltage at the input without any additional boost electronic circuitry. In 
[37], authors offered segmental cascaded multilevel H-bridge PV inverter consider-
ing maximum power point tracking at distributed grid-connected applications. 
Such topology advantages to increase flexibility and efficiency of the PV schemes. 
In addition, to uphold the system constancy, linear and nonlinear switching loops 
can easily control the operational capabilities and has the competency to manage 
capacitance/inductance current of the filter at the output to accomplish dynamic 
and fast responses within the scheme [38].

3.7 Cost control and safe operations of the MG

The MG at the distributed level needs proper equipment, protection arrange-
ments, and storage system to generate and store electrical energy optimally [39]. 
Thus, such arrangements usually cover a huge initial investment cost. The imple-
mentation costs of such scheme are high but have positive impact on the environ-
ment and consumers. The main points that show that the costs of the MG could be 
minimized with optimal operational procedures are given below:

• The RERs are usually in practice to generate electrical energy and distribute it 
locally that leads to produce clean energy without the creation of any harmful 
gases that pose a hazard to all living organisms.

• Generate and distribute the power locally to eliminate the high transmission 
losses.

• In case of emergency, the whole scheme is prevented from the blackout, and 
only the specific grid is affected.
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• Due to limited components installed at that MG level, the maintenance 
becomes easy.

• Easy to connect with the central grid to share electrical power upon surplus 
generation.

Considering the above points, it is noteworthy that installing the MGs integrated 
with RERs at the distributed level is very productive, and the outcomes become 
more economical. Moreover, employing the MAS technique in the MG organization 
makes the grid more intelligent and provides enough supervision competency that 
lead to optimal operations.

4. Advanced energy management system for the DMG

A very promising and reliable approach to handle problems and operate the 
system efficiently at the distributed level is MAS approach. A MAS operation 
consists of three stages, perception, decision-making, and action. Perception 
can be performed by collecting information in the location either by monitor-
ing the existing operational data or by forecasting duties to be performed in 
upcoming. In decision making, by cognitive intelligence conducts and alter-
ing the environment freely (might be either online/offline), while in actions, 
arrangements of the agents affect the system either by software or hardware 
actions, which work together and will lead to achieving a comprehensive global 
objective. MAS has been widely used for integration of power systems, power 
system reconfiguration, restoration, and management of electrical power in 
MGs [40, 41].

4.1 Structure of the proposed supervision system

The proper supervision arrangements in the MG organization are very impor-
tant. Due to unpredictable nature of the RERs, it is very difficult to supervise and 
predict the actual amount of power that will be generated in a specific interval 
of time; therefore, the use of MASs in the MG energy management plays a vital 
role that leads to supervise and optimally operate the entire system. In order to 
get the appropriate amount of energy from the RERs and to fulfill the consumer’s 
energy demands, the MASs technique has been presented and inserted in the 
MG organization that spreads throughout the system and supervises the system 
properly as shown in Figure 3. Different agents have been installed in power 
generating units, storage, protection system, and load demand side. Each of these 
agents supervises their assigned location tasks in the MG system and manages 
the electrical energy efficiently. Moreover, the supervision of the MG system 
is also important in order to smoothly operate the system, to control the costs, 
and to prevent the system from any mismatches or failure to enhance the system 
reliability.

4.2 Agent’s communication arrangements

The agent’s communication technique and exchanging of data are significant 
to identify and perform the task according to the current status of the MG. Khan 
et al. in [42] presented the three levels of agent’s communication technique in the 
MG organization which are shown in Figure 4. The agent’s communication has 
been carried out in order to make the system more intelligent and to supervise and 
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well. However, the complexity of communication in the MG arrangement is still an 
issue; therefore the intelligent algorithms discussed earlier in Section 3.2 should be 
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3.7 Cost control and safe operations of the MG
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losses.

• In case of emergency, the whole scheme is prevented from the blackout, and 
only the specific grid is affected.
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operate the MG at the distributed level optimally. The proposed three levels of 
agent’s communication system are discussed below:

1. The RERs have been considered for the generation of electrical power that 
associated with the generation agent to supervise the generation capabilities 
from the RERs and transfer the energy according to the production.

2. The storage system and energy loads are considered for the consumption of the 
electrical energy and associated with the storage and load agents that supervise 
the electrical energy to store directly from the RERs or to transfer to the con-
sumers considering the generation capabilities and consumer’s energy demands.

3. Different control and supervision agents have been created that are linked 
in the MG arrangements and responsible for balancing of electrical energy, 
monitoring, and supervision. Such agents have the aptitude to accomplish 
responsibilities in possibly minimum time to direct the strategies efficiently 
and to improve the dependability of the grid.

Figure 3. 
Structure of the proposed supervision system at the DMG level.

Figure 4. 
Three levels of agent’s communication technique [42].
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4.3 Objectives of the smart energy system

The purpose of the smart energy management is to make the system more 
reliable and economical that is beneficial for both the electrical power generating 
companies and the consumers. Therefore, the main objectives of the smart energy 
management using MASs are given below:

1. Accomplish the best regulation and switching mechanism to extract the 
possible highest amount of power from the RERs considering the load 
petition.

2. Provide an environment where agents are inserted in different units to operate 
autonomously and perform tasks accordingly.

3. The podium where different agents communicate with their neighbor agents to 
make the synchronization job and operate the system optimally.

4. To create best monitoring strategies that applies in the MG network to enhance 
the trade-off between the technical and recital custodies.

5. To attain the finest operations considering the optimization of the units since 
the disparities occur in power generation from the RERs and consumers 
energy needs.

6. Transport reliable and clean energy to the consumers with less harmon-
ics that leads to consumer satisfaction without creating any harm to the 
environment.

5. Conclusions

MGs are low-energy networks that are capable to increase the dependability 
and economy and offer clean generation of electrical energy and its supply 
to sustain the consumer’s satisfaction. The incorporation of RESs in the MG 
system has developed to generate electrical power and distribute and supervise 
the arrangement optimally. Hence, many researchers have been involved in the 
designing procedures, controlling strategies, finest management of energy, and 
optimal operations of the MGs to deliver reliable, quality, and sustainable energy 
to their customers with low energy costs. Therefore, a DMG with optimal energy 
management strategies based on MAS technique has been focused in this chapter. 
A fully controlled architecture of a MG has been offered that associated with a 
combination of several RERs, which lead to generate clean energy without produc-
ing any harm to the environment. The concept of MAS has been employed in the 
MG network that supervises the entire arrangements in an efficient way. Similarly, 
MASs development platforms, its implementation, and operational procedures, 
along with some key features/drawbacks, have also been discussed in detail. In 
addition, agents have the ability to supervise their assigned duty competently; 
thus, operations and coordination of agents in the MG network have been pro-
vided by considering the supervision of the entire system autonomously. Lastly, 
optimal procedures of the MG energy supervision and power distribution system 
along with objectives of the smart energy managements system have been con-
ferred considering the cost control and optimal operations of the entire MG at the 
distributed level.
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system has developed to generate electrical power and distribute and supervise 
the arrangement optimally. Hence, many researchers have been involved in the 
designing procedures, controlling strategies, finest management of energy, and 
optimal operations of the MGs to deliver reliable, quality, and sustainable energy 
to their customers with low energy costs. Therefore, a DMG with optimal energy 
management strategies based on MAS technique has been focused in this chapter. 
A fully controlled architecture of a MG has been offered that associated with a 
combination of several RERs, which lead to generate clean energy without produc-
ing any harm to the environment. The concept of MAS has been employed in the 
MG network that supervises the entire arrangements in an efficient way. Similarly, 
MASs development platforms, its implementation, and operational procedures, 
along with some key features/drawbacks, have also been discussed in detail. In 
addition, agents have the ability to supervise their assigned duty competently; 
thus, operations and coordination of agents in the MG network have been pro-
vided by considering the supervision of the entire system autonomously. Lastly, 
optimal procedures of the MG energy supervision and power distribution system 
along with objectives of the smart energy managements system have been con-
ferred considering the cost control and optimal operations of the entire MG at the 
distributed level.
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Chapter 7

Multi-Agent Systems Based
Advanced Energy Management
of Smart Micro-grid
Leo Raju and Antony Amalraj Morais

Abstract

Microgrids play a major role in enabling the widespread adoption of renewable
distributed energy resources. However, as the power generated from renewable
resources is intermittent in nature, it impacts the dynamics and stability of the
microgrid, and hence their integration needs new approaches to coordination and
control. The existing systems lack run-time adaptive behavior. To face these con-
straints, the electric energy system must adapt by integrating Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT). Multiagent system (MAS) is emerging as an
integrated solution approach to distributed computing, communication, and data
integration needs for smart grid application. Distributed and heterogeneous infor-
mation can be efficiently processed locally, but utilized globally to coordinate dis-
tributed knowledge networks, resulting in reduction of information processing time
and network bandwidth. Parallel operations, asynchronous communication, and
autonomous actions of agents enable MAS to adapt to dynamic changes of the
environment, thereby improving the reliability, responsiveness, fault tolerance, and
stability of the microgrid. In this chapter, MAS is implemented with Java Agent
DEvelopment (JADE) framework for advanced energy management of a microgrid.
Also, MAS is linked with Arduino microcontroller for practical verification of agent
operations. Three microgrids are interconnected to form a microgrid testbed, and
smart grid features such as demand side management and plug and play are
implemented, making it into a smart microgrid.

Keywords: multiagent system, microgrid, smart grid, Arduino,
demand side management, plug and play

1. Introduction

The power sector is undergoing a profound change—depletion of fossil fuels and
environmental considerations have made it to embrace renewable energy resources
such as solar and wind. A microgrid is a building block of a smart grid and is poised
to play a major role in enabling the widespread adoption of renewable distributed
energy resources. However, as the power generated from renewable resources is
intermittent in nature, it impacts the dynamics and stability of the microgrid, and
hence their integration into the microgrid necessitates new approaches to coordi-
nation and control.
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Power industry has vast experience in operating single, large, monolithic power
systems, but little experience in the operation of the same grid with multiple
renewable energy resources. However, there will be no single grid in the future, but
only a large interconnection of virtual power plants, consisting of DERs, prosumers,
and other energy resources. The high penetration of renewable energy resources
requires new coordination and control approaches. The energy network has to be
dynamically optimized for economic and environmental benefits. To meet these
challenges, microgrid monitoring ought to incorporate communication and control
in a distributive environment to achieve an optimal balance between generation,
energy storage, and load demand.

Development in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) has made
a huge impact in the energy sector and the way energy is generated and distributed.
We are moving toward more decentralized, more sustainable, and smarter power
systems. The smart grid paradigm represents a transition toward intelligent two-
way power delivery grids. Smart grid features such as self-healing, demand side
management, plug and play, dynamic pricing, dynamic adaptation, and distributed
optimization can be incorporated in the microgrid, turning it into a smart
microgrid. A smart grid is a system of integrated smart microgrids.

2. Multiagent systems in microgrid

Agent-oriented programming is the latest paradigm of computer programming,
used for complex and distributed systems. It has autonomic and proactive charac-
teristics with higher level abstraction [1]. An agent is a computer program capable
of flexible and autonomous action in a dynamic environment [2]. Multi agent
system (MAS) has received a great deal of attention in the recent times due to its
inherent ability to significantly improve the operational efficiency in a distributive
environment [3]. A multiagent system (MAS) is a distributed system consisting of
multiple software agents, forming a loosely coupled network and working together
to solve problems that are beyond their individual capabilities [4]. MAS improves
modularity, flexibility, adaptability, scalability, reconfigurability, and responsive-
ness with its inherent characteristics. MAS is run-time adaptive and distributes
decisions to improve performance and stability.

Design and implementation of a MAS in a microgrid are discussed in [5]. MAS-
based control in microgrid is explained in [6]. A real-time digital simulator used for
real-time operation of MAS on microgrid is explained in [6]. MAS-based simulation
of microgrid control is discussed in [7]. Ref. [8] gives a review of microgrids from
MAS perspectives. Survey of MAS for microgrid control is given in [9]. MAS is
promising heuristic techniques for solving problems whose domains are distributed,
complex, and heterogeneous. Though MAS is widely recognized as the method of
choice for realization of time-critical applications of smart grid, it has only been
simulated for theoretical proof of concept [10]. There is a need for comprehensive
real-time simulation considering all the options and practically verifying distributed
energy management of microgrid using MAS, Arduino microcontroller through an
experimental setup. MAS in JADE is linked with Arduino processor and the agent
operations for environment dynamics are practically verified in [11, 12]. Verifica-
tion and validation of MAS in microgrid have not been adequately addressed so far
[13]. The recent development of control of microgrid using MAS is given in [14, 15].
Multiagent systems for grid outage management are discussed in [16]. Advanced
energy management of microgrid using Arduino and multiagent system is discussed
in detail in [17]. Here, only two microgrids are considered and transactive energy
management is not adequately addressed.
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To address the inadequacies, a smart microgrid testbed is implemented with
interconnection of three microgrids, and the inherent features of MAS are lever-
aged for dynamic adaptation and distributed optimization to get the best of the
service to the consumers, across the network, all the time, leading to economic
and environmental optimization. Initially, two microgrids, one in the department
and the other in the hostel building in the campus, each with solar unit, wind unit,
load, battery, grid, and diesel unit, are considered. Then, the third microgrid in
administration building is added to make a smart microgrid testbed. The charac-
teristics of the smart grid are practically verified by linking MAS with Arduino
microcontroller.

3. Environmental interaction in microgrid

The values from the environment such as the power required by the load, the
power output of the solar PV, the state of charge of the battery, etc. are sensed and
given as input to the JADE agent program through the Arduino microcontroller.
Potentiometers are used to sense the environment values in Arduino. The commu-
nication with the Arduino microcontroller has to be in Java so that the sensed values
can be directly given to the agents in the JADE environment.

3.1 Microcontrollers and communication methods

The microcontroller should have sufficient input pins for sensing the environ-
ment values. It should also be able to communicate with the agents using JADE
framework. Various communication methods are discussed here.

3.1.1 Arduino as the microcontroller

There are numerous ways of sending the sensed values from the environment to
the Java program using Arduino.

• Using Arduino plug-in in eclipse: Installation of the plug-in is simple and easy.
However, the code is written in C++. This makes it difficult for the agents in
the Java program to call the function accessing the microcontroller written in
C++ language.

• Using J Arduino library: Using this library in the Java IDE, in our case Eclipse,
we can access the microcontroller using a JAVA class itself. This library
provides functions such as those in Arduino IDE setup(), loop(), etc. The main
disadvantage of this method is the loop() function, without which the program
is not allowed to run. When an agent calls this Java class containing the
Arduino functions, to access the microcontroller, it goes into the loop()
function and does not come out.

• Serial communication using RxTx library: This is the most suitable method for
accessing Arduino from the Java code. A library called RxTx is used that
facilitates serial communication with Arduino. Messages can be sent to and
received from Arduino serially. However, since the communication is serial,
only one agent can access the microcontroller at a time. In this case, the control
agent is used for this communication.
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The Arduino UNO board has limited number of analog input pins and hence
Arduino MEGA is preferred to sense large number of environment variables in the
microgrids.

3.2 Serial communication with Arduino

Potentiometers representing the environmental variables of the microgrid are
connected to analog input pins of the Arduino board to input the environmental
values. The potentiometers are range fixed with value of (0–1023) for all the
environment variables. The environment variable values can be fixed such that the
maximum value is fixed as 1024 and the variation is done accordingly. The agents
receive the environmental values from the Arduino board through serial communi-
cation using RxTx library.

3.3 Actuators

The results of strategic operations of agents are reflected in the Arduino micro-
controller, which can be given to the physical devices for actuation. This informa-
tion is passed to the Arduino board through serial communication and given to its
digital pins to which LEDs are connected. These LEDs indicate the action taken by
the agents, and the status of the LEDs can be used for triggering the action of the
actuators of solar power, load, battery, grid, etc. Each LED is fixed for a specific
microgrid device and turning on the LED reflects the activation of corresponding
device through actuators.

4. Advanced energy management of microgrid using MAS and Arduino

Two-grid connected microgrids, one in the department and the other in the
hostel, each with solar unit, wind unit, load, battery, grid, and diesel unit, are
considered. The model of the microgrid is shown in Figure 1.

Each component is considered as an agent and the agent communicates and
coordinates for optimal energy management. The agents are decentralized and
autonomous for local optimization and coordinate with other agents, distributed
across the network for different levels of global optimization. Java agent program-
ming is used to program the agents in JADE environment and executed in Eclipse
Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The platform is multithreaded

Figure 1.
Solar wind microgrid model.
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allowing simultaneous decision-making capabilities for faster reaction and flexibil-
ity management. The agents communicate and coordinate with other agents for
strategic decision and the resulting command signals are passed to the actuators for
physical action. Arduino Mega board, which has more I/O pins to accommodate all
the agents, is used for sensing the environment values. MAS is linked with Arduino
Mega board for practical verification of operations of agents.

Initially, the department load receives power from the department solar. If it is
not sufficient, it receives from the wind unit. If power is still required, it is received
from the hostel solar and hostel wind units in the order. If the load requirement is
more than the solar and wind power, it checks with the batteries and receives the
available power from the batteries. If power is still required, it goes for noncritical
load (NCL) shedding in department and hostel loads before going to the external
power source of grid or diesel. Dynamic pricing is implemented and hence the
choice of diesel or grid is made based on the unit price at that point of time. Similar
procedure is followed for hostel load. Thus, the agents coordinate among them-
selves to take the best possible actions for optimal energy management of
microgrid. The environment variables are sensed by using potentiometer where the
maximum ranges are fixed for the value (0–1023). For example, if hostel solar
power is 100 kW, then 1024 represents 100 kW. Similarly, all the environment
variable values are fixed. By varying the potentiometer, these values can be varied
within the fixed range. By varying these values, various scenarios are generated for
validation and verification. A model for Arduino-based energy management of
microgrid is shown in Figure 2. Here, the environment values are sensed by
Arduino and given to the agents. The agents collaborate and coordinate for effective
energy management, and after the operation, the resulting command signals are
given to Arduino, which are observed through LED operations. Digital write of high
or low is done on the agent when the ACL communication is active. An 8 bit
number is considered with each bit representing a microgrid device action. Bit value
1 represents ON state and 0 represents OFF state. These 8 bit output is given
through Arduino Mega microcontroller to the corresponding LEDs to show the
physical action of the corresponding microgrid devices. In this case, all the LEDs
glow, except the last two white LEDs that represent grid and diesel since the loads
are not receiving any power from them. The console output of hostel and depart-
ment units are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The sniffer diagram in Figure 5 shows
that the hostel load receives power from hostel solar, hostel wind, and hostel battery
and that the department load receives power from department solar, department

Figure 2.
MAS Arduino-based microgrid control model.
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Figure 2.
MAS Arduino-based microgrid control model.
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wind, and department battery. Both the units are self-sufficient in power require-
ments and so there is no intercommunication between them. The execution of
agents with the status of LEDs is shown in Figures 6 and 7.

The department and hostel units are self sufficient and hence no power is
received from the grid or diesel units as indicated in console outputs. The last two
white LEDs that represent grid and diesel are OFF and the other LEDs are ON as
shown in the pictures. Thus, the operations of the agents are verified using MAS-
Arduino testbed. The inherent features of MAS increase the switching speed and

Figure 3.
Console output of energy management of microgrid in hostel.

Figure 4.
Console output of energy management of microgrid in department.
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Figure 5.
JADE sniffer diagram of energy management of microgrid.

Figure 6.
Verification through Arduino output-1.

Figure 7.
Verification through Arduino output-2.
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reduce the network load, which leads to better operational efficiency of microgrids
even under intermittent solar power and randomness in load.

5. Verification of plug and play

Plug-and-play systems are used to provide flexible service based on a spontane-
ous networking facility. The nature of JADE architecture supports the plug-and-
play capability and is scalable without much modification to the existing control
scheme. So, without much reconfiguration on the system control architecture,
agents can be added and removed on the fly. Microgrid dynamically reconfigures to
adopt the new resources. Two renewable resource agents, one to the department
and the other to the hostel, are added seamlessly by introducing two sensing devices
in the Arduino board. The newly added agents are sensed by the system and the
system reconfigures itself to accommodate new agents. The new renewable power
resource values are accounted and the load agent receives power from external
power resources only after considering the newly added agents. In the plug-out, the
two agents are removed by removing the corresponding sensing devices connected
to the Arduino board. The MAS-based energy management system in the microgrid
reconfigures itself and manages the power deficit due to plug-out of agents by
receiving power from grid or diesel unit based on their unit price at that point of
time.

5.1 Verification of plug-in operation

A solar power resource is added to the department and hostel on the fly by
introducing corresponding sensing devices in the Arduino board. The MAS senses
the newly added agents and reconfigures itself to accommodate the new agents. In
JADE, the plug-and-play operations are executed by walker and cyclic behaviors.
When the new agents appear in environment, the walker behavior alerts the direc-
tory facilitator (DF). The new agent is given an agent ID by the agent management
system (AMS) and it registers with AMS with its AID and also it registers its
services with the DF. DF has the subscribe agent class, which will inform to all the
agents registered to it about the new agent’s arrival. Load agent is allowed to receive
power from the new seamless solar agent through DF. The new solar power value is
accounted and the load agent considers the seamlessly added solar power resource
before going to grid.

The components of microgrid have their corresponding agents in MAS. Java
agent programming is implemented in JADE environment and executed in Eclipse
Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The input and output terminals of the
Arduino Mega board is connected to potentiometers and LEDs, respectively. This
Arduino Mega board is connected with computer serial port through Ethernet card.
Arduino software is run on computer to upload the program into the board. The
potentiometers are fixed with the environment variables of the microgrid. A bread
board is fixed with eight LEDs representing two solar units, two wind units, two
battery units, grid, and diesel units. The microgrid agents receive their environment
variables from the sensing device through the Arduino microcontroller and take
strategic decisions by communicating and coordinating with other agents. The
resulting command signals are given to Arduino for showing the output through
LEDs. The potentiometers’ values are varied for various environment values and
the ON/OFF operations of LED are verified with environmental dynamics. The
console outputs and sniffer diagrams that represent the visual interaction of the
agents are studied.
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Solar power of 11 and 15 kW is seamlessly plugged in to hostel and department
units of the microgrid by physically connecting the corresponding potentiometer
pins to the Arduino input board. The microgrid reconfigures itself to account these
newly added solar power resources. After receiving power from its internal
resources, it receives power from seamless power resources. Then, the hostel load
receives 15 kW from diesel unit, as it is cheaper, and the remaining power of 23 kW
from grid. The capacity of the diesel unit is taken as 15 kW. The department load
first receives power from its internal resources of solar and wind and then from
seamless solar power resources. Since there is no diesel power, the department load
receives the remaining power of 8 kW from grid irrespective of the price. The
console and sniffer outputs of the hostel and department units are shown in
Figures 8–10. In the sniffer diagram, the interactions of the agents are visually
shown. In Arduino output, shown in Figure 11, when the two seamless resources
are plugged in, all the LEDs go to ON state as all the components of microgrid are
operational. Thus, the plug-in operation is implemented seamlessly by the behavior
characteristics of JADE in MAS, leading to dynamically adding resources on the fly
with autoreconfiguration.

5.2 Verification of plug-out operation

In this case, the two plugged in seamless solar power agents are removed from
the microgrid by disconnecting the two sensing devices representing the two seam-
less solar powers from the Arduino board. The microgrid accounts the absence of
the two seamless agents and reconfigures by itself. Then, it receives power from the
other available resources to manage the power deficiency due to plug-out action.
Here, the seamless power of hostel and department is removed. The DF deregisters
the plugged out agents. The DF rejects power request proposal of load agents, which
were earlier receiving power from the seamless agents. Now, the load agents do the

Figure 8.
Console output of plug and play of microgrid in hostel with seamless power.
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possible NCL shedding and get the remaining required power from grid or diesel to
balance the microgrid after the plugged out event. The microgrid receives power
from the grid irrespective of the price as full diesel power is exhausted. In this case,
when the seamless solar power is plugged out from the department microgrid, the
department load manages the event by receiving 12 kW power from the grid after
noncritical load shedding of 6 kW. When the seamless power is plugged out in the
hostel, the hostel load agent compensates by receiving 21 kW power from the grid

Figure 9.
Console output of plug and play of microgrid in department with seamless power.

Figure 10.
JADE sniffer diagram of plug and play of microgrid with seamless power.
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after NCL shedding of 9 kW. Thus, the plug out of the seamless power is managed
by NCL shedding and receiving power from the grid. Since there is no diesel power
available, all the external power requirement is received from the grid without
considering the price. The console outputs of hostel and department units are
shown in Figures 12 and 13.

The Arduino output is shown in Figure 14. In the sniffer diagram, shown in
Figure 15, the power proposals to seamless power agents are rejected as they are
disconnected. Here, the microgrid receives power from the grid to compensate the
loss of power due to plug out event. Since all the microgrid devices are operational
except the diesel unit, LED representing diesel unit is in OFF state and all the other

Figure 11.
Arduino output of microgrid with two seamless agents plugged in.

Figure 12.
Console output of plug and play of microgrid in hostel without seamless power.
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LEDs are in ON state. Thus, the plug-out operation is implemented in the microgrid
with behavior characteristics of JADE for autoreconfiguration.

6. Smart microgrid testbed using MAS and Arduino

In future, there may not be one single grid and there may be interconnection of
multiple microgrids and prosumers to form virtual grid. The local flexibilities due to
dynamic environment in the microgrid are addressed by decentralized multiagent
approach for higher level distributed optimization to reduce overall cost in the

Figure 13.
Console output of plug and play of microgrid in department without seamless power.

Figure 14.
Arduino output of microgrid with two seamless agents plugged out.
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network. The consumer can choose the best resources available in the network for
economical and environmental optimization. Also, the consumers can sell their
power at best possible price. Effective demand side management can be
implemented for optimal use of energy in a distributed environment. Here, a smart
microgrid testbed is formed by MAS operations linked with Arduino for verifica-
tions of agent operations in supplement to visuals of sniffer diagram. The MAS-
based dynamic management leads to economic use of resources in the network.
MAS optimizes the use of flexibility provided by the local microgrids and
prosumers. Thus, capacity management is implemented to diffuse the stress in the
network. The optimization does not involve each end user only as an individual, but
empowers them to participate in a larger community for global optimization. The
scope of the optimization is to reduce the costs associated with the energy usage of
end user. This can be effective in dealing with congestions at local level by optimal
flexibility management and enhance performance, reliability, and resilience.

6.1 Simulation and verification of smart microgrid testbed

Three microgrids located in the hostel, department, and administration building
are considered. Each microgrid has solar and wind and is grid connected. Each
microgrid receives power from the local resources. The further power required is
received from other sources of other microgrids by negotiating for better price and
eventually getting the power from sources that offer lowest price. In this case,
administration and department microgrids have their requirement satisfied by their
own resources. In hostel microgrid, the local power is insufficient and so it receives
the remaining required power from both administration and department power
sources. The total power deficit is calculated and shared equally among the
microgrids for maintaining balance in the network. In this case, the total power
deficit is 27 kW. The microgrids share it equally and so each microgrid has to shed
9 kW. 3 kW is shed in each microgrid through NCL and the remaining 6 kW is
received from the grid. The console output is shown in Figure 16. In the department
microgrid, the load requires 36 kW. Out of this, the load shedding requirement

Figure 15.
JADE sniffer diagram of plug and play of microgrid without seamless power.
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Figure 15.
JADE sniffer diagram of plug and play of microgrid without seamless power.
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from control agent is 9 kW and so it requires 27 kW power. It receives 27 kW from
local solar power source as the price of solar and wind is same. Then, out of 9 kW
load shedding requirement from control agent, it sheds 3 kW of NCL and the
remaining 6 kW is received from grid. In the administration microgrid, the load
requires 52 kW. Out of this, the load shedding requirement is 9 kW and so it
requires 43 kW power. It receives 30 kW from local wind and the remaining 13 kW
from local solar. Then, out of 9 kW load shedding requirement from control agent,
3 kW is shed through NCL and the remaining 6 kW is received from grid. In the
hostel microgrid, the load requires 152 kW. Out of this, the load shedding require-
ment is 9 kW and so it requires 143 kW of power. It receives 42 kW from local solar
and 18 kW from local wind. Then, it receives the remaining available power from

Figure 16.
MAS Arduino console output of hostel with three microgrids.

Figure 17.
JADE sniffer diagram 1 with three microgrids.
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department and administration microgrids. It receives 20 kW from department
solar, 8 kW from administration solar, and 15 kW from department wind. Also, it
receives 18 kW from seamless source 1 and 22 kW from seamless source 2 through
plug-and-play mechanism. Then, out of 9 kW load shedding requirement from
control agent, it sheds 3 kW of NCL and the remaining 6 kW is received from grid.
The sniffer diagrams are shown in Figure 17.

Sniffer diagrams show the complete communication between agents
interconnecting all the three microgrids. The Arduino output is shown in Figure 18.
In the Arduino output, except the three battery LEDs, the other LEDS are in ON
state as all these devices are activated. Thus, dynamic energy management is
implemented in smart microgrid testbed using MAS and Arduino. This work can be
scaled up to large number of microgrids to form smart grid.

7. Conclusions

In this chapter, we have carried out a practical verification of multiagent opera-
tions in controlling the distributed energy management in a microgrid by linking
MAS with Arduino microcontroller to form a smart microgrid testbed. This work
forms a foundation for dynamic energy management in a distributed network of
microgrids. The multiagent operation in plug and play, which is the significant
feature of smart grid, is practically verified by adding and removing the renewable
power resources in the smart microgrid testbed. Optimal flexibility management is
implemented in smart microgrid testbed with a network of three microgrids, for
best use of resources in a MAS-based distributed and dynamic environment. This
method of using multiagent system to control the microgrid operation in a smart
microgrid can be extended for effective energy management and demand side
management across the networks so that the consumer can receive the best avail-
able resource, considering the dynamic nature of the environment. The prosumers
can dynamically receive or sell the power at optimal price across the network. Also,
the control unit can influence the customer by varying the price, leading to demand
response management. This smart microgrid testbed can be scaled up to include
large number of microgrids, and IoT (Internet of Things) can be incorporated in it
to make smart grid a reality. After due diligence of experimental verification, real-
time implementation of MAS-based autonomous distributed energy management of

Figure 18.
Arduino output with three microgrids.
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cyber physical microgrid can be implemented for economic and environmental
optimization. Parallel and autonomous operation, asynchronous communication,
faster computation, and flexibility management make MAS-based cyber physical
system (CPS) a novel solution to large complex adaptive systems. This approach has
its significance in the present energy Internet scenario as the energy industry is
exploring distributed network through block chain for identifying opportunities for
optimizing operations.

Abbreviations

ICT information and communication technology
MAS multiagent systems
DER distributed energy resources
JADE Java agent development environment
LED light-emitting diode
ACL agent communication language
NCL noncritical load
DF directory facilitator
IDE integrated development environment
IOT Internet of Things
CPS cyber physical system
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cyber physical microgrid can be implemented for economic and environmental
optimization. Parallel and autonomous operation, asynchronous communication,
faster computation, and flexibility management make MAS-based cyber physical
system (CPS) a novel solution to large complex adaptive systems. This approach has
its significance in the present energy Internet scenario as the energy industry is
exploring distributed network through block chain for identifying opportunities for
optimizing operations.
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Chapter 8

Smart Learning Environment: 
Paradigm Shift for Online 
Learning
Punnarumol Temdee

Abstract

Online learning has always been influenced by advanced technology. The role 
of online learning is expected not only for delivering contents to massive learners 
anywhere and anytime but also for promoting successful learning for the learners. 
Consequently, this emerged role has introduced the concept of smart learning envi-
ronment. More specifically, smart learning environment is developed to promote 
personalized learning for learners. Personalized learning focuses on individual 
learner and provides appropriate feedback individually. Currently, the advances of 
modern technologies and intelligence data analytics have brought the idea of smart 
learning environment into realization. Machine learning techniques are generally 
applied to analyze real-time dynamic learner behavior and provide the appropri-
ate response to the right learner. In this chapter, the evolution of online learning 
environment from different points of technological overviews is first introduced. 
Next, the concepts of personalized learning and smart learning environment are 
explained. Then, the essential components of smart learning environment are 
presented including learner classification and intervention feedback. Learner clas-
sification is to understand different learners. Intervention feedback is to provide an 
individual response appropriately. Additionally, some machine learning techniques 
widely used in smart learning environment in order to perform smart classification 
and response are briefly explained.

Keywords: technology enhancing learning, smart learning environment,  
online learning, personalized learning, machine learning

1. Introduction

Generally, a face-to-face classroom environment is a traditional way of learn-
ing. For this learning, the teacher or the instructor can explicitly observe real-time 
interaction and participation of the learners. The advantage is that the instructor 
can provide the appropriate intervention immediately. However, face-to-face 
learning frequently faces some difficulties in challenging successful learning. For 
example, the instructor may find it difficult to gain attention from a large class. The 
adaptation of the teaching method can be challenging to fit in the large class size, 
such as flipped classroom, problem-based learning, active learning, etc. Generally 
speaking, time and space always affect learning management.

With the limitation of time and space, teaching and learning process has been 
transformed into many different forms for promoting effective and convenient 
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learning. Pieces of evidence show that innovations of a system supporting learning 
usually employ the technologies emerging at different points of time [1]. Computer 
aided instruction (CAI) and instruction tutoring system (ITS) demonstrate the 
excellent examples of the system supporting learning with the advance of computer 
technology. They can provide convenient learning without the instructor as tra-
ditional learning through a stand-alone computer program. Both CAI and ITS are 
generally used for supplementing traditional face-to-face learning [2, 3].

Online learning has become the solution of time and space constraint explicitly. 
After the introduction of computer communication, electronic learning (e-learn-
ing) has been developed based on the basic requirement of delivering content in 
the digital form to the massive learners conveniently anywhere and anytime [4, 5]. 
Without time and space constraint, e-learning can be used not only for supplement-
ing the face-to-face class but also the main class as an online course nowadays [6]. 
E-learning even becomes more popular after the high-speed Internet becomes 
commonly available and low cost. It is also customarily called web-based learning 
(WEB) [7, 8]. As shown by its name, web technology has influenced the presenta-
tion of e-learning. For WEB, interactive learning is also one of the main purposes 
besides convenient learning [9]. Web 2.0 has demonstrated how effectively web 
technology can promote interactive learning [10]. Interactive environment helps the 
online classroom to be more interactive overcoming the limitation of space as in the 
traditional classroom environment.

With mobile technology, mobile learning (m-learning) has been widely offered. 
The mobile phone becomes the smartphone having high-performance computing 
ability within portable size devices. It is evitable that mobile phone or portable 
devices have become necessary for the learner’s daily life. M-learning explicitly 
promotes convenient learning which the learning process can happen anywhere and 
anytime, although the learning process on a small screen of the mobile phone might 
be easily distracted for some learners [11]. For m-learning, interactive learning is 
very challenging because of the small screen and the compatible ability of smart-
phone. However, it is easily integrated into the learner’s daily life.

Currently, there has been the introduction of ubiquitous learning (u-learning) 
[12–15]. It employs the concept of ubiquitous computing [16] in which the comput-
ing can happen anywhere and anytime through the seamlessly connected small 
computing units. The users do not even realize about computations. For u-learning, 
learning can happen anywhere and anytime. Notably, the learning process of each 
learner happens unconsciously. The learners do not even realize those learning 
process. U-learning can be implemented as the physical learning environment [17]. 
For this environment, the contribution from different types of advanced technology 
such as sensors, sensor networks, embedded system, wireless communication, etc. 
is required. U-learning is commonly used for providing situation simulation for the 
learners. At the same time, u-learning is generally developed to guide the learners 
to achieve their learning goals or outcome individually with different learning paths 
and contents. It can be considered that u-learning has confirmed the concept of 
personalized learning, which the learning depends on individual context [18] such 
as needs, performances, goals, etc.

Online learning can also be considered with learning style points of view. 
Generally, online learning can promote both collaborative and individual learning. 
Collaborative learning believes that the learning process happens when the learners 
collaborate [19]. The learning outcome can be evaluated from the group product 
or even the consensus built within the group. Collaborative learning is important 
because this kind of skill is one of the marketable skills required in real-life situa-
tion. More specifically, collaborative learning aims to practice collaborative skills for 
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the learners besides knowledge. It is essential for learners to learn how to encourage 
and engage team members to accomplish a common goal together.

On the other hand, individual learning aims to promote each learner individu-
ally. The assumption is made that all learners are unique and they require their 
learning path to achieve their individual learning goals. Personalized learning is 
one of the famous individual learning approaches. It can be implemented in many 
different forms and types of learners. It is popularly implemented as the curriculum 
for child learning [20] because of the expectation to enable the unique develop-
ment of the child. Although, there are many different ways for the personalized 
learning pedagogy in child learning curriculum, the most critical processes are to 
assess an individual carefully and to provide the intervention appropriately. At the 
same time, personalized learning is widely found in online learning. Also, those two 
processes are essential for this environment. It has been claimed that personalized 
learning promotes flexibility and freedom for the learners as they are necessary not 
only for the twenty-first-century learning but also for lifelong learning.

2. Online learning environment

Generally, online learning is also called a virtual learning environment (VLE) 
[21–24]. After the emergence of the Internet in early 1990, VLE has been play-
ing the leading role to support learning and teaching activities through Internet 
connection. Generally, VLE is used for distance learning as a complement to the 
traditional classroom. It provides convenient access to contents, tests, and virtual 
workspaces. It also provides communication tools and assessment for the instructor. 
Additionally, it is defined to cover the existing online learning environment includ-
ing e-learning, m-learning, and u-learning.

In the recent past, VLE or online learning environment has successfully achieved 
a considerable interest from the learners worldwide. For example, massive open 
online course (MOOC) [6, 25], which is the largest online learning platform 
nowadays, provides massive online courses from all over the world for all learn-
ers. Although there are many provided online courses available, the learners are 
expected to be the active participants who know their own learning goal and can 
find their ways for achieving their goal. On the contrary, the concept of smart 
learning environment is that the learning system is smart enough to understand 
the learners individually both capability and personality so that it can provide the 
appropriate response or intervention appropriately. The learner may not even real-
ize the happening learning process [14, 15].

2.1 Personalized online learning

As mentioned before, personalized learning is a significant characteristic of 
the smart learning environment, which expands the opportunities for lifelong 
learning and explores additional resources for individual according to personal 
interests [26]. Recently, personalized learning has become the most popular learn-
ing paradigm because it focuses on learners’ interests. It is also tailored to promote 
online learning as personalized online learning [27]. Generally, personalized online 
learning can be described as the teaching and learning paradigm applying intel-
ligent technology for matching the learners with the content or learning activities 
accordingly to their proficiency level, learning styles, and interests through differ-
ent types of learning environments. Currently, personalized learning is extensively 
popular because it results in the awareness of learners’ actual proficiency and 
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ers. Although there are many provided online courses available, the learners are 
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find their ways for achieving their goal. On the contrary, the concept of smart 
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ize the happening learning process [14, 15].
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needs. The instructors can design the course or give proper suggestions for the best 
results of learning.

In the early stage, the English instructional systems have been playing the 
primary role for personalized support for learners [28]. It makes the learners to 
be engaged with the learning system. The recommendation is given through the 
selection of lessons that can be matched with the learners’ skills and abilities [29, 30]. 
Nowadays, personalized learning can easily simulate the situation for engaging 
the learners in a lesson, discussion, and any learning activities [31–33]. It can also 
provide online learning experience that professionals will need for professional 
learning. At the same time, web-based learning becomes a flexible way to promote 
personalized learning recently [10]. Currently, there is an increasing demand for 
personalized online learning to serve huge demands of learners with all ages [34, 35]. 
It is thus challenging to provide personalized online learning that can satisfy all 
current and future demands.

2.2 Personalized online learning and challenges

As mentioned before, personalized learning aims to promote successful 
learning individually. Understanding different learners are challenging since the 
learners are different in many aspects such as age, goal, need, etc. Personalized 
online learning is widely adopted for all learners of different ages. Different ages 
of learners imply different characteristics and require different intervention or 
recommendation. For child learning, the learners are still immature. The child 
might not know exactly their performances and their goals. There is the necessity 
to have the professional to estimate the potential performance and predict the 
learners’ needs. For the teenager, some of them have explicitly shown their inter-
ests, goals, and demands. However, their goals can be changed dynamically due to 
many circumstances such as friends, family, school, etc. For professional learning, 
the learners know precisely about their goals. However, their different knowledge 
and backgrounds usually affect the ability to learn the same content. The content 
representation needs to be adjusted to fit different learners. For senior learning, 
their goals usually are clearly defined. However, the health condition may distract 
their ability to learn. Nowadays, implementing personalized online learning for 
learners of all ages is very challenging, as the learning environment is expected to 
cope with any differences dynamically. The environment needs to be smart enough 
to deal with and interpret any types of data. Consequently, smart learning environ-
ment is indeed required.

3. Smart learning environment

The concept of smart learning environment has been widely introduced  
[15, 36, 37] to satisfy the high demand for freedom in learning. Smart learning 
environment means that the learning environment can promote successful learn-
ing to the learners automatically. The concept of being smart can be implemented 
with both physical and online learning environments. The critical requirement 
is to make the environment to be smart. There have been many smart learning 
environments developed with a different degree of smart services or responses. 
For this chapter, smart learning environment focuses on only the online learning 
environment. More specifically, smart services or responses in an online learn-
ing environment mainly focus on promoting individual learning. It can be seen 
that smart learning environment in this context requires the implementation of 
personalized learning.
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Generally, smart learning environment consists of two main components includ-
ing learner classification and intervention feedback as shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, the learner classification is also called as learner modeling or learner 
assessment. For this component, the primary objective is to understand the dif-
ferent learners. There are different types of information which can be called as the 
contexts involved, such as individual context and interaction context, to classify the 
learner. Individual context includes any information relating the learner individu-
ally such as profile, preference, performance, goal, need, clinical data, etc. On the 
other hand, the interaction context means the context is generated from the inter-
action of any entities such as interactions among learners, interactions between 
learner and learning object, interactions among learning objects, etc. The combina-
tion of different types of contexts is expected to provide a better understanding of 
the learners. The classification can be done in many different ways.

In this chapter, machine learning-based data classification is the main focus. 
Machine learning is widely used for data classification. For learner classification, 
all involved contexts are classified into different types of learners. The machine 
learning technique learns the data and makes a decision based on the data. It can 
employ both supervised and unsupervised learning to perform data classification. 
Supervised learning technique requires the given answer for the classification 
process. On the contrary, the unsupervised learning technique can perform data 
clustering without any given answer during the training process. Selecting the right 
technique is challenging; the comparison between different techniques is generally 
performed. The knowledge-based system is usually required for determining dif-
ferent types of learners. Human experts generally do this process. At the same time, 
the intervention feedback provides the appropriate intervention to each learner. 
This process is to map the types of learners with a set of appropriate intervention 
obtained from the experts. Sometimes, the predictive model may be involved. 
Predicting what the learner wants and what they want to be after learning may help 
to provide the intervention more appropriate. Additionally, the predictive model 
frequently employs machine learning-based technique for analyzing historical data 
and predicting the right output based on any relationship among data. Generally, 
the contribution from different areas may be involved in the learner classification 
component to increase higher classification accuracy such as behavioral science, 
physiology, cognitive science, etc.

Along with the evolution of technology, supporting learning mentioned before, 
the concept of context-aware computing [38] has already illustrated implicitly 
and explicitly into the modern online learning environment nowadays. Generally, 
context-aware applications can be found with different forms of online learning 

Figure 1. 
Components of smart learning environment.
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environment means that the learning environment can promote successful learn-
ing to the learners automatically. The concept of being smart can be implemented 
with both physical and online learning environments. The critical requirement 
is to make the environment to be smart. There have been many smart learning 
environments developed with a different degree of smart services or responses. 
For this chapter, smart learning environment focuses on only the online learning 
environment. More specifically, smart services or responses in an online learn-
ing environment mainly focus on promoting individual learning. It can be seen 
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environment covering from stand-alone program and web-based, mobile, and 
ubiquitous learning environments. With the context-aware computing perspective, 
existing smart learning environments can be considered as a context-aware com-
puting system. Any recommendation systems [39–41] frequently assess the learn-
ing’s ability and employ it as the main factor for providing the appropriate response. 
The learner’s ability can be considered as the primary context executing the smart 
intervention. The contexts used for smart learning environment can be any single 
context or the combination of many types of contexts [42]. It can be concluded 
that the vital element of context-aware computing is context awareness which is 
explicitly appropriate for smart learning environment so that all dynamic changes 
are observed, interpreted, and responded appropriately. It can be seen that develop-
ing a smart learning environment which can provide personalized learning for the 
learners requires the solution from multidisciplinary such as behavioral science, 
physiology, cognitive science, etc.

In conclusion, smart learning environment in this chapter mainly means the 
online learning environment with personalized learning implementation. This 
learning environment is expected to automatically respond to the learners appropri-
ately for achieving their learning goal individually. For this instance, it is evitable to 
have advanced technology in many areas for satisfying smart ability of this learning 
environment. Machine learning-based techniques are the main aims of this chapter. 
Some techniques commonly used in the learning area are also briefly introduced in 
this chapter.

3.1 Machine learning for smart learning environment

Machine learning is a method of data analysis for building analytical model 
autonomously. It is a subset of artificial intelligence. As humans learn from 
experience, machine learning learns from data. It is widely used for identifying 
and classifying the pattern as well as making a decision on behalf of the human. 
Machine learning is popularly used in classifying problems in many different 
areas, such as manufacturing, finance and banking, and medical diagnosis [43]. 
For the learning environment, machine learning is generally used for supporting 
the learning and teaching process on behalf of a human instructor. As mentioned 
before, smart learning environment requires not only an automatic response but 
also an individual response. Machine learning technique applied in smart learning 
environment requires specific knowledge from different points of view to under-
stand each learner correctly such as pedagogy, behavioral science, psychology, etc. 
For example, from the pedagogical point of view, different teaching approaches can 
engage different learners. From the behavioral science point of view, the individual 
learner acts differently when they are in the learning process. From the psychology 
point of view, the learner can be classified into different learning styles representing 
individual ways of gathering information and absorbing the knowledge. Machine 
learning needs to be trained with this different knowledge so that the classification 
of learner and intervention will be performed and given correctly.

Many machine learning techniques have been widely applying K-nearest neigh-
bor (KNN) for different purposes such as learning analytics supporting instructor 
decision [44], predicting successful learning for the learners [45, 46], classifying 
learning patterns [27, 47], predicting the learning outcomes from historical learning 
behavior of each learner [45], etc. Another popular method for pattern classifica-
tion problem is an artificial neural network (ANN). It usually is one of the com-
parative alternative techniques for learner classification [48]. Lastly, decision tree 
has also gained much attention for grouping or matching different types of learners 
to particular recommendation or feedback [27, 49].
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In this chapter, a brief introduction of these machine learning techniques is 
introduced. The examples are shown in the next section to demonstrate the princi-
ple concept of applying K-nearest neighbor, artificial neural network, and decision 
tree for simple learner classification.

3.1.1 K-nearest neighbor

K-nearest neighbor algorithm is a type of lazy learning in pattern recognition. 
It is used to classify and perform a regression of the dataset. It can define whether 
target data matches with the specific classes by investigating the number of K in the 
nearest condition. It will assign the weight for any contributing data along with the 
distance of neighbor to classify the target. Figure 2 shows the principle concept of 
KNN applied for classifying types of learners.

In Figure 2, KNN is applied for classifying two types of learners including 
learner requires assistant (learner with assistant) and learner does not require 
assistant (learner without assistant). The learning expert sets types of learners for 
the training process. The input of KNN can be any context relating to performance 
assessment of learners such as testing score, testing time duration, etc. It can be 
seen in Figure 2 that the classification result changes accordingly to different K 
values. For K = 3, the new learner is classified as the learner does not require the 
assistant. For this case, two nearest neighbors of the new learner are learners 
without an assistant, and only one nearest neighbor is the learner with the assistant. 
However, when the nearest neighbor number has increased to 5 (K = 5), the clas-
sification of the new learner is the learner requires assistant because three out of 
five nearest neighbors are learners who require an assistant. Therefore, different K 
may cause a different decision. Generally, there are many considerations, such as K 
value, size of input data, etc., for obtaining the highest classification accuracy.

3.1.2 Artificial neural network

Having the inspiration by biological neuron networks, artificial neural network 
is widely applied in many application domains. An ANN consists of many neurons 
linked together with specific network architecture and learning algorithm. Those 
neurons usually are highly interconnected among each other. It can have many 
layers between the input and output layer so-called hidden layer. For learning algo-
rithms, ANN learns from the examples and presents some degree of generalization 

Figure 2. 
Principle concept of KNN for learner classification.
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from the training data later. Also, ANNs adapt itself by using some examples of 
similar problems with and without the desired solution during the training period. 
After sufficient training, the trained ANN can provide a solution relating to inputs 
and outputs. Moreover, it can offer an alternative solution to the new problem. The 
conceptual diagram of applying ANN for learner classification is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that ANN is applied for classifying two types of learners includ-
ing learner requires assistant (learner with assistant) and learner does not require 
assistant (learner without assistant). The learning expert sets types of learners. 
ANN learns from the examples or data during the process of the so-called training 
process. For the learning process, the corresponding type of learner together with 
its set of training data is required. The data can be any context, for example, the 
set of data representing the level of performance of the learners, time duration 
for content learning, etc. During the training process, the associated weights are 
adjusted so that the ANN can model two different types of learners correctly. The 
training process may require many times of iteration. Training parameters need to 
be set appropriately. Then, the trained ANN with updated weights is tested with 
testing data, which is the data from the new learner. ANN will finally classify the 
new learner into one of those two types. Selecting the type of ANN is challenging 
because different types of data fit with types of ANN differently. The comparison 
of classification accuracy among different types of ANN, different architecture, 
or even different configuration may need for achieving the highest classification 
accuracy.

3.1.3 Decision tree

The decision tree is another favorite machine learning technique for data 
classification. It is a predictive method having a tree structure which is built from 
a dataset for classifying data. More specifically, it has the leaf to represent a clas-
sification. The conjunction of features causing target classification is represented 
at each branch. The tree structure is constructed following the best attribute that 
can perform the best splitting set of data. The efficiency of this technique highly 
depends on the size of the training data. The conceptual diagram of the decision 
tree for learner classification is demonstrated in Figure 4.

In Figure 4, the decision tree is applied for learner classification problem which 
has two different target classes including learner requires assistant (learner with 
assistant) and learner does not require assistant (learner without assistant). The 
learning expert sets types of learners for training. As mentioned before, the training 

Figure 3. 
Conceptual diagram of ANN for learner classification.
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data can be any context representing the performance level of each learner. After 
having the set of training data, the root node representing the best attribute can 
split the training data the most. Classes of the associated attribute are represented 
at each branch. For splitting data, all internal nodes represent all attributes involved 
in data separation. Target class is represented at the leaf node whether the learner 
requires or do not require the assistant. At the end of the process, all relevant rules 
are constructed based on all relevant attributes. The size of the training data always 
influences the separation of data. More specifically, different data sizes may obtain a 
different tree structure.

4. Conclusion

This chapter presents the concept of smart learning environment as the online 
learning that can promote personalized learning. For this instance, the smart 
learning environment consists of two main components including learner clas-
sification and intervention feedback. The objective of smart learning environment 
is to understand the different learners individually and provide each learner with 
the appropriate support or intervention for successful learning. Therefore, it is 
necessary to have smart data analytic method so-called machine learning technique 
involved particularly in dealing with a vast of dynamic change and real-time inter-
vention. For this chapter, KNN, ANN, and decision tree are chosen to demonstrate 
for solving a simple learner classification problem. Although machine learning has 
been playing a critical role in a smart learning environment, supporting learning 
and teaching still require the knowledge from the multidisciplinary area such as 
pedagogy, behavioral science, psychology, etc. so that the leaner classification 
and intervention feedback in the smart learning environment can be performed 
correctly.
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Chapter 9

ICT: Vehicle for Educational 
Development and Social 
Transformation
Adesegun B. Titus

Abstract

The world has become a global village as a result of the information tsunami and 
knowledge explosion being experienced as a result of Information Communication 
and Technology (ICT). The industrialized nations are miles ahead of the developing 
countries as a result of the information revolution. Education is a process by which 
society transmits its values, norms, mores, and ethos to generation yet unborn 
across time and space. The medium of transmission cuts across formal, non-formal 
and informal settings. This paper examines the impact/roles of ICT on education as 
an agent of social transformation and the hindrances of developing countries such 
as Nigeria in adopting ICT to aid their educational development and transformation 
of the society. The interconnection between information, ICT and social transfor-
mations is succinctly discussed in this paper. Furthermore, the paper examines the 
relationship between ICT and education and suggests measures that can be taken in 
adopting the use of ICT in Nigeria as well as the crucial role of government and the 
educational sector in this regard. The paper concludes that ICT make a significant 
contribution to the educational development and the social transformation of the 
Nigerian society.

Keywords: ICT, education, development, communication, social transformation

1. Introduction

The Integration of Information Communication and Technologies (ICT) into 
education takes the front burner in many developing countries of the world, more 
so with its potentiality of replacing the moribund and outmoded educational 
system of “chalk and talk” with modern technological tools that makes teaching 
and learning more meaningful to both the teacher and the taught. Active partici-
pation of private investors in driving the information revolution is necessary for 
the provision of an appropriate framework for social engineering and transforma-
tion, as the federal government must not be solely responsible for the provision of 
necessary wherewithal for ICT to cater for the needs of the entire citizenry. In this 
era of information boom driven advanced technology, accumulation of informa-
tion is a major booster for social interactions and dynamics. ICT acts as a catalyst 
and at the same time a tool for inducing educational reforms thereby transforming 
our students from mere job seekers to employers of labor that are knowledge and 
technology driven. The focus on the use of ICT has been the needed impetus for 
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the escalation of electronic transactions that transpired between the people and/
or organizations in all facets of human endeavor, thereby turning the world into 
a universal community propelled by technology advancement. As a result of the 
foregoing, level of interaction of man with the computer, internet and other IT 
facilities has increased tremendously and this therefore makes it a major player 
in knowledge dissemination to human societies in the field of education. Based 
on paradigm shift in the global spectrum tilting towards ICT, stakeholders in the 
education sector of most developing countries in other to avoid being left behind 
are involved in the repackaging and redefining of their educational system by 
focusing on various approaches of integrating ICT into the delivery of instruc-
tion so as to improve the quality of both teachers and learners by emphasizing 
competencies in areas of cognitive disposition, decision making process, manage-
ment of dynamic situations, teamwork and effective communication, and the 
development of necessary skills and knowledge required in this digital age [1]. 
To fully achieve the goal of integrating ICT into education, the federal govern-
ment of Nigeria in the year 2001 established and published the national policy on 
Information Technology Development Agency (NITDA) to serve as a regulatory 
body for the implementation of the policy, nevertheless, this document falls 
short of tackling the issue of integrating ICT into the Nigerian education system, 
and without providing the panacea for local/homemade software to cater for the 
needs of its citizenry nor the method of infusing it into the school curriculum 
without causing a setback [2]. Further, most countries in the developing world 
are making concerted efforts aimed at improving their domestic programs for 
fusion into education curriculum. To avoid the abuse of ICT in education, policy 
planners must provide a detailed guideline for participants/actors in the education 
industry for proper fusion of the computer and other ICT features into the educa-
tion system. As man is dependent on air, food and shelter for survival, such as the 
magnitude of the importance of information to man as information are no longer 
seen as a luxury but an indispensable factor for human survival and development. 
Information is considered today as one of the basic needs of people after air, 
food and shelter [3]. Due to the increase in level of awareness about ICT in every 
human facet, the Nigerian government in 2004 introduced a plan of infusing ICT 
into the educational system at the primary, secondary and post-secondary level 
of education. The reason for incorporating ICT into education is not far-fetched 
as its introduction is aimed at reinforcing the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
education sector to complement the responsibility of integrating IT educational 
practices into the school system.

2. The meaning of ICT

According to Abimbade et al. [4], they aver that from time immemorial, man 
has invented various machines for the survival and fulfillment of their needs, but 
with the emergence of computers the last millennium has witnessed a quantum 
leap through the level of impact of technological advancement in every sector. 
Information communication and technology (ICT) comprises of traditional and 
modern technologies used in the transmission or dissemination of information to a 
target audience. The traditional ICT products include; the printed pages (newspa-
pers, journals, magazines) radio, and television, films and so on while the modern 
technologies comprise of email, voicemail, facsimile, internet, automated notice 
panels and mobile phones, among others.

The scope of ICT is broad and covers areas such as the internet service provi-
sion (ISP), mass media coverage, telecommunications equipment services and 
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maintenance, information technology equipment and services, commercial infor-
mation providers, and other related information and communication activities and 
international networking activities.

Michel’s and van Crowder [5] summed up the meaning of ICT in their opinion 
as any electric device used for storing, acquisition, processing and, transmission 
of information by means of voice, sms, chat, text, data, graphics and video. In the 
words of Ejiaku [6], ICT doubles as a pivot for economic and technological growth 
through the means of modern scientific development and globalization. For the 
purpose of maximum efficiency and optimal effectiveness, ICT requires design, 
installation, configuration, training and maintenance of infrastructure. The emer-
gence of ICT creates a level playing ground in the field of education by granting 
access to as many people as possible to generate and disseminate information for the 
end users, thus playing an active role in the education industry.

The concept of ICT in education is premised on four basic features viz

i. ICT as an object- meaning what is learnt about ICT

ii. ICT as a tool of assistance to both the teachers and the students to support 
learning

iii. ICT as an instrument of instruction

iv. ICT as a tool for organization of management in institutions [7].

2.1 Roles of ICT

Despite the slow response of integrating ICT into education in developing 
countries of the world, the benefits that accrue and the roles of ICT are numerous 
that it cannot be waved off. First, ICT being infrastructure-based led to a growing 
increase in information related activities germane for the socio-economic develop-
ment of a nation and it lends its support as the fulcrum of complex societies, in the 
transmission and dissemination of information and guidelines between the various 
segments of such societies for efficient running of the system [8].

The gains derived from ICT spread across the various strata and this is notice-
able in the areas of education (e-learning); job training, healthcare, food security, 
environmental management, government efficiency, e-commerce, e-banking etc. 
The influence of ICT on education is robust through the provision of enormous 
tools for enhancing teaching and learning. The positive effect of ICT on teaching 
and learning is achievable given the accurate atmosphere and conditions including 
the provision of appropriate facilities, adequate training and support. ICT also 
offers the potentials to cater for the learning needs of learners through individual-
ized instruction in which the student learn at his own pace; promotion of equal 
opportunity to the learners, provision of learning materials (soft wares) and also 
promote interdependence of learning among learners. It is important to find out 
the scope of operation of ICTs use and its impact on our societies by concurrently 
examining its frame and extent of its outreach on a large scale.

Studies have shown numerous support ICT provides in the course of instruction 
delivery and this covers different fields viz creation of prospects for interaction 
between learners and knowledge acquisition. Equally some of the vital motives for 
teachers’ use of technology in education include motivations, distinctive instruc-
tional abilities, and high throughput of teachers, which are critical skills germane 
for the information age which also lends credence for the emergence of new 
techniques.
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Communication and access to information can be an empowering social process, 
therefore, ICT have the potential inbuilt capacity capable of creating a new infor-
mation and communication models through its end-to-end information and com-
munication flow at a relatively cost. The main role of the teacher is to act as an agent 
of change especially in the relationship that transpires between the student and 
technology. Integration of Information communication and technology in education 
has been the major focus of studies in the past two decades at local, national and 
international fora. These studies assessed the suitability, importance and applica-
tion design of available ICT facilities; challenges confronting the use of ICT in the 
delivery of instruction; for instance social studies in schools and the effects of the 
computer on students’ achievements. Studies conducted recently reveal that there is 
a strong correlation between teachers’ attitude and behaviors towards the use of the 
computer as a medium of instruction [4].

The successful integration of ICT into education is hinged on the teachers’ atti-
tude towards knowledge gained outside of the traditional methods of teaching and 
their readiness to implement new knowledge acquired through technology. Teachers 
have the opportunity to modify their instructions and create better understand-
ing with more emphasis now placed on students rather than the teachers and the 
students having more opportunity to interact with classmates and maximum use 
of the computer and internet to suit their learning needs. However, many teachers 
are more confident and comfortable with their traditional teaching methods in 
place of the modern method hence, ill-prepared, edgy and grossly inadequate using 
ICT gadgets in educational environments [9]. A study carried out by Anderson and 
Weert [1] revealed teachers desire to be computer-literate but not using ICT for the 
purpose of delivering instructions, rather, prefer computer-literacy to computer-
application. However in a related study, it revealed the significant relationship that 
exists between social science teachers’ computer level of awareness and computer 
application leading to a corresponding increase in the teacher’s application of 
computer in their teachings. Further study reveals that emails, internet and other 
instructional software are packaged in CDs used as computer applications in the 
classroom by the teachers. ICT doubles as the driving force for growth and source 
of energy for the social and economic empowerment of developing nations such as 
Nigeria and as a result leading to a reduction in the level of unemployment could be 
attributed to the empowerment of the masses through ICT in the emerging Global 
Digital Network Information Economy.

2.2 Social transformation

Should society be embroiled in the cocoon of customs and tradition or flow with 
the tide of the information technology revolution that cuts across nations of the 
world in the last two and a half decades? In other to place this question in the right 
perspectives, there is an urgent need for social transformation.

Social transformation, therefore, can aptly be described as the tidal waves which 
brought about an alteration in the social patterns, cultures and values, political and 
economic relations, and impacted upon local communities and national experience. 
Going by this definition, the entire universe has become a global village through the 
means of technology and thus increasing the rate at which both humans and materi-
als travel across countries. When this happens, the concerned sector or an aspect of 
the society can easily be influenced. Social transformation connotes social change; 
it is a change for a better quality of life and this implies progress, advancement or 
modernization. Social transformation can reflect on attitudes including values, 
beliefs and religion. It can also reflect on material practices, including technol-
ogy, material customs (family, transportation), built environment (architecture, 
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planning). ICT as an instrument for empowerment and social transformation is yet 
to be fully actualized as a result of the dislocation in the structural thinking that 
differs from the pursuit of the much sought change. This accounts for the set-back 
being experienced by developing countries in applying the theories of ICT as a tool 
for empowerment and social transformation. The place of education in transform-
ing the society in developing countries is not in doubt and this is reflected in the 
way society and culture react to political, social and economic disorders. Social 
transformation has contributed to the development of our nation, Nigeria. Among 
the notable significant positive effect of social transformation is the reduction in the 
level of illiteracy in the countries educational facilities as a result of laudable private 
sector initiatives as well as limited contributions on the part of the government.

Distance learning centers also offer the opportunity of schooling to members of 
the populace who do not have the wherewithal for full-time program. An example 
is the Open University system introduced by the Nigerian government and run by 
various institutions of learning across the country as sandwich or external degree 
programs in satellite campuses and the open distance learning (ODL) in South 
Africa which eliminates the barrier of face-to-face classroom teaching and reduc-
tion in contact time. The dominance and central control of the internet as a driving 
force in the process of economic globalization is not a mirage but reality backed up 
by its intelligence and ability to reach out to the end-to-end users. The emergence of 
ICT as a game changer triggered major structural changes in almost every facet of 
human society, birthing a rapid and progressive social transformation.

2.3 Educational development

Education which is a life-long process commences from birth and ends at death 
i.e. from “cradle to grave.” It is a process of continuous training and instructions 
transferred from the parent to the child; teacher to the learner and learner to learner 
and of course from the environment to the learner. The essence of education is skill 
development and knowledge acquisition. Education as a field of study deals with 
the process of instruction delivery and also acts as an instrument of social change 
and development that constitute an essential input in the development process 
itself. In other words, it is concerned with how an individual is integrated into his 
society; promotes his socio-cultural values and contributes to the development of 
his immediate environment with the ability to stand on his own and take decisions 
independently.

Education raises people’s level of productivity, creativity and promotes entre-
preneurship and technological advancement. Furthermore, it helps in securing 
economic and social progress for the improvement of the income distribution. 
Access to different employment opportunities as a result of education leads to the 
reduction of the poverty level in society. According to Chakraborty et al. [10], 
education is a precursor and acts as an instrument and an agent of change that 
prepares the society for a social, industrial and technological revolution. Drawing 
from the events in the field of education in India, most colleges lack the focus to 
create employable graduates as their curriculum is defective and only centered on 
preparing the students to pass exams and thereafter join the labor market seeking 
for employment. Therefore, there is an urgent need for an update on the current 
curriculum to meet up with the changing scenario of the world. An education sys-
tem that does not bring about a change in the life of the recipients is, to say the least, 
dysfunctional and such should be discarded with without further delay as education 
is an agent of change in every society.

In recent times there is a shift from indigenous (traditional) education to a tech-
nology driven (modern) education all over the world and this could be attributed to 
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the emergence of IT education that resulted in the tsunami in the education indus-
try. This is informed by the determination to correct the anomalies identified in the 
education curriculum of some developing nations so that they can be at parity with 
the developed nations of the world.

2.4 Education, ICT and social transformation

Education is regarded as the backbone of national development. Education, 
therefore, is the key to social transformation. According to Lawal [11], self- 
realization is achievable through education if, there is proper and effective integration 
of the individual into the society through a well-tailored socialization process; 
developing economic, political, scientific, cultural and technological processes. 
In a world where the only thing constant is change, education acts as that change 
agent and must be embraced by all and sundry. Education plays a significant 
social role in this modern, complex and industrialized society acting as a catalyst 
for social change and transformation. Education initiates, prepares, directs, and 
determines the nature of social change or transformation that will take place in 
society. Anyaogu [12] is of the opinion that education is indispensable for human 
and societal development. It is both the engine of and catalyst to development. As a 
result of the realization of the importance of education to development, educators 
from all over the world gathered at Thailand in 1990 at a world conference tagged 
“Education for All,” where a declaration for the eradication of illiteracy was pro-
nounced with Nigeria as a signatory. The relationship between ICT and education 
are numerous and this has been clearly demonstrated in the developed countries of 
the world. ICT has been integrated into the various learning environments whether 
formal, non-formal or informal education. For instance, many people in developed 
societies have access to ICT gadgets through which they gather much information 
that affects them or influences their decision making. In formal education, ICT is 
used in developed countries to achieve a positive result. The use of microcomput-
ers in the classroom in the United Kingdom (UK) has made it easier for teachers 
to emphasize the practical application of mathematics than ever before [4]. In 
non-formal education, distance education programs gained global recognition as an 
alternative form of education due to the introduction of Information communica-
tion and technologies (ICT) [13]. The introduction of ICT in the school curriculum 
resulted in an upsurge in the number of students been catered for and also improve-
ment in the level of instructions. For instance the Saudi Arabian government in 
other to take learning to the doorsteps of its citizens introduced distance (mobile) 
learning. To achieve this objective, six sub-structures for higher and distance 
education were instituted with the following objectives: “(1) to link the electronic-
learning educational gateway system; (2) to connect management in electronic-
learning; (3) to launch an award of distinction for electronic-learning in university 
(4) the National repository for learning object Taiseer service for e-learning and (5) 
the establishment of Saudi national center for e-learning and distance education for 
e-learning and distance education for university education in the kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and; (6) developing the academic and administrative skills and management 
system, e-learning and distance education, building electronic curriculum contents 
and forms of digital and print for a number of university courses and to build the 
educational portal for distance learning and e-learning and awareness program for 
electronic education and distance education [14]”. The integration of ICT into edu-
cation has become a process whose implications go far beyond rhetoric; it is a tech-
nological tool that brings an advancement in the educational milieu. Consolidation 
of worthwhile learning grew due to the introduction of teaching construction and 
method of a building based on technological use of education. The ICT revolution is 
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enhanced by the use of educational tools that led to the improvement of the educa-
tion quality of the students through the use of technological tools such as calcula-
tors, TV sets, and voice recorders, among others to facilitate learning.

In 2004, Nigeria took a step similar to that of Saudi Arabia in Abuja, at the 
conference for ministers in the sub-continent of Africa on “the Integration of ICT 
in education” and the following sectorial recommendations reached can be sum-
marized as the integration of ICT to cover all strata of education from primary to 
tertiary education and other areas, such as e-libraries, and ICT in technical, voca-
tional and professional training” [15]. ICT as a means of acquiring information has 
potentials for social transformation. According to IDRC’s Gender and Information 
working group (GIWG) “Acquiring knowledge is the first step towards change, 
whether this change is technological, social economic, cultural, legal or political. 
Information is the catalyst, fuel and product of this process of transformation…” 
ICT has potentials for far-reaching changes towards development and it can ensure 
people-centered development that stems from the transformation process. Using 
ICT as a vehicle for educational development requires careful planning and imple-
mentation with the people as the benefactors. It is pertinent to ask at this juncture, 
of what relevance is ICT in the transformation of the society? What are the major 
determinants of social change actors? Inspite of different meanings ascribed to 
social transformation, in this context, it simply implies moving from a class society 
structure to a classless society structure where there is unbiased sharing of political, 
economic, social and cultural powers among the people.

2.5 ICT in developing countries towards the promotion of social causes

Concerted efforts are being made in developing countries to use ICT to address 
social issues or generate information targeted at ensuring an improvement in 
the quality of life of the people. Social transformation has contributed to the 
development of Nigeria as a nation. Among the notable possible effects of social 
transformation is in the area of education where facilities are made available by 
private organizations, individuals, missionaries, international organizations as 
well as the government at the federal, state and local government level which result 
in a tremendous reduction in the number of illiterate persons. The emergence of 
distance learning centers and satellite campuses of various institutions of higher 
learning also offer the opportunity of schooling to members of the public who do 
not have time for full-time university academic program. For example, the national 
open university (NOUN) introduced by the Nigerian government where course 
materials are packaged in compact disk (CD) for students to access and this affords 
the students concerned with the opportunity to learn at their own convenience. In 
the area of health and education, in Botswana, “Talkback and break the silence” 
is an educational television program aired on Tuesday 12 noon and it aims at 
teachers sensitizing their students about combating HIV/AIDS transmission and 
integration of control mechanisms into teaching and learning. It was reported that 
the program has a strong effect on the listeners. In Tanzania, Twende Na wakati 
(“let's go with time”) a radio soap opera targeted at reducing the size of the popula-
tion and fighting the scourge of HIV/AIDS Infection. According to Erwat [16], 
fifty-five percent of Tanzanians listened to it. The radio program that was aired 
consecutively for a period of time recorded appreciable success with about 23 % of 
the listeners reported to have adopted family control techniques and 82% reported 
a mechanism for preventing HIV. In Bida, Niger state north central of Nigeria, a 
multi-media campaign approach was used in combating the alarming rate of HIV/
AIDS pandemic. The Center for Communications and Reproductive Health Service 
(CCRHS), Bida, executed the campaign which was funded by the U.S.A. The project 
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enhanced by the use of educational tools that led to the improvement of the educa-
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sought to educate a target population of 50,000 men, women and youth about safe 
motherhood, human sexuality and reproductive health and sexually transmitted 
infections (STIs) in addition to HIV/AIDS. The multimedia facilities used includes-
the TV, radio, music/drama outreach programs, radio tapes, visits and workshop/
seminars in secondary schools, posters, handbill and stickers. The result revealed 
that awareness of HIV/AIDS rose to a 100% against 83.3% on non-awareness in the 
baseline data. Majority of the population 85% could state birth control methods. 
Furthermore, 91.6% indicate blood and sex transfusion as a means of HIV/AIDS 
transmission as opposed to about 12% in the pre-intervention survey data [17] that 
was carried out.

In Peru, Video-based training has been used to reach rural farmers as part 
of government effort to bring about reform in the agriculture sector. The use of 
Audio-visual equipment helped to overcome high illiteracy in rural areas and also 
maximize the effectiveness of extension agents training activities. One hundred 
and forty (140) producers and one hundred and twenty thousand rural farmers 
have been trained and reached respectively by the program [17]. The impact of ICTs 
social structure on community-based relationship is expressed as a unit big enough 
(Meso-structure) to accommodate appreciable network effect and equally small 
enough to cater for local users to maintain their inter-personal relationships. There 
is equally a shift towards large scale operations but constrained by the availability of 
sufficient resources to sustain communication across its components.

The pace of development globally is massive especially for ICT-compliant 
society where big corporate organizations dominate the playing field resulting in a 
corporate-mediated social paradigm shift. The tempo is unmatched by the produc-
tion systems put in place as ICT now dictates the policy and the social projects. The 
scope of their operation is global in outlook and monopolistic in operation, hence 
bringing about minimal state control. The social paradigm shift necessitated by the 
introduction of ICT resulted in the changes in the disposition of protagonists for social 
change and this reflected in roles played by corporate powers within our societies. 
What are the major roles of ICT in advancing corporate powers in our societies? 
Firstly, the central/national government has little or no regulatory control over ICT 
businesses across the globe, because it is mostly private sector driven. Secondly, the 
inter-connectivity of fundamental social processes of communication, informa-
tion and association to ICT services empowers information communication and 
technology (ICT) business operators. Thirdly, pioneers of ICT business capitalized 
on the paucity of materials given the fact Information communication technology is 
in an embryonic stage thus outwitting the public sector and seeing it essentially as a 
private sector initiative. As a result the role of the public sector has been completely 
eroded. The normal checks and balances which is the prerogative of the government 
that is absent in the ICT space between public and private actors created a leeway 
and this shaped the new social information process in an evolving society.

The emergence of ICTs created an enabling environment for conducting busi-
ness with ease with the outside world and at a cheaper rate as a result of the inter-
connectivity between communities at a global level. It created a platform to connect 
with the outside world with access to international markets and various kinds of 
economic benefits such as banking, employment, commerce etc. Communities’ 
earlier cut-off due to distance are now relieved as a result of ICT which has made 
the world to become a global village by removing the distance barrier. Such official 
connections involve a fitting set of new community at the intermediate level to be 
developed for the moral good of the public. The reason for this is not only to guar-
antee equal access within the community but to ensure that, the emerging power 
play in the new dispensation with the outside bodies is not at the detriment of the 
community. This factor should be consciously borne in mind at the inception of any 
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project before the community begins to utilize ICTs rather than a later date with the 
hope that things will take shape as utilization of the facilities commence. In the last 
two decades, ICT has made landmark achievement in the social and economic life of 
the people, but, this impact is yet to be fully felt in developing countries especially 
in the area of ICT and ICT4D nations despite its dynamism.

2.6 Hindrances to the adoption of ICT in developing countries

There have been some concerted efforts by developing countries to adopt the use 
of ICT. Ezeliora [18] listed “computer literacy, inadequate infrastructures, uncer-
tainty, lack and inconsistency of state policy” as some of the problems affecting the 
effective use of IT. Further works in consonance with the above were carried out to 
buttress the point raised. UNESCO according to Osokoya [19] reported that schools 
in developing countries in 1992 registered only 39% girls and 50% boys while in 
Nigeria UNICEF [20] cited by Osokoya [19] reported that there was a reduction 
in the general literacy level from 57% in 1990 to 49% in 2001 while that of women 
reduced from 44% to 41% during the same period. According to current statistics 
released by the federal ministry of education in Nigeria in 2018, the national literacy 
level stands at 65.1%; female 59.3% while male stands at 70.9% [21] The problem 
of illiteracy needs to be tackled in order to break through in the application of ICT 
in accelerating development without any hindrance. For ICT to be successfully 
adopted in Nigeria or any developing country, there has to be the full backing of 
the government in terms of entrenching IT policies. In 2004, agencies of the federal 
government of Nigeria under the auspices of the federal ministry of education intro-
duced diverse ICT programs namely; library automation project and the Nigerian 
universities management information (NUMIS) among others but to mention a few.

Anyaogu [12] stated that the availability of ICT resources in developing countries 
is dependent on the level of effectiveness of government agencies. Nigeria’s 90th 
position according to world IT ranking (The Punch 2006) indicate a level of progress 
as regards computer integration, while Global information technology report of 
2016 ranked the network readiness of Nigeria as 3.2 occupying 119th position among 
the countries of the world.

According to Abimbade et al. [4] computer education has already been included 
in the national policy on education, but the detailed curriculum for the primary 
and pre-primary levels has been prepared but largely inadequate. At the secondary 
school level, the curriculum recommended has not been fully implemented in many 
schools due to various obstacles, such as lack of computer facilities, incessant power 
failure, security requirements, conducive environment and inadequate trained and 
qualified computer teachers.

Infrastructure is another major problem that needs to be addressed in devel-
oping countries so that ICT can easily be used. A recent study on ICT barriers 
in  developing nations revealed that an aggregate of forty-three ICT barriers are 
common in developing countries [22] and these barriers are classified broadly as 
economic and socio-cultural; infrastructural, political and leadership, legal and 
regulatory, educational and skills, technical, security and safety. Other critical 
barriers identified are lack of internet exchange points (IXPs), invisible hands and 
micromanaging. In many of the developing countries, the power supply is poor and 
facilities for internet connectivity are yet to be fully installed. Adomi [23] revealed 
that Nigeria is at the embryonic stage of connectivity mainly as a result of basic 
problems with infrastructure; epileptic supply of electricity and the overbearing 
cost of the internet through a service provider. ICT depends on efficient communi-
cation systems and these are lacking. For example in Africa, South Africa accounts 
for over ninety % of the internet link of the whole African region [24].
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Another problem that developing nations need to address is the provision of IT 
professionals to implement ICT projects. According to Ogunseye [25], the profes-
sionals in Nigeria need to be trained to put in place infrastructure to meet the vary-
ing needs at the local, national and international levels. In a research carried out by 
Oladimeji and Folayan [26] on the practicability of teaching and evaluating STM 
with ICT in Nigeria, the result showed that eighty percent of the samples (Teachers 
and students) used in the research were willing to be trained in the use of ICT.

3.  Suggested roles of government, private sector and educational 
institutions

There is a need for Nigeria to wake up from her “deep slumber’ to meet up with 
the “information revolution.” The adoption of ICT in developing countries such as 
Nigeria is highly imperative in order to kick start our socio-economic development.

Nigeria's government must ensure that illiteracy is eradicated to meet up with the 
vision 2015 which is less than a decade from now through the full implementation 
of Universal Basic Education (UBE) program. There should be proper monitor-
ing and regular evaluation of this Program web and other IT programs to ensure 
maximum success.

More funds should be released for the building of infrastructure and supply 
of facilities to equip secondary schools for the proper take-off of the computer 
education at the post-primary level. Also at the tertiary level, each postgraduate 
student should be provided with one laptop, similar to a Program on “one laptop 
per child” in which two junior secondary schools situated in Abuja, were benefi-
ciaries in March 2007 (NTA Nationwide News, 24th Jan, 2008). The government 
should endeavor to provide stable power supply to nooks and cranny of the nation 
for effective and efficient performance of ICT gadgets, while training in the use 
of computer should be accorded its rightful position in our education system, due 
to its relevance in the development of the system. The training of IT profession-
als to implement ICT projects should be taken as a priority by the government. IT 
professionals are needed to make ICT relevant to local and national information 
and information technology needs. The government should seek the collaboration 
of private sectors and the assistance of international donors to donate ICT facilities 
and also reduce the import duties charged on ICT facilities. The education sector 
and educational institutions should adopt measures for capacity building of the 
populace to be able to use ICT and also develop ICT culture. ICT should be adopted 
in the extra-mural to reach more learners through distance education. Mobile learn-
ing, (M-learning) could also be introduced and adopted mainly for better outreach 
and an improvement in the learning experiences of the students through sandwich 
and external degree programs, a method already in use and with a high success rate 
in Saudi Arabia. Programmed software relevant to local needs should be developed 
and packaged for use of students from pre-primary to the post-graduate level of our 
education system.

4. Conclusion

The place of education as a basic tool for social transformation and moderniza-
tion cannot be underestimated. A society’s level of development is determined by 
the quality of its education, therefore, for a nation to be on the same pedestal with 
others it must pay serious attention to the education of its citizenry. People need to 
be literate in order to take full advantage of the benefits of ICT. It is the backbone 
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of national development and the engine of, and a catalyst for development. ICT is 
a powerful tool for social transformation with the potential to empower people to 
affect peoples’ lives positively for the purpose of effecting to social change. In other 
to avoid the risk of being marginalized from the rest of the world, the onus rest on 
government of developing countries to ensure the growth of ICT so that they can be 
in the mainstream of information flow. ICT and information are now regarded as 
major factors in the socio-economic development of every nation. However, for ICT 
to be a powerful tool to promote social causes, ICT application needs to be packaged 
to meet the needs of the people and this must be backed up with programs of train-
ing and system development for IT professionals who can adopt ICT to suit local 
needs. The adoption of ICT in a developing country such as Nigeria is an enormous 
and capital-intensive task that needs the Nigerian government to collaborate with 
the private sector, the educational sector and assistance of international donor 
bodies/agencies.
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